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Dr. Gromacki came to Cedarville College in 1960.
In the 21 years that he has served on the faculty,
he has helped bring about many changes.
After receiving his Th.B. from Baptist Bible
Seminary in 1956, he traveled on to Dallas
Theological Seminary where he graduated with his
Th.M. in 1960. Grace Theological Seminary
conferred upon him the Doctor of Theology
degree in 1966.
While at BBS, he met and married Gloria Julyan.
He is the father of two children: Gail and Gary.
Gail is a student at Cedarville; Gary is a 1980
graduate of Cedarville and is presently continuing
his education at Dallas Theological Seminary.
Dr. Gromacki has authored 10 books in his years
at Cedarville. He is presently serving as the
chairman of the Bible Department.
For all that he has done for Cedarville College, it
is with great pleasure that we dedicate the 1982
Miracle to Robert Glenn Gromacki.
THE 1982 MIRACLE
CEDARVILLE COLLEGE - CEDARVILLE, OHIO
VOLUME 28
Every year it seems that Cedarville
College changes. The 1981-82 school
year was no exception. Many
changes were evident on campus:
Williams Hall had changed from a
dormitory into offices and
classrooms; the old SCG had
become the College Center with a
new dining hall; and the new Athletic
Center was completed and in use.
2

Homecoming
weekend also
changed: new floats;
a new theme; and
new queen
candidates all
combined to provide
an atmosphere of
friendly competition
among the classes on
campus.
5

The beautiful fall colors
helped make
Homecoming weekend
a tremendous success
and provided a striking
background for the
dedication of the new
Athletic Center.
With a seating capacity of
800, the new dining hall, in
which the Yellow Jackets
had played so many exciting
basketball games, became a
pleasant atmosphere for
meals, banquets, receptions,
and hours of enjoyable
conversation.

Before an excited crowd and an
aroused pep band, the Yellow Jackets
played their first basketball game in the
new Athletic Center against Dyke in the
first round of the Cedarville Invitational.
When it was all over, the Jackets had
won 87 to 62. They went on the
following night to defeat Muskingum 65
to 56 and to claim the first place
trophy in the Cedarville lnvitatio a
10
-

One of the most
dramatic changes in
history was presented in
the fall drama
production, The
Miracle Worker. The
play tells the true story
of Helen Keller, a blind,
deaf girl who is changed
into a living, thinking,
and loving human being
by her teacher, Anne
Sullivan.
13
Perhaps, the biggest
changes on campus every
year are the faces. Each
year new faces come; others
leave. While we are at
Cedarville, we too change.
We grow; we mature; and
God prepares us for our life
ahead. "But he knoweth the
way that I take: when he
hath tried me, I shall come
forth as gold"
(Job 23:10).
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HOMECOMING
1981:
"BUILDING ON
A FIRM
FOUNDATION"
The theme for the 1981 Homecoming
Weekend was "Building on a Firm Foun-
dation." The classes united to create
floats that exemplified this theme. Linda
Moody was elected the 1981 Homecom-
ing Queen; she was crowned at the
Homecoming Royalty Banquet. Alumni
speakers were featured in chapel
throughout the week. The week culminat-
ed with several events: the Prism II con-
cert, the Homecoming Parade, the dedi-
cation of the new Athletic Center, a
Homecoming picnic, and the Homecom-
ing Soccer Game. Overall it was an enjoy-
able week of fun and activities.
Photo 1: Kathy Bachelder and Bruce Maddux por-
trayed two characters from "The Matchmaker" in
the Homecoming parade. Photo 2: Roseanne Bran-
ham played the trumpet in Cedarville's Marching
Band. She was followed by Steve Ward, Dave Law-
head, and the rest of the band. Photo 3: Homecom-
ing Queen, Linda Moody and her escort, Drew Ba-
ker. Photo 4: Sandy Seals, a member of the Home-
coming Court, rode in style in the parade. Photo 5:
The 1981 Homecoming Court and their escorts at
the Homecoming Royalty Banquet: (left to right)
Mark Dresbach, Mike Smart, Dave Black, Lenna
Barrand, Drew Baker, Linda Moody, Sandy Seals,
Dan Cawood, Deb Buining, and Tim Fisher. On The
Following Pages — Photo 6: Jim Jobson pulled a
float full of soccer players. On the float were Jeff
Bowser, Dave Bowser, Kim Jenerette, Dave Cox,
Dave Jones, and Craig Herl. Photo 7: Sandy Seals
and her escort, Dan Cawood. Photo 8: The Bee,
Julie Clark, Tammy Heinrich, Denise Davenport,
Amy Harvey, and Gail Gromacki rode on the cheer-
leaders' float. Photo 9: At halftime of the soccer
game, the queen, her court, and their escorts were
presented to the fans. Left to Right: Freshman Tracy
Brown and Tom Blackburn, Junior Deb Buining and
Tim Fisher, Senior Elaine Riggs and Mike Smart,
Mrs. Dixon and President Dixon, Queen Linda
Moody and Drew Baker, Senior Sandy Seals and
Dan Cawood, Senior Lenna Barrand and Dave
Black, and Sophomore Jeri Probst and Mark Dres-
bach. Photo 10: The 1981 Queen, Linda Moody,
rode in her own Corvette in the parade. Photo 11:
President and Mrs. Dixon led the Homecoming
Court off the field after their presentation halftime.
-4•411+
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 SPECIAL EVENTS/23
NEW
STUDENT
TALENT
NIGHT
October 24th was the date for the annual
New Student Talent Night which was
sponsored by the Student Body Project
Committee. Any new student on campus
for the 1981-82 school year was eligible
to compete. A variety of acts, both musi-
cal and comical, made the evening a
great success. Following the show, the
audience voted for their favorite act. The
audience from both performances picked
James Hust as the winner.
Photo 1: Ron Hobar provides a comic intermission
during the show. Photo 2: Linda Smart sings "My
Father's Eyes." Photo 3: Melinda and Melody
Meadows sing a duet. Photo 4: The master of cere-
monies for the evening was Myron Youngman, the
Director of Campus Activities. Photo 5: James Hust
plays and sings a song he wrote himself. Photo 8:
Geoff Walker plays a musical number while the audi-
ence votes for their favorite act. Photo 7: Marty
Berrien and Mark Fisher performed a humorous skit
about selling pencils. Photo 8: Collin Lord played a
number on the piano.
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CEDAR
COUNTY
FAIR
October 31, 1981 was the date for the
annual Cedar County Fair. Various Cedar-
ville clubs sets up special booths, in addi-
tion to providing the entertainment for the
fair-goers. The attractions at the fair in-
cluded a bathtub stuffing contest and a
mattress flipping contest, both of which
proved to be very comical. Some of the
more creative participants chose to dress
up for the occasion since it was Hallow-
een. The evening was a fun time for all
who attended — a time to socialize and
enjoy the new athletic center.
Photo 1: The bathtub stuffing contest attracted
many participants. Photo 2: Kayla Webb directs Bill
Thomas in one of the many games at the fair. Photo
3: Jill Southward provided some of the entertain-
ment with her version of "Cinderella." Photo 4:
Randy Howard tries to decide where to go next.
Photo 5: Deatra Huffman wore one of the more
interesting costumes of the evening. Photo 6: Lou-
ise Johnston dressed up as Pippy Longstocking.
Photo 7: Brenda J. Oliver and Dawn Weik wore
some interesting costumes. Photo 8: Gillis West
enjoyed the evening. Photo 9: Randy Thornburg
and Geoff Walker provided musical entertainment
for the students.
28/SPECIAL EVENTS 
ALPHA CHI'S
CHRISTMAS
BANQUET
December 4, 1981, was the date for the
annual Alpha Chi Banquet. Instead of
their normal fall banquet, the men of Al-
pha Chi decided on a Christmas banquet.
The dining hall was decorated for the holi-
day season including a large Christmas
tree. All of the decorations enhanced the
theme Alpha Chi had chosen, "A Tradi-
tional Christmas." Providing the music
and entertainment for the evening were
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Anthony. Mr. Anthony
sang and played the piano while Mrs.
Anthony accompanied him on the harp.
They also used a slide show to enhance
their excellent music. Mr. Anthony sang a
number of Christmas songs; he also had
the students join him on several of the
more popular Christmas Carols. Between
the meal and the excellent entertainment,
the evening was a good time for all who
came.
Photo 1: Annette Walborn and Jon Selden enjoyed
some pleasant conversation before the meal. Photo
2: Mrs. Anthony accompanied her husband on the
harp. Photo 3: Dick Anthony played the piano and
sang. Photo 4: Jennifer Livingston and Steve
Sadowitz were pleased with their meal. Photo 5:
Dick Anthony and Dr. Murdoch had time for a little
chat with Dr. Murdoch's mother before the enter-
tainment began. Photo 6: Greg Malone and Donna
Einstein.
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"WHO CAN BE
REASONABLE
WHEN THE
SUBJECT
IS LOVE?"
On February 4, 1982, a Readers' Theatre
was presented for the first time at Cedar-
ville College. A nine member cast — in-
cluding Kathy Bachelder, Tom Wigger-
shaus, Bradley Files, Mark Baugh, Faith
Linn, Jill Southward, John Jackson, Patty
Maloney, and Bethel Hornbeck — per-
formed "Who Can Be Reasonable When
the Subject is Love?" under the direction
of Miss Sheryl Liddle. The production,
which was a series of cuttings from dra-
matic works, explored the subject of love.
The cuttings were taken from several dif-
ferent works: Carl Sandburg's "Honey
and Salt" and "Little Word, Little White
Bird"; Shakespeare's "Romeo and Ju-
liet" and "The Taming of the Shrew";
"Slipover Sweater" by Jesse Stewart;
and "City Dwellers" by William Zinsser.
Instead of using elaborate costumes and
props, the Readers' Theatre utilized the
imagination of the audience to fill in the
missing details. The production was a
wonderful change of pace for the audi-
ence. Under the direction of Miss Liddle,
the cast did an excellent job dealing —
sometimes comically, sometimes serious-
ly, but always in a thought provoking way
— with the subject of love.
Photo 1: A cutting from "The City Dwellers" was
performed by Bradley Files, John Jackson, and Tom
Wiggershaus. Photo 2: Faith Linn and Bradley Files
reenacted a scene from "The Taming of the Shrew."
Photo 3: Jill Southward added a serious note with
the Biblical perspective of love taken from I Corinthi-
ans 13. Photo 4: A cutting from Carl Sandburg's
"Honey and Salt" was performed by Jill Southward,
John Jackson, and Faith Linn. Photo 5: Bethel
Hornbeck and Mark Baugh combined for perhaps
the most popular cutting of the evening, "Love a la
Staccato."
ALPHA CHI
TALENT
NIGHT
The Alpha Chi Talent Night, an annual
Cedarville event, was held on Friday, Feb-
ruary 12th. The sponsor, Alpha Chi, one
of our men's organizations, began prep-
aration for this event in early January.
Mr. David Warren, Cedarville's Associate
Professor of Bible presided over the even-
ings festivities. There was a variety of tal-
ent displayed throughout the night, which
included both singing and comedy acts.
The 12 judges had the tough job of
choosing a winner from the many talented
performers. Bill Thomas and Randy Mon-
roe tied for first place with Esther Veldt.
Bill and Randy performed a unique com-
edy act; Esther gave a humorous oral in-
terpretation.
Photo 1: Patty Raught, Kim Murphy, and Debbie
Henry are ready for service. Photo 2: Mr. Warren
and Ron Hobar consult with one another during a
comic interlude. Photo 3: Mark Fisher introduces
one of the acts. Photo 4: Laura Webber sings and
plays her guitar. Photo 5: Bill Thomas and Randy
Monroe give their version of Scottish bagpipes.
Photo 6: Kayla Webb and Diane Johnson combine
their musical talents.
SPECIAL EVENTS/33
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CONFERENCE
-.414 SPEAKERS
4 MINISTER TO
THE COLLEGE
FAMILY
Throughout the school year chapel
speakers were a source of blessing and
encouragement to the college family.
Three particular times that this was true
were the quarterly conferences. Evangel-
ist Fred Brown was the speaker for the
Fall Bible Conference. During Winter
Quarter, Rev. Esper Ajaj, Rev. Charles
John, Rev. StarIon Washington, and Dr.
Wendell Kempton were the speakers for
the 23rd Annual Missionary Conference.
The Spring Enrichment Conference fea-
tured Dr. David Jeremiah as the speaker.
Photo 1: Dr. Wendell Kempton brings one of his
encouraging messages. Photo 2: Rev. Esper Ajaj,
pastor of the Arabic Baptist Church in Washington
D.C., speaks during the Missionary Conference.
Photo 3: Rev. StarIon Washington takes time to
chat with some students before chapel. Photo 4: Dr.
David Jeremiah talks to some students after one of
his messages during Spring Enrichment Week.
Photo 5: Evangelist Fred Brown addresses the col-
lege family during the Fall Bible Conference.
ARTIST
SERIES
Along with the many "in house" perfor-
mances by the college family, there were
several guest artists who performed
throughout the school year. Myron
Youngman and the Campus Activities Of-
fice were responsible for organizing the
Artist Series which, for the 1981-82 sea-
son offered a wide variety of exciting pro-
grams. Featured artists for the 1981-82
Artist Series included:
Photo 1: The Chadwick Theatre Classic
This delightful theatrical event provided "readings"
from three of Charles Dickens novels: A Christams
Carol, The Pickwick Papers, and Oliver Twist. In
this one-man performance by Cyril Mallett, an ex-
perienced professional actor, a whole gallery of Dic-
kensian characters were vividly and dynamically
portrayed. Mr. Mallett was ably seconded by Jean
Lane.
Photo 2: Diane Bish, Organist
"The First Lady of the Organ," Diane Bish is a
recording artist, conductor, composer, national tele-
vision artist, and author. She is currently conductor
of the professional Coral Ridge Chamber Orchestra
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. She has recorded over
15 albums on the world's great organs.
Photo 3: David Ford, Bass
David Ford has impressed audiences and critics with
his rich bass voice in performances throughout the
United States, South America, Russia, and Europe.
Feeling that the Lord has especially blessed his abili-
ty to communicate the gospel through music, he has
recently devoted all his efforts to a busy sacred
concert schedule. This was his second performance
at Cedarville College.
Photo 4: Charles Postlewate, Guitarist
One of the foremost performers and educators of
the guitar in the United States is Charles Postlewate.
He became the first person in the United States to
receive a Master of Music Degree in guitar perfor-
mance when he graduated from Wayne State. He is
presently an Associate Professor of Guitar in the
University of Texas at Arlington Music Department.
He performed a unique concert with a repertoire of
guitar music from the 16th century to the contempo-
rary period.
Photo 5: The Hutsah Puppet Theatre
The Hutsah Puppet Theatre performed The Hobbit
by J.R.R. Tolkien. Rusty Steiger, who directs this
troupe composed the musical score and built most
of the puppets. The enchanting classic by Tolkien
was performed by over thirty almost life-size pup-
pets, including elves, goblins, trolls, and a dragon.
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THE
SOAP
SHOW
One of the zaniest events of the year was
'The Soap Show." It was sponsered by
the group known as "The Seven Guys
Who Are Comedians." For several years
this group has entertained the student
body with their antics. Each year they
have sponsored a comedy show of their
own with all the profit being donated to a
multitude of worthy causes. The proceeds
were given to Student Senate to help with
their Student Body Project. Despite the
fact that the group was short one mem-
ber, due to graduation last year, the re-
maining six guys gave an excellent perfor-
mance full of a lot of laughs.
Photo 1: Jeff Willetts, Jeff Bowser, Ron Hobar, and
Mark Morley perform a skit entitled "The Loud Fam-
ily." Photo 2: Ron Hobar, Geoff Walker, and Mark
Morley did a satire of a popular T.V. game show.
Photo 3: Ron Hobar made fun of wrestling by en-
gaging in a wrestling match with a lawn chair. Jeff
Bowser officiated the match which Ron eventually
lost The chair pinned him in just under two minutes.
Photo 4: Ron Hobar plays imaginary drums while
Mark Morley strums his guitar. Photo 5: Jeff Bowser
gave a crazy weather report. Photo 6: Dan Cawood,
Ron Hobar, Geoff Walker, Mark Morley, Jeff Willetts,
Jeff Bowser, and Jill Southward did a satire on op-
era. Photo 7: Geoff Walker and Ron Hobar make
fun of T.V. Commercials Photo 8: Ron Hobar, Mark
Morley, and Jeff Willetts sang their version of a pop-
ular song.
THE
GAMMA CHI
BANQUET
The annual Gamma Chi Banquet was
held on April 17. A spirit of country charm
was the goal of the ladies of Gamma Chi.
The theme for the banquet, as well as
entertainment, was taken from the musi-
cal "Oklahoma." Students dined on "An
Old Fashioned Dinner" to the sounds of
folk music. Entertainment for the evening
included excerpts from the musical
"Oklahoma."
Photo 1: Elena England sings a song from the musi-
cal "Oklahoma." Photo 2: Steve Ward serves one
of the evenings diners. Photo 3: The audience en-
joyed the evening. Photo 4: Dr. Johnson made the
announcements at the beginning of the evening.
Photo 5: Bob Boynton and Sharon Van Etten.
Photo 6: These couples enjoyed their "Old Fa-
shioned Dinner." Photo 7: Ric Butler and Randy
Thornburg provided the dinner music.
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HONORS
DAY
CHAPEL
May 7th was the date for Cedarville Col-
lege's annual Honors Day Chapel. This
day is set aside to recognize students with
high academic standing. Over 300 stu-
dents were honored for qualifying for the
Dean's Honor List. Students receiving this
honor had maintained a 3.75 grade point
average for the year with no grades lower
than a "B." Individual awards were also
given to deserving students from various
fields of study.
Photo 1: Dr. Callan — Faculty Member of the Year
and Debbie Gidley — Staff Member of the Year.
Photo 2: Dr. Johnson presents Debbie Nash with a
certificate for qualifying for the Dean's Honor List.
Photo 3: Raymond Miller, senior class valedictorian,
addresses the student body. Photo 4: Dr. Biddle
presents Pam McKay with the Clara Monzelle Award
for Teacher Education. Photo 5: Larry Green re-
ceives the George L. Lawlor Greek Award from Dr.
Durham. Photo 6: Mr. Spencer announces the next
award.
44/SPECIAL EVENTS
III
6 The spring drama production, The Rain-
"* maker, turned out to be one of the best
THE
RAINMAKER
plays in the history of the college. As usu-
al, the great interest in plays at Cedarville
made it necessary for the cast to give four
showings. The play occurs during a long
and punishing drought that is destroying
the land. Fear and frustration are destroy-
ing everyone in the Curry household in
different ways. Into this seemingly hope-
less situation steps Bill Starbuck, "The
Rainmaker." He weaves a spell of humor
and romance and brings a miracle. (For
more on the play, see pages 66-69).
Photo 1: Starbuck (John Hart) proposes to Lizzy
(Faith [inn) while File (Mark Morley) and her father,
H.C. (Jon Harvey) look on. Photo 2: N.C. presides
over an argument between his two sons, Jimmy
(Gary Cooke) and Noah (Mark Baugh). Photo 3:
The Sheriff (Ken Morrow) tries to tell File, his deputy,
that he should have a dog. Photo 4: Starbuck tries
to convince Lizzy that he can bring rain. Photo 5:
N.C. attempts to persuade his daughter to have File
over for supper. Photo 6: Jimmy, N.C., and Noah
have a discussion at the breakfast table. Photo 7:
Starbuck tells Jimmy how he will bring rain while
Noah looks on in disgust.
THE 1982
JUNIOR-SENIOR
BANQUET
The 1982 Junior-Senior Banquet was by
far the best J.S. in Cedarville's history.
Held in the Presidential Ballroom of the
Westin in Cincinnati, the banquet com-
bined good food, excellent entertainment,
and a fantastic atmosphere to make an
evening that students would long remem-
ber. The theme for the banquet was "Re-
flections of His Love." Students began
arriving for the banquet at 6:00 P.M.
Many of the couples enjoyed a time of
fellowship as they mingled, had their pic-
tures taken, and browsed through the
many elegant shops in the Westin. After
an excellent meal of prime rib, fresh sal-
ad, vegetables, rolls, and French pastries;
Burt Kettinger provided a special ministry
in music. Senior Class Officers, Jeff Wil-
letts and Ron Hobar, made the closing
remarks for the evening. Much of the
credit for arranging the banquet, and for
putting in many long hours preparing for it
must go to Tim Fisher, Junior Class Presi-
dent; Becky Davis and Deb Buining,
Chairpersons of the J.S. Committee; and
Dr. and Mrs. Callan, the Junior Class Ad-
visors. Thanks to their efforts the J.S. was
a tremendous success.
Photo 1 and 2: Many couples gathered before the
banquet on the fourth floor balcony of the Westin to
enjoy the atmosphere and the view. Photo 3: Punch
was served while couples waited for dinner to begin
and had their pictures taken. Photo 4: Sandy Seals
and Mark Morley make their way up the escalator to
the fourth floor of the Westin. Photo 5: Mark Math-
ews and Dawn Ostrum.
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On The Preceding Pages — Photo 1: Erika Coo-
per and Frederick Hill try to decide on a French
pastry for dessert. Photo 2: Ron Hobar, Vice Presi-
dent of the Senior Class, makes some closing re-
marks Photo 3: After the banquet, many couples
enjoyed a walk around Cincinnati's beautiful Foun-
tain Square which is across the street from the Wes-
tin. Photo 4: Dave Black and Lenna Barrand Photo
5: Sharon Rawson, Mrs. Dixon, and Julie Prentice.
Photo 6: Nancy Tyson takes a picture of another
couple at her table Photo 7: Burt Kettinger, a bass
soloist provided a ministry in song which communi-
cated the love of Christ. Photo 8: Dee Patty and Kim
Jenerette Photo 9: Mrs. Willetts, Jeff Willetts —
Senior Class President, Cindy Armstrong, and Tim
Fisher — Junior Class President. Photo 10: Dick
Torrans provided the dinner music for the evening.
Photo 11: Linda Friedland and Alan Geist. On
These Pages — Photo 12: Bill Buhrow and Kathy
Robinson enjoyed some quiet conversation before
the meal began. Photo 13: Cindy Armstrong and
Tim Fisher enjoyed themselves at the head table
Photo 14: The Presidential Ballroom of the Westin.
Photo 15: Debbie Wita and Ken W. Miller. Photo 16:
Sharon Pinkerton and Raymond Miller. Photo 17:
Ron Hobar and Darcella Morton, Bill Buhrow and
Kathy Robinson.
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ITHE 86TH
ANNUAL
COMMENCEMENT
The 1982 Graduation Ceremony was the
last special event in a school year full of
highlights. For 270 Seniors, it was the cul-
mination of four years of work. In many
cases, it was perhaps the last time they
would be together with their friends and
classmates. Over 3,000 people gathered
in the Athletic Center to witness the 1982
commencement exercises. Dr. Dixon
gave his final address to the graduating
class. Along with the conferring of de-
grees, the accomplishments of the sen-
iors were featured, and special awards
were handed out. Music for the ceremony
was provided by the Concert Chorale and
the Brass Choir.
Photo 1: Deanna Palmer and Beth Stoner smiled as
they waited for graduation to begin. Photo 2: The
New Athletic Center was used for the first time as
the site for commencement exercises. Over 3,000
people filled the Athletic center for this special
event. Photo 3: For many graduating seniors it was
their last time together. Pictured here are: Mark
Morley, Mark Mathews, Dan Cawood, Ron Hobar,
Geoff Walker, Bill Buhrow, Wallace Fields, Jeff
Bowser, and Jeff Willetts. Photo 4: Dr. Dixon and
Dr. Johnson handed out the diplomas. Photo 5:
Before Graduation began, a senior paused to reflect
on past years at Cedarville. Photo 6: The Seniors
lined up outside the Athletic Center as they anxious-
ly awaited to begin the Processional.


Am1 56/FALL
 PLAY
THE
MIRACLE
WORKER
The 1981 production presented by the
Village Players was William Gibson's
"The Miracle Worker." The story told of
the early childhood of blind, deaf-mute
Helen Keller and her experiences with her
teacher Annie Sullivan. Under strict disci-
pline Annie transformed the once unruly
and untamed Helen into a serene and pa-
tient child, though not without any difficul-
ty. The story taught that consistency and
persistence are very important in raising
children, whether they are handicapped
or not.
THE MIRACLE WORKER Cast (In order
of appearance)
A Doctor Mark Baugh
Kate Keller Faith A. Linn
Captain Keller H Martin Berrien
Helen Johanna Wheeler
Martha Janice Tillman
Percy Warren Edmondson
Aunt Ev Teresa Crabtree
James Curtis Hoke
Dr. Anmagnos Tim Baker
Annie Sullivan Sharon R. Rawson
Blind girls .... Kimberly Abbas, Jennifer
Brock, Michelle Gaffner,
Julie Seaman, Jennifer
McGillivray
Viney Angela F. Cooke
Photo 1: Doctor to Captain and Kate Keller: She'll
live. Photo 2: Aunt Ev: Say what you like, Kate, but
that child is a Keller. Photo 3: Annie to Dr. Anmag-
nos and the blind girls: What I'll just have to do is .
put you in my suitcase, instead of this doll, and take
you to Helen in Alabama! Photo 4: Kate to Annie: Is
is possible, even? to teach a deaf-blind child half of
what an ordinary child learns — has that ever been
done? Photo 5: Captain to Annie: Miss Sullivan,
follow instructions! I will not have you also tumbling
out our windows. Photo 6: Helen Keller. Photo 7:
Annie: " — My, mind, is undisciplined, full, of, skips,
and, jumps, and —" Hm. Photo 8: Viney to Kate,
Aunt Ev, Percy, Martha: What am I going to do, Miss
Kate? It's noontime, dinner's comin', I didn't get
them breakfast dishes out of there yet. Photo 9:
Annie to James: I'm not counting on force, I'm
counting on her. Photo 10: Annie to Helen: Teacher.
THE
MIRACLE
WORKER
The Production Personnel played an im-
portant role in the final production of The
Miracle Worker. Although often unseen
and rarely recognized, these people
worked closely with director Rebecca Ba-
ker weeks before the final performances.
Ginny D. Potter was assistant director,
and Susan Larson was the set designer
and stage manager. Jobs that involved
working even months before the perfor-
mances included wardrobe seamstresses
and publicity promoters. Make-up and
hair stylists, lighting and sound techni-
cians, set builders, and those who record-
ed off-stage voice parts spent many
hours in preparation during the rehears-
als, dress rehearsals, and the final perfor-
mances.
Photo 1: Rebecca Baker, director, discusses ideas
with Wes Baker and set designer/stage manager
Susan Larson. Photo 2: Kim Oljace and Erika Coo-
per assist in hair styling. Photo 3: Rebecca Baker
gives some instructions to Tim Baker who played
the part of Dr. Anmagnos. Photo 4: Teresa Crab-
tree, who played Aunt Ev, puts on some finishing
touches. Photo 5: Curtis Hoke and Dave Jones
work on the final preparation of props for dress
rehearsal. Photo 6: Rebecca Baker makes up Marty
Berrien for his part as Captain Keller. Photo 7: Row
1: Warren Edmondson, Angela F. Cooke, Janice
Tillman, Kim Abbas, Faith A. Linn, Jennifer Brock,
Michelle Gaffner, Jennifer McGillvray, Johanna
Wheeler. Row 2 Sharon R. Rawson, H. Martin Ber-
rien, Curtis Hoke, Teresa Crabtree, Mark Baugh,
Julie Seaman, Tim Baker.

60/ORATORIO, CONCERT CHORALE 
The Oratorio Choir, under the direction of
Dr. Charles Ellington, presented selec-
tions from Messiah by George Frideric
Handel.
The Concert Chorale and its director Dr.
Lyle Anderson toured to Florida over
Spring Break and gave concerts on many
weekends. They assisted the Brass Choir
in premiering Logos by Steven Winter-
egg, and gave their Home Concert on
Cedar Day.
Photo 1: The Oratorio Choir: Soprano: April Ames,
Lenna Barrand, Beth Boston, Rhonda Brugger, Jill
Campbell, Shelley Clements, Angela Cooke, Erika
Cooper, Kelly Cope, Cheryl Craw, Julie English,
Donna Freeburger, Jennifer Gabriel, Teresa Geiger,
Sheri Hakes, Sue Harmon, Debbie Henry, Faye Irvin,
Kirsten Johnson, Joyce Knicely, Ellen Lake, Libby
Leisha, Brenda Llewellyn, Cheryl Lutz, Marcia Mal-
lare, Kim Murphy, Julie Murray, Deborah Nash, Me-
lanie Neudeck, Sandra Oie, Lisa Parsley, Judy Price,
Amy Roberts, Nancy Rockey, Nancy Tyson, Kelly
Ward, Robin Wiemken, Tamara Will, Debra Wita,
Regina Yutzy Wolfer, Joyce Woodard, Marcia
Yoder. Alto: Becky Abbott, Jane Adams, Deb Bar-
nett, Bernice Bowersox, Roseanne Branham, Tracy
Brown, Cindi Burt, Stacey Butler, Paula Carrick,
Cheryl Clayton, Laura Coffman, Ruth Ellyn Cook,
Carolyn Curtis, Deb Darling, Marlene Eissens, Carol
Essler, Cindy Ewing, Ruthie Fareno, Donna Ford,
Lorene Fornell, Jenifer Freebourn, Betsy Hanna, Te-
resa Heeney, Tamra Hershberger, Grace Hill, Ro-
berta Horn, Sandy Jacobs, Jessica James, Martha
Johnson, Sandra Kitchen, Maxine Kreis, Patti Lau-
derbaugh, Lori Lee, Laura Lehto, Tricia Long, Eliza-
beth Lunstrum, Karen McDonnell, Annette Miller,
Debbie Oliver, Jane Owen, Jennifer Raught, Patricia
Raught, Lynette Rosenau, Carol Silver, Marcia
Smith, Karen Snare, Karen Stanfill, Sue Thompson,
Annette Walborn, Jill Winkleman, Karen Witt, Anita
Worley. Tenor: Kent Anderson, Will Brown, Richard
Butler, Jon Croskey, Rick Dustin, David English,
Marvin Humprheys, Brian Johnson, Randy Johnson,
Doug Miller, Dave Olsen, Kevin Purdin, Charles
Starks, Peter Tonnesen, Chris Tupps, Jim Unger,
Dean Wagner, Jim Walker. Bass: Jonathan Bower-
sox, Bruce Boyer, Chris Carothers, Daniel Carver,
Charles Fowler, Glen Gordon, Mark Hard, Benjamin
Harrison, Keith Holt, Frederick Jansohn, Glen Jones,
Kim Laidig, H. Mark Larson, Dave Lawhead, Robert
Longnecker, Michael Mikesell, Ken Miller, Doug Phil-
lips, Dave Pickering, Dan Price, Dave Price, Les
Price, Dave Smyth, Jonathan Stoner, Greg Swan-
son, Tom Wiggershaus, David Wright, Greg Young.
Photo 2: An impressive sight. Photo 3: Soloist Dave
Price. Photo 4: The choir warming up in the Library
Media Room. Photo 5: The faces of concentration
and enjoyment. Photo 6: Deb Wita, flutist. Photo 7:
Conductor, Dr. Anderson. Photo 8: Concert Cho-
rale: First Row: Jon Croskey, Jim Unger, Kim Mur-
phy, Marcia Mallare, Lynn Settle, Patricia Long, Gail
Gromacki, Annette Miller, Denise Davenport, Paul
Hayes, Chris Felt. Second Row: Randy Johnson,
Doug Miller, Julie English, Deb Wita, Joyce Woo-
dard, Dr. Anderson, Cindy Ewing, Laura Coffman,
Faith Ebersole, Doug P. Phillips, Byron Clemens.
Third Row: Dean Wagner, Kent Anderson, Becky
Ferrell, Nancy Tyson, Cheryl Lutz, Todd Rivetti, Jon
Stoner, Debbie Darling, Teresa Heeney, Karen Stan-
fill, Ken Miller, Les Price. Fourth Row: Will Brown,
Steve Ward, Melanie Neudeck, Debbie Henry,
Tammy Will, Dave Olsen, Dan Price, Jeff Holt, Jill
Winkleman, Jenny Raught, Jennifer Gabriel, Jona-
than Bowersox, Bruce Boyer.
Brass Choir, under the direction of
Charles Pagnard, premiered Logos, a
brass-choral work written by composer-
in-residence Steve Winteregg. Along with
traveling on some weekends, they toured
in Georgia during Spring Break.
Symphonic Band, under the direction of
Mike DiCuirci, were participants in the
College Band Directors' National Associ-
ation Convention at OSU and went on a
3-day mini tour to Michigan. They hosted
the 3rd Annual High School Christian
Band Conference.
Photo 1: Trumpets and ... Photo 2: trombones of
Brass Choir. Photo 3: Brass Choir: First Row: Alice
Ranew, Wayne Anthony, Roseanne Branham, Rick
Dustin, Ruth Darr. Second Row: Mr. Pagnard, Ed
Supplee, Andy Pritsch, David Piper, Dave Compton.
Third Row: Jeff Montie, Stan Sober, Eric Henderson,
Kevin Harding, Gary Rouster. Fourth Row: Jim
Switzer, Keith Treadway, J.D. Willetts, Dave Hart-
sough, Steve Clark, Tim Smith, Steve LaBrie. Photo
4: Symphonic Band:
Piccolo:
Donna Supplee
Flute:
Edna Hollopeter
Vicki Waterman
Carol Bullock
Jacque Lucas
Christy Fisher
Karen Witt
Carol Essler
Lester Price
Carolyn Curtis
Faith Kenoyer
Bethany Terpenning
Ruth Snook
Oboe:
Dan Price
Cindy Vantrease
Bassoon:
Melody Cato
Eb Clarinet:
Jon Croskey
1st Clarinet:
Chris Carothers
Colin Lord
2nd Alto Sax:
Rick Van Schoick
Tenor Sax:
Randy Johnson
Baritone Sax:
Ann Pedersen
French Horn:
Gary Rouster
Jenny Ulmer
Nancy Tyson
David Piper
Doug Phillips
Trumpet:
Roseanne Branham
Ed Supplee
Rick Dustin
Paul Hayes
Photo 5: Edna Hollopeter,
chael DiCuirci, conductor.
Chenoweth, guest soloist.
Strombeck, guest conduct
Dave Compton
Andy Pritsch
David Clark
Trombone:
Jim Switzer
Tim Smith
Mike Orban
Ron Titus
Dawn Fisher
Lorene Norton
2nd Clarinet:
Jeni Freebourn
Debbie Oliver
Alice Ranew
Lorene Fornell
3rd Clarinet:
Brenda Oliver
Jill Campbell
Sharon Ellingson
Lori Pitonyak
Cathy Stewart
Bass Clarinet:
Pam Petruska
1st Alto Sax:
Randy Howard
Brenda King
Stan Sober
Kevin Mulder
Baritone Horn:
Kevin Harding
Jim Cato
Ruth Darr
Tuba:
Eric Henderson
Steve LaBrie
Percussion:
Wayne Anthony
J.D. Willetts
Alice Boyd
Bill McBrayer
Tom King
Laura Lehto
flutist. Photo 8: Mr. Mi-
Photo 7: Mr. Richard
Photo 8: Mr. George
or.
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PEP BAND,
FORENSIC
TEAM,
AND CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
The Pep Band, under the leadership of
Mr. DiCuirci, played at every home bas-
ketball game. From "The Star-Spangled
Banner" to "Hang On, Sloopy" they ad-
ded such enthusiasm that they were said
to be worth six points per game.
The Forensic Team, under Mr. Robey's
leadership, competed among other
schools all year long. They proved to be
one of the finest in Cedarville's history.
Wayne Anthony conducted the Chamber
Orchestra again this year. They gave their
own evening concert in the spring and
assisted Wayne in his senior composition
recital.
Photo 1: Pep Band. First Row: Linda Moody, Amy
Harvey, Karen Mathews, Cheryl Whisler, Julie Clark,
Jan Hardesty, Elaine Riggs, Donna Ford, Denise
Davenport, Tammy Heinrich, Gail Gromacki, Dee
Patty, J.D. Willetts, Gerri Jue. Second Row: Chuck
Christ, Bill McBrayer, Lynne Dzedzy, Ruth Darr,
Dave Mohr, Ron Titus, Bob Bolds, Dean Price, Dave
Hartsough, Colin Lord, Steve Ward, Alice Boyd,
Tom King. Third Row: Mr. DiCuirci, Dr. Matson, Bill
Buhrow, Dan Price, Jon Wenz, Dave Spradling.
Fourth Row: Jennifer Jackson, Lynn Settle, Dawn
Weik, Brenda Oliver, Pam Petruska, Nancy Newton,
Ann Pedersen, Carol Essler, Vicki Waterman, Jac-
queline Lucas, Christy Fisher, Donna Supplee. Fifth
Row: Sandy A. Brown, Jolene McLeland, Randy
Johnson, Grace Hill, Linda Koistinen, Sandy Ham,
Jill Campbell, Sheila Stephenson, Lorene Fornell,
Gary Young, Ellen Spencer, Marcia Yoder, Judith
Mohr. Sixth Row: Bonnie Schwartz, Barb Furr, Chris
Carothers, Beth Deranek, Esther Bucklew, Pete
Walker. Seventh Row: Mark Walter, Mark Carraher,
Dave Dustin, Kevin Purdin, Jim Tuttle, Becky Kempf,
Craig Slater, Dave Clark, Andy Pritsch, Ed Supplee,
Paul Hayes. Photo 2: Steve Ward and Alice Boyd
during Sloopy. Photo 3: The sax section. Photo 4:
Dan Price and tuba. Photo 5: Standing up for the
fight song. Photo 6: Forensic Team: First Row:
Kathy Bachelder, Faith Linn, Jill Southward. Second
Row: Mr. Robey, Jill Dalby, Mark Morley. Photo 7:
Chamber Orchestra. First Row: Pauline Hart, Linda
Divan, Amber Lehman, Mrs. Joyce Riggs, Mrs. Mary
Ellen Stahl, Bryan Wolf Ii. Second Row: Colin Lord,
Donna Supplee, Wayne Anthony, Dan Wallace,
Mike Blutzsenger.
66/SPRING PLAY
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"THE
RAINMAKER"
BRINGS A
STORM
OF EXCELLENT
ENTERTAINMENT
The Rainmaker is a story of a family
named Curry who, at the time of a para-
lyzing drought, is visited by Bill Starbuck,
an appealing and refreshing change. He
makes a deal that he will bring rain for
$100. He not only brings the badly need-
ed rain, but also a bit of greatly desired
love.
Photo 1: Noah: Last night — You coulda got your-
self into a hatful of trouble. Photo 2: File: Oh, liked
him a lot, Sheriff. Gave him everything he wanted.
Took good care of him too — better than he took
care of himself. Photo 3: File: Won't take nothin'
back, Jim! Photo 4: Lizzie: Jimmy! — can I treat a
man the way she treated him?! "My — a polka dot
tie! I just adore a man with a polka dot tie! Those
little round dots go right to my heart!" Photo 5:
Noah: Ninety — ninety five — one hundred. There's
your hundred bucks. Photo 6: Lizzie: Then why
didn't you just say it straight out: Lizzie, I want to
talk to you— alone! — man to man! Photo 7: Lizzie:
... everybody knows I'm perfect! a very nice girl —
good housekeeper, bright mind, very honest! So
honest it kills me! Photo 8: File: Haven't heard a
word from you Noah. Photo 9: Lizzie: No — I've got
to be Lizzie! Melisande's a name for one night —
but Lizzie can do me my whole life long!
THE CAST
AND CREW
OF
"THE
RAINMAKER"
Under the direction of Mr. David Robey,
The Rainmaker by N. Richard Nash was
presented May 13-15, 1982. The weather
at Cedarville College fit very well with the
setting of a drought in the play: hot and
humid. With a very capable cast and pro-
duction staff, the three evening perfor-
mances and one matinee Saturday after-
noon proved to be very enjoyable.
CAST (in order of appearance)
H.C. Curry Jon Harvey
Noah Curry Mark Baugh
Jimmy Curry Gary S. Cooke
Lizzie Curry Faith Linn
File Mark Morley
Sheriff Thomas Ken Morrow
Bill Starbuck John Hart
PRODUCTION STAFF
Director David H. Robey
Set Deisgn Susan Larson
Stage Manager Jeff Brock
Box Office Mgr./Publicity Edd Sturdevant
Lighting Dave Jones, Thomas King
Sound Paul Briggs, Brian Taylor
Costumes  Cheryl Bitterman, Carol Douglas
Props Lorene Fornell
Stage Crew ...Ruth Anderson, Jeff Brock, Becky
Dempsey, Dave Jones, Karen
McConnell, Thomas King
Photo 1: Jon Harvey as H.C. Curry. Photo 2: Faith
A. Linn as Lizzie Curry. Photo 3: The curtain call:
Gary Cooke, John Hart, Faith Linn, Mark Morley,
Jon Harvey, Mark Baugh. Photo 4: Gary S. Cooke
as Jimmy Curry. Photo 5: John Hart as Bill Star-
buck. Photo 6: Mark Morley as File. Photo 7: Mr.
Robey applies facial make-up to Gary. Photo 8:
Mark Baugh as Noah Curry. Photo 9: Ken Morrow
as Sheriff Thomas. Photo 10: Ruth Anderson works
with Faith.
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SPIKERS ft
ATTAIN GOALS
The 1982 volleyball team was a fairly
young group, but the women were hard-
working and enthusiastic. They finished
the first half of the season with a 5-12
record, and they completed the second
half at 9-9.
After the first half of the season, the team
set some definite goals for themselves.
First, they determined to beat four of the
competing universities. Second, they de-
cided to raise their game point average.
Both goals were made.
The women voted many awards to their
teammates. Karen Hobar received Most
Valuable Player, Most Valuable Hitter and
tied with Peggy Quigley for the Most Valu-
able Defensive Player. Val Whisler re-
ceived Most Valuable Setter. Dr. Kearney
chose Peggy Quigley as the Most Enthu-
siastic Player.
The volleyball team has lost three seniors:
Marcy Harper, Salli Hyde, and Darcy Mor-
ton; however, the outlook for the 1982
season is full of hope. The upcoming
sophomores prove to be promising re-
placements.
Photo 1: Teammates look on as Darcy Morton
spikes the ball. Photo 2: Bonnie Beikert and Karen
Hobar provide good defense against Malone Col-
lege. Photo 3: Bonnie Beikert waits to do her job in
setting the ball. Photo 4: The 1982 volleyball team,
kneeling, left to right: Kathi Haney, Sue Meier,
Tammy Campton, Marcy Harper, Darcy Morton,
Jewel Schroder, and Carol Helmick. Standing, left to
right: Coach June Kearney, Assistant Coach Bill
Burleson, Peggy Quigley, Val Linderman, Val
Whisler, Salli Hyde, Dee Wiseman, Karen Hobar,
Bonnie Beikert, Marsha Peterson, Margie Brown
(Manager), Sheila Parson (Manager), and Deb Tin-
ner (Statistician). Photo 5: Karen Hobar spikes the
ball for another point. Photo 6: Salli Hyde reaches
for the sky to defend the team. Photo 7: Cedarville
is on the move again with dependable teamwork.
Cedarville 1 2
Cedarville 2 0
Cedarville 0 3
Cedarville 1 2
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 1 2
Cedarville 2 0
Cederville 0 2
Cedarville 2 1
Cedarville 1 2
Cedarville 2 0
Cedarville 2 1
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 2 0
Cedarville 2 0
Cedarville 2 0
Cedarville 2 1
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 0 3
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 2 0
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 1 2
Cedarville 2 1
Cedarville 2 1
Cedarville 0 2
Cedarville 3 1
Muskingum
Mt. Union
Rio Grande
Bluffton
Ashland
Xavier
Wilmington
Defiance
Capital
Mt. St. Joseph
Ohio Wesleyan
Otterboie- -410
Mt. U .
Malone
Oberlin
Kenyon
Ohio Dominican
Wittenberg
Denison
Urbana
Findlay
Ashland
OSU Newark
Wooster
Ohio Northern
Sinclair
Thomas Moore
Central State
Wittenberg
Otterbein
Oberlin
Wittenberg
Bluffton
Defiance
Final Record 14-21
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HOCKEY TEAM
LOOKS
FORWARD
TO NEXT
SEASON
The 1981 Field Hockey Team had a rough
season with a 1-8-1 record; however, im-
provement was seen in the team through-
out the season. The team's strong point
was its defense, with scoring being the
main problem in the offense.
The Most Valuable Player was Sue Mat-
zuras, and the key offensive players were
Deb Seldon and Deb Richardson.
The 1981 Field Hockey Team has lost six
Seniors: Terri Aiken, Cindy Mannering,
Donna McHugh, Deb Seldon, Co-Captain
Carol Stoltzfus, and Co-Captain Jane
Sutherland.
Coaches Andi MacDermaid and Ruth
Boulet expect a young team next year.
They aim to work to gain experience for a
strong and balanced 1982 season.
Photo 1: Carol Stoltzfus fights for control. Photo 2:
Deb Seldon tries to keep the ball in Cedarville terri-
tory. Photo 3: Deb Richardson battles for the ball.
Photo 4: Deb Seldon takes control of the ball.
Photo 5: An opponent challenges Deb Richardson
for the ball. Photo 6: Coach Andi MacDermaid
plans the Cedarville defense. Photo 7: Terri Cater
fights for possession. Photo 8: Cindy Mannering
passes the ball. Photo 9: The 1981 Field Hockey
Team, kneeling left to right: Deb Seldon, Dawn
Weik, Carol Stoltzfus, Jane Sutherland, Donna
McHugh, Debbie Richardson, Terri Aiken. Standing,
left to right: Coach Andi MacDermaid, Ginny John-
son, Laurie Benedict, Sandy Fakan, Cindy Manner-
ing, Tammy Pickthorn, Terri Cater, Barbara San-
ford, Leda Tenney, Sue Matzuras, Coach Ruth Bou-
let.
1981 Field Hockey Statistics
Cedarville 1 0
„Cedarville 11 2
(tedarville 2 4
Cedarville 2 4
Cedarville 1 3
Cedarville 1 5
Cedarville 2 2
Cedarville 0 7
Cedarville 1 3
Cedarville 0 3
Taylor
Ashland
Marietta
Wittenberg
Youngstown
Miami
Alumni
University of Dayton
Toledo University
Ashland (State
Tournament)
Final Record 1-8-1
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SOCCER TEAM
PLACES
SECOND
IN THE NATION
The 1981 Soccer team ended the season
with a 12-7-1 record; more importantly,
they placed second in the NCCAA Na-
tionals. After playing a tough season,
they won two important games in the dis-
tricts, including a 5 to 4 overtime thriller
against Bethel, to send them to the
NCCAA Nationals in Florida. While there,
they upset Covenant 2 to 1 in the semi-
finals and then lost a heartbreaker by 1
point to Messiah in the final round.
The team also set several new records:
they tied the 1978 record for most games
in a season, 20; they broke the 1975 re-
cord of 64 goals in a season by scoring
68; and Jeff Bowser tied Larry Bollback's
1971 record of most points in a season,
32.
Also, many individual accomplishments
were made. Jeff Bowser and Dave Cox
were named to the All NAIA District 22
team, the NCCAA All District III team, the
NCCAA Nationals All Tournament team,
the All American NCCAA second team,
the NAIA All Area VI team, the All Ohio
second team, the All Mid East team, and
the All American NSCAA second team.
James Fischer was named to the NAIA
Academic All American Soccer Team.
Sam Kester and Dan Delancey were also
named to the All Tournament NCCAA
Nationals team.
The 1981 Soccer team had a great deal
of depth, as demonstrated by the fact
that Coach McGillivray used as many as
16 different players in the NCCAA Na-
tionals. Coach McGillivray will be looking
forward to next year, despite the fact that
both Dave Cox and Jeff Bowser will have
graduated.
Photo 1: Jeff Bowser prepares to score one of his
26 goals for the season. Photo 2: Phil Miller tries to
keep the ball away from an opponent. Photo 3: One
of the outstanding freshmen on the team, Jim Hust,
fights for possession of the ball. Photo 4: The 1981
Soccer team, seated: Gary Layton, Phil Miller, Craig
Herl, Dave Bowser, Sam Kester, Dave Cox (co-cap-
tain), Jeff Bowser (co-captain), Mark Wells, Dave
Jones, Dan Delancey, James Fischer, and Chad
Smith. Standing: Coach John McGillivray, Steve
Smith, Peter Morgan, Jeff Smith, Kim Jenerette,
James Jobson, Mark Price, Jim Hust, Jim Barber,
and Joe O'Neal (manager).
1981 Soccer Statistics
Cedarville 2
Cedarville 4
Cedarville 6
Cedarville 1
3
3
2
3
Cedarville 3(01) 4
Cedarville 4(01) 4
Cedarville 2 0
Cedarville 6 1
Cedarville 12 1
Cedarville 0 1
Cedarville 3 0
Cedarville 1 2
Cedarville 1 2
Cedarville 3 0
Cedarville 5 1
Cedarville 5 4
Denis
Bryan
Geneva
Wittenberg
Dayton
Ohio Wesleyan
Earlham
Walsh
Bluffton
Malone
Central State
Wright State
Wilmington
Mt. Vernon
Findlay
Asbury
0NCCAA District III 10
Cedarville 2
Cedarville 5 (0T)
Cedarville 2
Cedarville 1
0 Grace
4 Bethel
NCCAA Nationals
1 Covenant
2 Messiah
Final Record 12-7-1
NCCAA District III Champions
Mid Ohio Conference Tri Champions
Second Place — NCCAA National Tourna-
ment
4
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J.V. Soccer Statistics
1981
Cedarville 1 0 Wittenberg
Cedarville 3 0 Circleville B
Cedarville 1 1 Earlham
Cedarville 1 1 Wittenberg
Cedarville 2 1 Circleville Bib
Cedarville 2 5 Wilmington
Cedarville 4 0 Earlham
Cedarville 9 0 Jose Phinum
Cedarville 10 0 Urbana
Cedarville 4 1 Wittenberg
7-1-2
78/J.V. SOCCER 
5J.V.'S
COMPLETE
A WINNING
SEASON
The Junior Varsity Soccer team had its
second winning season with a record
of 7-1-2. The team underwent a num-
ber of changes, one of which was the
teams new coach, Mike Draa. When
asked about his first year of coaching,
Coach Draa admitted, "It was a learn-
ing experience." Another change was
the fact that there were only three re-
turning players and 15 new freshman.
Despite this fact, Coach Draa felt that
the team had a successful season with
the defense giving up only nine points
and receiving a total of 39 goals.
Photo 1: 1981 J.V. Soccer team, Row 1: Terry
Van Kleek, Chuck Abel, Jeff Hakes, Andrew
Laub, Dave Moody, Scott Miller, Wayne Ander-
son, Dave Dustin, Robert Balaicuis. Row 2: Mike
Draa — coach, Gary Layton, Jim Brandt, J.D.
Callan, John Gage, Mike Morgan, Dave Bigler,
Kurt Wilcox, Dan Barfell, Gary Cooke, Jim Bar-
ber. Photo 2: Jeff Hakes battles the opponent
for the ball. Photo 3: Wayne Anderson maneu-
vers the ball down the field. Photo 4: Andrew
Laub attempts to score against the other team.
Photo 5: Dave Dustin fights opponents for a
goal.
MEN'S CROSS
COUNTRY
Even rebuilding years for cross country at
Cedarville College produce strong teams,
which is what the 1981 team manifested.
The 1981 harrier squad was comprised of
a remnant from the 1979 championship
team along with some new inexperienced
runners. Junior David Averill led the team
as first runner at every meet. Keith Averill,
Ryan Spencer, and Dean Johnson battled
all season for the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th posi-
tions. Elvin King was coach, and working
under him as team manager was Ken
Kaufman. The men placed 3rd in the Mid
Ohio Conference meet, 2nd at the
NCCAA District III, 3rd at the NAIA Dis-
trict 22 meet, and finished the year
strongly with a 5th place showing at the
NCCAA National Championship. Keith
Averill was named Best Freshman, Dave
Sallee was named Most Improved, and
Ryan Spencer received the Captain's
Award.
Photo 1: The 1981 men's cross country team, first
row: J-D MacGillivray. Second row, left to right: Da-
vid Sallee, Dean Johnson, and Ryan Spencer. Third
row, left to right: Keith Averill, Dave Averill, and Jim
Manley Not Pictured: Coach King, Gary Anderson,
Ken Kaufman (Manager), Mark Stump, Greg Ber-
nard, Dan Bisbee, and Rob Thimmes. Photo 2:
Dean Johnson and Ryan Spencer lead the way for
the Cedarville team. Photo 3: Sophomore Dave Sal-
lee runs in the NCCAA Chmpionship. Photo 4: Keith
Averill runs onward with confidence.
WOMEN'S
CROSS
COUNTRY
The 1981 women's cross country team
had a year different from what they had
expected. Their highest victory for the
whole season took place in the Anderson
College Invitational when the Cedarville
women finished one notch ahead of Man-
chester College. With this victory, they
had beaten their first team. In spite of an
off season, the women always kept perse-
vering and pressing toward the mark.
Photo 1: The 1981 women's cross country team:
Kneeling, left to right: Carol Elmore, Terri Schmidt,
and Cindy Luke. Standing, left to right; Sara Beattie,
Joyce Pycraft, Laura Clayton, Criss Wilson, Rhonda
Coventry, and Coach Pat Bates. Photo 2: Terri
Schmidt moves in to keep ahead of her opponent.
Photo 3: Joyce Pycraft runs in the NCCAA women's
invitational with great concentration. Photo 4: With-
out looking back, Sara Beattie keeps her distance in
good standing.
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CROSS COUNTRY/81
LADY
JACKETS
DEFEND THEIR
COURT
The 1981-82 women's basketball team
finished the season with a 12-13 record.
Leading the lady cagers was Coach
Sandy Schlappi. Leadership within the
team was provided by the captains, Lau-
rie Butler and Val Whisler.
The 1981-82 team lost one starting play-
er, senior Laurie Butler. In spite of the
loss, the 1982-1983 team looks promis-
ing because the rest of the starting play-
ers will be returning.
Like all teams, the women's goal was to
win; but the more important goal was to
glorify God in their games. After each
game the players gave tracts to the op-
posing team. As a result of this ministry, a
professor from Ohio Northern University
and an opposing player from the Bluffton
team accepted Christ. The Yellow Jack-
ets reached their goal of glorifying God
above and beyond what they had ever
thought.
Photo 1: Teri goes for two. Photo 2: Heidi Peterson
battles for a basket while the lady Jackets take
action for a rebound. Photo 3: The 1981-82 wom-
en's basketball team kneeling, left to right: Linda
Smart, Diane Jenkins, Karen Harrington, Kathi
Haney, Laurie Butler, and Lori Duffield. Standing,
left to right: Assistant Coach Jeff LaFerney, Assis-
tant Coach Karen Collins, Val Whisler, Peg Quigley,
Lisa Niemeyer, Dee Wisemen, Heidi Peterson, Teri
Cater, Manager Corinne Wilcox, and Coach Sandy
Schlappi. Photo 4: Peg Quigley rushes to the rescue
of Laurie Butler. Photo 5: Linda Smart makes a lay
up with great ease. Photo 6: The lady Jackets work
their way out of tight spots. Photo 7: Lori Duffield
goes up to raise the score for the Yellow Jackets
without any defensive hindrance from the oppo-
nents. Photo 8: Hoping to work the ball into the
game, Laurie Butler passes the ball to Lori Duffield.
Photo 9: Val Whisler waits for the perfect opportuni-
ty to make her move.
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1981-82
Cedarville 49 91
Cedarville 42 78
Cedarville 70 71
Cedarville 63 50
Cedarville 70 53
Cedarville 71 63
Cedeville 88 47
;Cedarville 71 59
Cedarville 54 79
Cedarville 54 46
Cedarville 57 48
Cedarville 50 60
Cedarville 40 113
Cedarville 5$ 76
Cedarville ST 72
Cedarville 52 86
Cedarville 80 53
Cedarville 40 OT
Cedarville 60 83
Cedarville 87 94
Cedarville 63 55
Cedarville 71 63
Cedarville 78 58
Cedarville 65 50
Cedarville 57 77
CeAtilit State
Ashland
Mt. St. Joseph
Geneva
Mt. Vernon
Otterbein
Ohio University
Wilmington'
Rio Grande
Capital
Denison
Ohio Northern
Malone
Akron
arvi giehrt
Ohio Do
Wooster
Defianc
Bluffto
Wittenberg
yan
en
Urbana
Ohio Dominican
Ohio Northern
Final Record 12-13
 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL/83
84/ CHEERLEADING 
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CHEERLEADERS
CREATE
SPIRIT
The Varsity and Junior-Varsity cheer-
leaders worked hard to make the year an
exciting and successful one. Some of
their activities besides cheering and
boosting team morale included making
posters, organizing the Teammate pro-
gram, serving as secret boosters, spon-
soring clinics, and judging local cheer-
leading tryouts.
Photo 1: Amy Harvey charges the Jackets onward.
Photo 2: Denise Davenport joins the pep band for a
cheer. Photo 3: The 1981-82 Junior-Varsity Cheer-
leaders, top to bottom, left to right: Tammy Hein-
rich, Amy Harvey, Jan Hardesty, Donna Ford, Dee
Patty, and Cheryl Whisler. Photo 4: Linda Moody
cheers with a smile. Photo 5: Dee Patty entertains
the fans. Photo 6: The Varsity and Junior-Varsity
cheerleaders work together as a team. Photo 7:
Donna Ford and Jan Hardesty cheer the JV team to
a victory. Photo 8: The 1981-82 Varsity Cheer-
leaders, top to bottom, left to right: Linda Moody,
Denise Davenport, Karen Mathews, Gail Gromacki,
Elaine Riggs, and Julie Clark.
Jackets
Return
To
Kansas City
For the second year in a row, the Jack-
ets went to the NAIA Nationals in Kansas
City. As Coach Don Callan said, "To win
the District 22 play-offs and be the repre-
sentative to the National Tourney is al-
ways the goal we place before our young
men at the start of each season; but quite
honestly, it is a long shot in light of the
competition we face." Throughout the
year the Jackets were plagued by injuries.
Although they started the season well, at
the end of the regular season Cedarville
went into the NAIA Tournament with a
15-10 record. However, the team played
two outstanding games to make it to K.C.
They began by soundly trouncing Tiffin,
who had beaten them earlier in the year
three different times, then they defeated
Defiance in front of a packed home crowd
to earn the right to go to K.C. This was the
third consecutive year that Defiance and
Cedarville have battled for the District 22
championship. Despite the fact that Ce-
darville lost at K.C. to Quincy, the men
experienced tremendous satisfaction in
just making it there for another year.
Photo 1: Senior Drew Baker goes up tor 2 during the
Jacket's final home game of the year against Defi-
ance. Photo 2: The 1981-82 Basketball team: Seat-
ed: Mark Womack, Dave Carr, Tim Danube, Rich
Nimes, Tim Pryor, Tom Greve. Standing: Curt
Berger, Mr. Keith Clark — Asst. Coach, Larry
Green, Mike Smart, Steve Dean, Todd Hamlet, Drew
Baker, Coach Don Callan, Scott Dixon, Don Wag-
ner. Photo 3: Mark Womack works for a shot.
Photo 4: Dave Carr goes up for a rebound as Tim
Danube and Tom Greve watch.
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
1981-82 Men's Basketball Malice
87 62
SS 56
91 74
70 83
73 ee
81 63
61 as
75 63
es 67
es ea
59 86
69 59
e2
61
68
7
92
78
65
71
89
79
75
73
95
Dyke
Muskingum
Kentucky Christian
I.U.P.U.I.
Wilberforce
Dyke
Wittenberg
Oberlin
Illinois Institute of Tech.
St. Xavier of Chicago
Malone
Ohio Dominicip
Mt. Vernon
Walsh
Urbana
Tiffin
Grande)
ne
o Dominic
t. Vernon Nazarene
Walsh
Urbana
Tiffin
Rio Grande
Tiffin
Tiffin (NAIA rnamen
Defiance (NAf. Tourname t)
Quincy (NAIA Tournament in Kansas City)
Final Record 17-11
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1981-82 J.V. Basketball Statistics
Cedarville 73 111 Miami Univ. of Middletown
Cedarville 73 75 Circleville Bible College
Cedarville 68 81 Ohio Univ. of Chillicothe
Cedarville 98 74 Columbus Business Univ.
Cedarville as 51 Wittenberg
Cedarville 74 82 Ohio Univ. of Lancaster
Cedarville 91 81 Edison State
Cedarville 89 73 Clark Tech.
Cedarville 43 42 Urbana
Cedarville 71 86 Edison State
Cedarville 83 90 Ohio Univ. of Chillicothe
Cedarville 65 76 Miami Univ. of Middletown
Cedarville 67 75 Ohio Univ. of Lancaster
Cedarville 102 64 Urbana
Cif*e. 101 68 Clark Tech.
Final Record 6-9
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_ J.V.'S
RALLY
AT END
OF SEASON
4
Although the J.V.'s did not start the sea-
son very well, it must be remembered that
they lost several games by only a handful
of points. Despite the 6-9 overall record,
the team had many exciting games, and
they rallied at the end of the season to
destroy their last two opponents.
Photo 1: The 1981-82 J.V. Basketball Team —
Sitting: John Greenwood, Will Pratz, Greg Malone,
Rich Himes, Jeff Krueger, and George Gorman.
Standing: Curt Berger, Coach Keith Clark, John
Loper, Shaun Blackburn, Tom Greve, John Srnis,
Don Wagner, Scott Dixon. Photo 2: Greg Malone
fights for a rebound. Photo 3: George Gorman goes
up for a shot. Photo 4: John Srnis takes a shot from
the outside. Photo 5: Will Pratz shoots a freethrow.
DEDARVILLE
"
GRAPPLERS
PLACE 6th
IN NCCAA
The 1981-82 wrestlers had their best sea-
son ever at Cedarville. Thanks to the ef-
forts of Dave English, Rich Dunn, Rod
Luttrell, Joel Taylor, Ron Comfort, and
Dan Bloom the grapplers finished the year
ranked 6th in the NCCAA. Last season
Coach John Battaglia established four
goals for the 1981-82 squad. First they
wanted to beat Urbana which they did
44-11. Second, they wanted to win 60%
of their dual meets, and they finished with
a 5-8 record. Third, Battaglia wanted to
be second in the region which was an-
other honor that they earned. Finally, they
wanted to place two wrestlers in the na-
tionals. The Yellow Jackets placed three.
Coach Battaglia is optimistic about next
year. The team will lose only one senior,
and there is the prospect of some strong
high school state champion recruits. Next
year the competition will include not only
NAIA schools, but NCAA division III, divi-
sion II, and even some division I schools.
The 1981-82 Wrestling team members in-
cluded: Kneeling: Rodney Luttrell, Alan
Mills, Dan Bloom, John Harbeck, Ron
Comfort, Tim Bell, Rich Dunn. Standing:
Darryl Potter, Paul Martindale, Jim Howe,
Joel Taylor, David English, Coach John
Battaglia.
MIR
mime
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NMI Cedarville 2nd Out of 8 
v.
mot Cedarville 7th out of 8
min Cedarvths,
Cedarvilli 19
Cedarville 25Now Cedarville 20
Cedarville 2nd out of 7
Cedarville 23
Cedarville 30
Cedarville 18
Cedarville 17
Cedarville 15
Cedarville 44
Cedarville 18
Cedarville 12
Cedarville 15
Cedarville 2nd (Mid West Regional)
Cedarville 8th (NCCAA Nationals)
Final Record 5-8 (dual meets)
immisor
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Central State
Christian Classic
Case Western Reserve
Wilmington
Joliet Junior College
Olivet College
Alma College
Urbana
Malone
Wright State
Central State
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1982 Women's Softball Statistics
Cedarville 3 2 Wittenberg
5 0
Cedarville 5 4 Capital University
4 7
Cedarville 8 1 Marietta College
2 3
Cedarville 5 6 Cleveland State
0 8
Cedarville 16 2 Central State
16 4
Cedarville 10 12 Urbana
9 18
Cedarville 22 5 Marietta College
14 0
Cedarville 9 12 Wilmington College
328
Cedarville 19 8 Tiffin University
6 10
Cedarville 16 8 Ashland College
Cedarville 14 3 College of Wooster
Cedarville 910 Ohio Wesleyan
2
Cedarville 15 Thomas More
4
Cedarville Urbana
2
OAISW SATE TOURNAMENT
Cedarville 4 1 Capital University
Cedarville 2 7 Wilmington
Cedarville 4 0 Ashland
Cedarville 10 5 Wittenberg
Cedarville 0 7 Lakeland
NAIA DISTRICT TOURNAMENT
Cedarville 6 5 Urbana
7 8
Final Record 17-16
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WOMEN'S
SOFTBALL
HITS A YEAR
OF FIRSTS
The 1982 women's softball team was
characterized by the word "firsts". Coach
Elaine Brown started the team's firsts by
coming in as a new coach. The team was
comprised of 20 players which included
eight returnees. The majority of the team
consisted of transfers, freshmen, and oth-
er first time players, making another team
first. Coach Brown looked for strength at
the bat and in the field. The team she put
together proved that they had strengths
on the field and on the bench. The women
placed third in the NAIA Tournament. The
season ended with a 17-16 record. This
was not the whole story of the softball
team's season. After each home game
they had a time of fellowship with the
other team, taking the chance to share
with their opponents what Cedarville was
doing. For the first time the softball team
had tracts to give to the other teams after
each game. No decisions were made dur-
ing the season, but one of the goals of the
1982 team was to put the Lord first and to
have His blessing on the team. This team
was one of the best that Cedarville has
ever produced. With the loss of five sen-
iors, the 1983 team will be young and
tough, giving them a chance to go for it all
again next year.
Photo 1: Marcy Harper motions for Jean Hatton to
go for home plate. Photo 2: Karen Hobar moves in
to back up as Linda Smart goes for the pick up.
Photo 3: Patti Dillinger brings another run in for
Cedarville. Photo 4: Linda Noyes throws the ball for
a double play. Photo 5: Lisa Alley and Deb Armor
enjoy nothing more than a good game of softball,
sometimes. Photo 6: The 1982 women's softball
team. First row, left to right: Linda Smart, Corinne
Wilcox, Lisa Alley, Linda Noyes, Darcy Morton,
Marcy Harper, and Lynn Hurtado. Second row, left
to right: Jean Hatton, Marsha Peterson, Laurie
Benedict, Karen Hobar, Julie Schroder, and Laurie
Butler. Third row, left to right: Coach Elaine Brown,
Dawn Weik (Manager), Teri Cater, Val Whisler, Me-
lodie Bagg, Sylvia Williams, Pattie Dillinger, Barb
Sanford, Deb Armor, Rachel Hedges (Manager),
and Bill Burleson (Assistant Coach). Photo 7: Laurie
Benedict coaches Val Whisler with great assurance.
Photo 8: Lynn Hurtado and Linda Smart race to
make the snatch.
1982 Women's Tennis
Cedarville 0 7 Wright State University
Cedarville 7 2 Findlay College
Cedarville la 0 Bluffton College
Cedarville 1 8 Wittenberg University
Cedarville 7 2 Wilmington
Cedarville 0 9 Ohio Northern University 1
Cedarville 7 2 Wilmington
Cedarville 7 2 Heidelberg College
Cedarville 7 2 Bluffton College
Cedarville 8 1 Findlay College
Cedarville placed 4-0 against the NAIA
schools which entitled them to go to KC
the 31st of May.
Final Record 7-3
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WOMEN'S
TENNIS TEAM
GREEN, BUT
TOUGH
The 1982 Women's tennis team faced a
year of rebuilding with the loss of four
singles' starters from the 1981 squad. De-
spite the fact that the team was young,
head coach, Dr. Pam Diehl felt that "we
played to our potential." The team ended
its season with a 7-3 record.
Photo 1: Deb Selden gets ready to return a shot.
Photo 2: Debbie Lowe begins her serve. Photo 3:
Row 1: Sherrie Pinkerton, Nancy Oscar, Kris Hart-
man, Diane Eckardt, Diane McMillan, Debbie Lowe.
Row 2: Chris Bean, Pam Mundy, Melanie Mathew-
son, Jennifer Judkins, Kim Davis, Ann Berger, Deb-
bie Selden, Coach, Dr. Pam Diehl. Photo 4: Ann
Berger stretches for a return. Photo 5: Kris Hartman
returns the ball to an opponent. Photo 6: Nancy
Oscar delivers a backhand. Photo 7: Kim Hartman
and Deb Selden shake hands with opponents before
a match.
1WOMEN'S
TRACK
TEAM SPRINTS
INTO ACTION
The 1982 women's track team was head-
ed by Coach McGillivray with the help of
captain Laura Clayton. The 1982 team,
as compared to the past team, was com-
prised of sprinters, field events, and dis-
tance runners. The spirit of the women
was evident in each member. They were a
very serious group of women who en-
joyed working for their coach. When a
coach was liked as much as McGillivray,
workouts and competition did not seem
like a chore. The women most appreciat-
ed his encouragement. They placed sev-
enth in the Yellow Jacket Relays, third in
the Yellow Jacket Invitational, and sixth in
the Second Annual Marion NCCAA Track
and Field Invitational. For the 1982 sea-
son, Cindy Luke received the High Point
Award and the Outstanding Performance
Award, and Laura Clayton received the
Coaches Award. The success of the team
was attributed to their unity, spirit, and
quality athletic performance.
Photo 1: Lynette Wiseman stretches to pass the
baton to Beth Britton. Photo 2: Without looking
back, Deborah Richardson runs onward. Photo 3:
Laura Clayton holds first place for Cedarville. Photo
4: Laurie Weller shows her expertise in conquering
the hurdles. Photo 5: the 1982 women's track team.
Back row, left to right: Cindy Luke, Faith Gruber, Jill
Parks, Ruth Meyer, Jennifer Stork, Elizabeth Rand,
Beth Britton, and Debbie Tinner. Front row, left to
right: Deborah Richardson, Lynette Wiseman, Terri
Aiken, Coach John McGillivray, Terri Schmidt, Laura
Clayton, and Laurie Weller. Photo S: Coach McGil-
livray disapproves of the rain. Photo 7: Debbie Tin-
ner lets go of the disc. Photo 8: Freshman Elizabeth
Rand prepares for a good start.
1982 Women's Track & Field Statistics
Yellow Jacket Relays Placed 7th out of 11
Placed let out of 4Cedarvill
Bluffton
Wittenberg
Heidelberg
Yellow Jacket Invitation Placed 3rd out of 7
Cedarville
Earlham
Wilmington
Heidelberg
Central State Relays Placed 9th out 0
NCCAA Placed 6th out 01 13
-riMa 
„foot
Final Record 25-21
7
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MEN'S
TENNIS TEAM
NETS 10th
STRAIGHT
DISTRICT
TITLE
The Men's Tennis Team continued their
winning ways by taking the District 22 title
for the 10th straight year. The 1982 team
also took the Mid-Ohio Conference title.
The Mid-Ohio Conference team was
made up of 9 men, 8 of which were from
Cedarville College; Gary Coiro, Dan De-
Lancey, Don Rawlins, Randy Wilson, Ron
Rost, Shawn Huck, Mark James, and Jeff
Reynolds. There was tremendous unity on
the team. Coach Murdoch called the
team "truly selfless. It is delightful and
gratifying to coach a team like this." The
Jackets closed out their season by mak-
ing their 16th trip in 17 years to the Kan-
sas City National tourney.
Photo 1: Members of the tennis team included:
Standing: Donnie Rawlins, Jeff Reynolds, Ron Rost,
Gary Coiro. Kneeling: Shawn Huck, Mark James,
Randy Wilson, Dan DeLancey. Photo 2: Coach Mur-
doch checks things out with Donnie Rawlins and
Gary Coiro before a match. Photo 3: Shawn Huck
returns the ball while his doubles partner, Jeff Reyn-
olds, looks on. Photo 4: Randy Wilson watches as
his partner, Mark James, returns the ball. Photo 5:
Randy Wilson prepares for a backhand. As the num-
ber 4 singles player on the team, Randy compiled a
15-0 singles record at the beginning of the year.
*'*
1981-82 Men's Tennis St
Bel!ermine Tournament
Cedarville 4
Cedarville 2
Cedarville 0
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
5
7
9
BeHarman*
Bel!ermine
Georgetown
8 1 Ashland
6 0 Asbury
9 0 Walsh
8 1 Melons
8 1 I.U.P.0
9 0 I.U.P.U..
9 0 Ohio Northern
8 1 Bluffton
8 1 Mt. Vernon
8 1 Wilmingt
MOC Match
Cedarville 40 29 Mt. Vernon
3 Malone
0 Walsh
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Transylvania
Cedarville 14
Cedarville 3
Cedarville 3
1 Wilmington
2 Central State
1 Mt. Vernon
Invitational
12 Transylvania
8 Kentucky Wesleyan
3 Asbury
NAIA District
Cedarville 29 18 Mt. Vernon
11 Wilmington
7 Malone
6 Central State
5 Walsh
1 Bluffton
Cedarville 8 1 Cleveland State
Final Record 20-3
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1982 Men's Track Statistics
Won
Cedarville 9
Cedarville 2
Cedarville 8
Cedarville 2
Cedarville 13
Cedarville 3
Lost
2 West Virginia Open
O Bluffton, Ohio Inst. of Tech.
1 West Virginia State 1,11610
O Wittenberg, Capital
4 NCCAA Nationals -sr-
4 NA1A District 22
Final Record 40-14
-
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TRACKSTERS
ACHIEVE
SUCCESS
Cedarville's Men's Track team exper-
ienced one of their best seasons ever in
1982. After several discouraging years,
this year the team turned things around.
Coach Elvin King attributed this success
to talent, good performances, and the
team's unified supportive attitude. Every-
one on the team contributed to this suc-
cess, and there was not one member of
the squad who did not score in at least
one meet. One record was established for
the season by freshmen Mike Kniowski.
He re-established the Cedarville College
javelin record at 178 feet, 4 inches.
Photo 1: Members of the 1982 Track Team were,
Standing: Bob Entwistle, Dave Moody, Craig Slater,
Mark Price, Dave Averill, Dean Johnson, Tim Gla-
dura, Gary Yeager, Kirk Wesselink, Mark Sowick,
Michael Fernandez, Tom Wiggershause. Kneeling:
Jim Howe, J-D MacGillivray, Matt Parman, Mike
Kniowski, Dan Bisbee, DeMaurice Smith, Scott
Weinschreider, Mark Mills, Coach Elvin King. Photo
2: Mark Mills competes in the hurdles. Photo 3:
Dave Averill leads the way. Photo 4: DeMaurice
Smith stretches across the wire. Photo 5: Mark
Sowick competes in the long jump. Photo 6: Jim
Howe clears the bar with ease.
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Malone
Tiffin
Urbana
Walsh
NCCAA Tournament
NAIA District 22
Clark Technical
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GOLF TEAM
HAILED
BEST IN
CEDARVILLE'S
HISTORY
The 1982 Golf Team has been called the
best in Cedarville's history. Under the
leadership of Bill Boulet, Mark Womack,
Brian Johnson, John Greenwood, Tom
Ewing, Mark Brant, and Jim Baldwin the
team finished the year with a 14-2 record,
their best ever. Coach Allen Monroe will
have his work cut out for him next year,
because will have lost 5 of his 7 starters.
The 1982 team set a school record by
scoring a team score of 296 in the
NCCAA Tournament.
Photo 1: The 1982 Golf Team: Mike Reed, Craig
Gullion, Bill Moore, Tom Greve, John Greenwood,
Tom Ewing, Mark Womack, Brian Johnson, Bill Bou-
let, and Mark Brant. Photo 2: John Greenwood tees
off. Photo 3: Tom Greve and Bill Boulet. Photo 4:
Brian Johnson. Photo 5: Bill Boulet putts the ball.
BASEBALL
SEASON
EXCITING,
YET
DISAPPOINTING
Despite a promising start the baseball
team finished the year with a dismal 12-
14 record. Although the season may have
been disappointing, there were many in-
nings of exciting baseball for the fans as
well as several fine performances by the
team and individual players. Both the
team and Coach Clark are looking for-
ward to next year. 1982 Baseball Team
members were — Kneeling: Matt Kunkle,
Mark Craig, Rick Wilson, Gary Mills, Dave
Regnier, Tom Entler, John Srnis, Steve
Pinkley, and Kurt Stewart. Standing:
Coach Keith Clark, Ron Hobar, Mike
Templin, Steve Sagraves, Jim Schreiner,
Jeff Dilley, Mark Mathews, Brad Spradlin,
Gary Vance, Asst. Coach — Mr. Kurt
Moreland, and Asst. Coach — Mr. Dwain
Hill.
1982 Men's Baseball Statistics
Cedarville 6 3 Central State
O 3
4 3 Wilmington
4 13
Cedarville 10 5 Tiffin
3 4
Cedarville 6 5
16 5
Cedarville 0 16
11 4
11
1 11
O 6
7 11
7 0
15
5
4
2
5
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Cedarville
Ohio Dominican
Central State
Walsh
lmington
Rio Grande
8 t Malone
5 9
1 10 I Ohio Dominican
7 10
9 4 Urbana
2 10
Final Record 12-14
BASEBALL/ 105
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106/INTRAMURALS
1981-82
INTRAMURAL
CHAMPIONS
The intramural program at Cedarville has
given many students the chance to com-
pete in some type of sport without having
to devote a lot of their time, or without
needing a lot of talent. Pictured on these
pages are some of the winning intramural
teams for the 1981-82 school year. These
teams do not have uniforms or coaches,
but they take their games just as serious-
ly. There is a great deal of team spirit,
unity, and competitiveness generated by
the intramural program. With the comple-
tion of the new Athletic Center, the intra-
mural program was able to be greatly ex-
panded this year. Students were able to
compete in basketball, racquetball, foot-
ball, softball, volleyball, ping-pong, pool,
badminton, and powder-puff football.
Much of the credit for the success of the
intramural program must go to Mark
McDougal, who is responsible for organiz-
ing the teams, schedules, and playoffs of
the intramural program.

,

7HARD WORKERS
CREATE
MIRACLE
Photo 1: The 1982 Miracle Staff — First
Row: Cindy Armstrong, Birgit Kass. Sec-
ond Row: Jon Beight, Joy Jobson, Beth
Wieder, Judy Spencer, Rod Smith, Tim
Bullock, Kevin Fannin. Third Row: Bryan
Armstrong — Editor, Michelle Randall,
Donna Supplee, Elaine Stone, Louise
Johnston, Mr. Rayburn — Advisor, Julie
Hall, Susan Matter, Hugh Anderson, Mrs.
Dixon — Associate Advisor, Kirsten
Johnson. Not Pictured: Reda Moore, Pau-
la Moore, Ken Morrow, and Dan Snyder.
Photo 2: Reda Moore works on the Stu-
dent Life section. Photo 3: Typing pages
is one of Cindy Armstrong's responsibil-
ities. Photo 4: Kirsten Johnson takes
names for the Organizations section.
Photo 5: Paula Moore lays out a page for
the Special Events section. Photo 6: After
a long day in the darkroom, Dan Snyder
relaxes. Photo 7: Rod Smith discusses an
idea for the Advertisements section.
Photo 8: Deciding which picture to use
keeps Beth Wieder busy.
Editor Bryan Armstrong
Secretary Cindy Armstrong
Bookeeper Judy Spencer
Special Events Paula Moore
Fine Arts Donna Supplee
Sports Susan Matter
Julie Hall
Organizations Kirsten Johnson
Louise Johnston
Student Life Reda Moore
Christian Service  Bryan Armstrong
Cindy Armstrong
Highlights Bryan Armstrong
Cindy Armstrong
Seniors Michelle Randall
Underclass Michelle Randall
Faculty/Staff Beth Wieder
Advertisements Rod Smith
Index Bryan Armstrong
Cindy Armstrong
Sports Photographer . Tim Bullock
General Photographers Elaine Stone
Ken Morrow
Kevin Fannin
Dan Snyder
Jon Beight
Darkroom workers . . Dan Snyder
Jon Beight
Tim Bullock
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GREEK CLUBS
Photo 1: Pi Delta — Tour Group
First Row: Brett Hufziger, Tanya Stretch,
Dean Johnson, Anne Nikles, Mark Os-
borne, Jill Southward, Carl Ruby. Second
Row: Kathy Ormsbee, Connie Carr, Don-
na Birch, Carol Lewis, Curtis Hoke, Cathy
Archer, Ruthie Fareno, Julie Prentice.
Third Row: Jeff Fawcett, Keith Risser,
Dan Price, John Jackson, Faith Linn, Lor-
raine Halladay.
Photo 2: Timalathians — Bible Study
First Row: Terry Ankenman, Jonathan
Selden, Grace Hill, Raymond Miller, Ran-
dy Thornburg, John Moore, Mike Wilcox.
Second Row: Rebekah Pruden, Timothy
Power, Tom Beveridge, Doug Phillips,
Joeleah Hill, Robert Longnecker, Steve
Clark, Sandy Seals, Mark Skiles (Pres.),
Jerry Maxey, Dan Buckley, Sherrie Pin-
kerton.
Photo 3: Alpha Delta Omega — Ladies
Organization
First Row: Bonnie Beikert, April Duff, Pat-
ty Maloney, Marcia Mallare, Grace Hill,
Loraine Merkh, Diane McMillan, Ann
Howard. Second Row: Mrs. Dixon (advi-
sor), Tyann Minnich, Becky Davis, Mi-
chelle Kauffman, Denea Christian, Linda
Ford, Linda Moody. Third Row: Ann
Berger, Debi Sloan, Kathy Bachelder,
Jennifer Judkins, Jenny Raught, Sandy
Seals, Rebekah Pruden, Donna Gall
(Pres.), Sherri Keeler, Nancy Oscar,
Lenna Barrand, Ruthie Fareno, Deanna
Palmer, Glenda Maxey.
Photo 4: Gamma Zeta Theta — Ladies
Organization
First Row: Allyson Chapin, Anita Worley,
Diane Pasco, Linda Ladygo. Second
Row: Grace Hill, Shelley Wilson, Lizbeth
Blanchard, Judy Spencer, Deanna Palm-
er, Julie Prentice, Julie Murray, Marsha
Spencer, Mrs. Grier (advisor).
Photo 5: Pi Sigma Nu — Mens Organi-
zation
First Row: Dan Llewellyn, Don Rawlins,
Scott Dixon, Ken Massie, Tim Bishop.
Second Row: Ron Hobar, Dan Greening,
Mark Brant, Jeff Krueger, Brian Helwig,
Randy Wilson, John TiIford. Third Row:
John Mitchell, Tim Graham, Dave
Bowser, Greg Malone, Todd Hamlet,
Dave Clark.
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GREEK CLUBS
Photo 1: Chi Theta Pi — Science and
Health
First Row: Chuck Christ, Darleen Carano,
Second Row: David Krueger, Joan Par-
sons, Bethel Hornbeck, John Moore,
Mark Pinkerton, Dianna Popa, Kelly
Cope. Third Row: Teresa Geiger, Judy
Bears, Frederick Hill, Dr. Helmick (advi-
sor), Dan Garrison, Don Morgan, Ray-
mond Miller, David Wright, Larry Shovel-
ton, Cynthia Popa.
Photo 2: Alpha Mu Chi — Engaged
Ladies
Members Include: Maxine Kreis, Colleen
Engeirnann, Anita Zimmerman, Anna Ni-
kles, Evelyn Shirk, Mrs. Printy (advisor).
Photo 3: Psi Chi — Psychology
First Row: Kayla Webb, Cathy Dalton, Joy
Hart, Sally Barbato. Second Row: Dr.
Dolph (advisor), Jessica James, Virginia
Fields, Cathy Archer, Diane Pasco, Kathy
Stewart, Lynn Sparks, Dr. Abbas (advi-
sor). Third Row: Steve Huggins, Joe Li-
han, Jim Walker, Todd Peterson.
Photo 4: Gamma Chi — Ladies Organi-
zation
First Row: Sally Webster, Pam Pitts,
Elena England, Ann Pederson, Sheila Ste-
phenson. Second Row: Joanne Filippelli,
Suzi Milevoi, Cindy Armstrong, Lori Lee,
Trisha Buble, Sarah Ronk, Karen Jones,
Joyce Woodard.
Photo 5: Alpha Chi — Mons Organiza-
tion
First Row: Glen Jones, Tim Power, Keith
Risser, Paul Jones, Raymond Miller,
Marty Loper. Second Row: Ken Miller,
Jonathan Selden, Kevin Mulder, Jeff Faw-
cett, Mike Bell, Keith Holt, Bob Beikert,
Rodney Smith, Dale Gardener, Stan So-
ber.

STUDENT
LEADERSHIP
Photo 1: Student Senate
First Row: Curtis Hoke, Lenna Barrand
Diane Pasco, Dick Blanc, Cindy Ewing,
Lynette Wiseman, Sheri Keeler, Geoff
Walker, Edd Sturdevant. Second Row:
Dean Rickard (advisor), Terri Smart, Kell!
Disher, Martha Woodruff, Doris Major,
Mendy Jackson, Laura Coffman, Kathy
Adkins, Melinda Meadows, Connie Carr,
Karen Yeager, Sheila Stephenson, Bill
Buhrow. Third Row: Tim Dysert, Tim Bish-
op, Tom Colborn, Jeff Summerlin, Dave
Schonfeki, Brent Long, Angela Cooke,
Carla Marling, Rebekah Pruden, Shiraine
Montgomery. Fourth Row: Andy Pritsch,
Tom Blackburn, Barry Kane, Mark Pin-
kerton, Kevin Mulder, J.D. letts, Dan
Cawood, Joe Walker, Jeff Brock, John
Jackson, Robin Campbell, Jayne Thor-
ton.
Photo 2: Senior Class Officers
First Row: Jane Sutherland, Sandy Seals,
Donna Gall. Second Row: Ron Hobar,
Dan Cawood, Jeff Willetts. Third Row:
Larry Green, Tim Graham.
Photo 3: Freshman Class Officers
First Row: Tammy Watts, Melinda Mead
ows. Second Row: David Kammeyer, De
Maurice Smith, Mr. Spencer (advisor'
Bob Beikert.
Photo 4: Student Senate Officers
First Row: Geoff Walker, Lerma Barrand
Dick Blanc. Second Row: Doug Phillips
Edd Sturdevant, Curtis Hoke
Photo 5: Sophomore Class Officers
First Row: Kathy Adkins, Laura Coffman,
Mrs. Baldwin (advisor). Second Row: Tim
Bishop, John Jackson, Jon Anderson,
Greg Malone, Todd Townsend, Dave
Dever, Mr. Baldwin (advisor).
Photo 6: Junior Class Officers
First Row: Patti Lauderbaugh, Mark Pin-
kerton, Becky Davis, Jeff Summerlin,
Sheri Keeler. Second Row: Dave Black,
Roy Fuller, Tim Fisher.
CLUBS
Photo 1: MENC — Music Educators
National Conference. First Row: Dave
Compton, Rick Dustin, Alice Ranew,
Edna Hollopeter, Roseanne Branham,
Ruth Ellyn Cook, Judy Walters, Rhonda
Brugger. Second Row: Marcia Mallare,
Teresa Heeney, Debbie Oliver, Linda In-
gram, Debbie Wita, Joyce Knicely, Karen
Stanfill, Betsy Hanna, Colin Lord. Third
Row: Eric Henderson, Jim Switzer, Gary
Rouster, Dan Price, Dean Wagner, Chris
Carothers.
Photo 2: PEMM — Physical Education
Majors and Minors. First Row: Shawn
Dexter, Kenny Young, Cathy Eckam. Sec-
ond Row: Dr. Diehl (advisor), Dale Archer,
Shawn Huck, Steve Burk. Third Row:
Chris Gorges, Lisa Welter, Bonnie Bei-
kert, Kirk Keller, Val Linderman, Donna
McHugh, Marsha McNeish. Fourth Row:
Steve Pinkley, Teri Cater, Don Wagner,
Karen Harrington, Kathi Haney, Ken
Kaufman.
Photo 3: Varsity C
First Row: Steve Sagraves, Dave Bowser,
Dave Averill, Mark Mills. Second Row:
Coach King (advisor), Mark Brant, Dave
Black, Mark Parman, Larry Green, Ken
Gentzler, Ron Hobar, Bill Boulet. Third
Row: Dave Jones, Tim Graham, Mike
Smart, Drew Baker, David Carr, Mark
Mathews, Keith Treadway, Rodney Kane,
Kevin Brueilly.
Photo 4: Kappa Epsilon
Business Majors
First Row: Glen Hobbes, Rodney Smith,
Jeff Summerlin, Donna Carper, Judy
Spencer, Connie Schuler, Tom Colborn,
Joe Walker, Jeff Brammer. Second Row:
Roy Fuller, Steve Detwiler, Sandy Kitch-
en, Gary Yeager, Dave West, Mark Kai-
sand, Scott Degroft, Kevin Mulder, Jay
Highman, John Jackson.
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Photo 1: Fellowship for World Missions
Standing: Gerri Jue, Kathy Ormsbee,
Irene Farley, Joy Hart, Linda Ladygo,
Dave Jones. Sitting: Kirk Wesselink, Dan-
iel Carver, Advisors: Dr. and Mrs. Dur-
ham.
Photo 2: Rescue Squad
First Row: Richard Dustin, Kim Holliday,
Marty Smith, Robin Jessup. Second Row:
Keith Crankshaw, David Hegarty, Joe Li-
han, Darleen Carano, David Lindner, Da-
vid Compton, Cory McDaniel, Troy Hall,
Paul Briggs.
Photo 3: CEEC — Cedarville El. Ed.
Club
First Row: Kay Donaldson, Annette Ad-
ams, Rebecca Schwenk, Stephen Ward,
Ruthie Fareno, Anita Sprague, Stephanie
Frank, Kathi Holman. Second Row: Dawn
Schulz, Debbie Armor, Lori Richards,
Carmen Rodriguez, Sally Webster, Rox-
ana Quinones, Glenda Maxey, Kathy Per-
ry, Debbie Dower, Teresa Jervis, Lynn
Settle Michele Roop, Becky Conrad.
Third Row: Mrs. Hall — advisor, Lois Ge-
latt, Brenda Hitchcock, Janie Eastep, Ro-
berta Horn, Susan Field, Chris Alonzo,
Grace Hill, Luann Butler, Laura Smith,
Karen Christmas, Laurel Sorber, Carolyn
Winsor, Jacquelyn Nicholson, Rhoda
Wagner, Beth Lunstrum, Julie Prentice,
Gail Pack, Dawn Fisher.
Photo 4: Academic Advisory Board
First Row: Darleen Carano, Judy Bing-
man, Karen Stanfill. Second Row: Larry
Beaver, Mark Morley, Dale Archer, Floyd
Stanfill, Row Three: Dr. Johnson.
Photo 5: Advisory 7
First Row: Gillis West, Pastor Green, Bry-
an Blair. Second Row: Ron Hobar, Kirk
Keller, Dave Averill, Drew Baker.
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AMMONIUM
GROUPS
Photo 1: Who's Who
First Row: Criss Wilson, Loraine Merkh,
Ruthie Fareno, Sharon Rawson, Carol
Stoltzfus, Carol Schulze. Second Row:
Ron Haber, Mark Morley, Mark Wells, Ta-
mara Will, Teresa Heeney, Curtis Hoke,
Mark Osborne, Jon Harvey. Third Row:
Tim Fisher, David Carr, Steve Clark.
Photo 2: Cedars Staff
First Row: Nancy Crick, Christina Terrill
— General Editor, Matt Little — Sports
Editor, Edd Sturdevant — News and Fea-
ture Editor, Randy Wilson. Second Row:
Pauline Hart, Jane Owen, Winifred
McBeth, Joanne Fillippelli, Merry Damon,
Mark Walter. Third Row: Dan Girton, Rod
Smith, Dean Johnson, Bob Kojko, John
Nicholas.
Photo 3: Married Student Officers
First Row: Dave Murdoch — President,
Larry Starett — V. President, Second
Row: Dr. Riggs — Advisor, Tom Walkley
— Treasurer.
Photo 4: Living Springs
First Row: Marla Waddle, Cindy Woo-
dard, Winifred McBeth, Cynthia Fast, Ka-
ren Webb, Joanna Tyler, Debbie Moore.
Second Row: Larry Lion, Joe Cobine,
Greg Malone, Brett Hufziger, Barbara
Furr.
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A YEAR IN
THE LIFE OF
A CEDARVILLE
COLLEGE
STUDENT
Loaded down stationwagons, huge
campers, overstuffed Volkswagons and
numerous U-Haul trucks swarmed to Ce-
darville College on a blustery Autumn
day. Was this the devastating scene after
a terrible tornado? No, it happened
to be merely a throng of students arriving
back on campus to begin the 1981-82
school year; then again, maybe it could
be classified as a disaster.
Each student anxiously rushed to his
new home, the dormitory. Once there, ev-
ery member of the family proceeded to
laboriously stuff boxes, bags, suitcases,
lamps, pictures, books, sporting goods, a
bicycle, refrigerator (just to name a few
things) into the room. Within the hour the
small 15' by 30' space bulged from wall
to wall with all the treasured possessions
of two students and only adequate room
to store half of it.
After the parents left, all loneliness was
temporarily brushed aside, and the stu-
dent raced from one room to another, up
and down the hall, seeking for his friends.
Settled down with soda cans, munchies,
and stereo music, the friends laughed and
chatted until the wee hours of the morn-
ing. So what if they should have been BM
organizing their rooms, the mess would NMI
be there to clean another day.
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Each student participated in Cedarville
College's annual event, Registration Day
Festivities. Entering the Activities required
persons with a willingness to subject their
bodies to physical torture, and they also
needed to enjoy standing in line.
The begin properly, the participants ar-
rived at the scheduled meeting area at
least one hour in advance. Once there,
they stood in the pouring rain until the
doors opened.
After the doors finally opened, students
slowly truged from one registration line to
another, pressed by hundreds of sweat-
ing bodies slowly advancing down the
dimly lit, narrow halls. Four hours or six
blisters on each foot later, whichever hap-
pened first, the participant received the
option of collapsing on the floor until he
partially recovered, or being carried to the
next activity.
During the next phase of the festivities,
each participant waited in line at the book
store behind 200 other students for an
hour. Then he dragged his exhausted
body to the fast-growing supper line.
Enough festivities for one day, the be-
draggled student stumbled to his dorm,
only to find a line for the showers.
Finally, the big day arrived. Alarms
blared at 6:00 A.M. (or earlier); zombies
appeared from behind locked doors and
mechanically moved toward the showers.
Immediately, the dorms sprung alive with
the noise of yawns, running water, gar-
gling, music, banging doors, and hair-
dryers. The school year had officially be-
gun. By the end of the day, each student
sadly realized the quarter had just started
and they were already behind.
Cedarville's main emphasis dealt with
shaping each student into a responsible
Christian adult, a process which demand-
ed patience and prayer. In order to help
the students in their Christian growth,
chapel services commenced each day
with required attendance of all students.
Students were encouraged to dedicate
every area of their lives to God by attend-
ing church services, hall prayer meetings,
Bible Studies, and having daily devotions.
Professors dedicated each lecture period
to God by opening each session in pray-
er. Also, most students participated in
various forms of Christian service. These
included ministries in nursing homes, chil-
dren's homes, detention centers, singing
groups, and numerous other services.
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When searching for a study break or
evening out, students chose from numer-
ous activities to enhance their social lives.
Concerts, plays, talent nights, and films
offered evenings of entertainment. Intra-
mural sports, tennis, racquetball, weight
lifting, ping pong, pool, and other events
enticed the students to be involved. Also,
nearby cities offered other interests such
as swimming, bowling, shopping malls,
zoos and restaurants.
During fall quarter, students counted
off the weeks until Thanksgiving Break
because that meant they could spend five
glorious days with their families. Oh, to be
back home relaxing and taking it easy!
Anxiously, students crammed themselves
and an overabundance of luggage into
sports cars, jalopies, or anything that
moved to head home to Mom. Of course,
they usually took last minute work home
to finish before the quarter ended in two
weeks. These small tasks consisted of
such things as researching and writing a
15 page term paper complete with foot-
notes and bibliography, reading a 400
page text book, and critiquing 3 books.
Boy, did it ever feel great to get away to
simply enjoy the family!
After Christmas break vehicles crawled
back to Cedarville College laden with
twice as much cargo as when they left for
vacation. Desperate students crammed,
packed, jammed, and stuffed each inch
of their car or van with newly acquired
necessities.
When students returned to campus, so
did the hum-drum of everyday college life,
with one exception — everything was
transformed into a winter wonderland!
Falling snow periodically covered the
campus with a lush whiteness which de-
manded awe and reverence. Of course,
this beautiful snow enticed students out-
side to frolice with their friends. Students
engaged in hurling snowballs, building
snowmen, taking walks in a snowy lane,
or excitedly awaiting the lake to freeze
enough for ice skating.
Unfortunately, winter quarter didn't en-
tirely consist of a fairytale world. Howling
winds, blizzards, and sub-zero weather
whipped across campus, scattering
books and nipping at noses. Due to the
cold weather, students spent most of
their time in the dorms — not that it re-
sulted in much studying, just more pop-
corn, talking, and practical jokes. After
two weeks of being cooped up inside,
students started displaying the symptoms
of the dreaded "spring fever."
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However, spring fever wasn't the only
epidemic that struck; influenza spread
like wildfire. Students and faculty alike
suffered from the achey "flu-bug." Get-
ting sick while being away from home
caused homesickness for many students.
Roommates and friends accepted the
maternal responsibilities of spoon feed-
ing, administering medicine to, taking the
temperature of, and tucking the "patient"
in bed. Still, even all that tender loving
care couldn't equal Mom's touch, and
some teary-eyed students reverted back
to sleeping with a teddy bear during times
of sickness.
From the very first day students con-
fronted an awesome decision — to study
or not to study. More often than not they
decided, obviously, not to study. Occa-
sionally, however, groups snacked on piz-
za in the dorm over a semi-intellectual
discussion on an upcoming test. Then,
after a half hour of listening to the stereo,
laughing, and very strenuous studying,
the exhausted group jumped into a car
and headed to Young's Dairy Farm in
Springfield for donuts to help them relax.
Sometimes the more studious colle-
gians stayed up the whole night studying,
or writing and typing a term paper due the
next day. Then they either fell asleep dur-
ing all their classes the next day or simply
stayed in bed because they could get the
notes from their friends.
One o'clock Saturday morning. A stu-
dently slowly moved down the noise-filled
hall (noise always filled the halls late into
the night on weekends) dragging a heavy
basket behind him. At the end of the hall
he placed the basket behind five other
baskets or bags in a line and returned to
his room. Two hours later the same stu-
dent appeared and, taking his basket in-
side a room marked "Laundry Room,"
quickly stuffed clothes into a finally-emp-
ty washing machine. This began the most
critical part of doing laundry at college.
Students perched atop washers and dry-
ers, studying or sleeping on clothes in the
corner, occasionally glaring at each other
in a threatening fashion. As soon as a
washer or dryer became empty, students
jumped from their perches to be the first
one to get a machine. Inside the laundry
room students cared for themselves; no
one became friends until they walked
back out into the hall.
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Finally, spring break rolled aound, and
eager students headed home to recuper-
ate from winter quarter while the more
fortunate ones flocked to Florida's beach-
es. After two weeks of basking in the sun,
sipping colas while propped in front of the
television, and enjoying the outdoors, stu-
dents reluctantly manned their posts in-
side the classrooms of C.C. once again.
While the sun brightly shone and flow-
ers popped their heads out of the ground,
daydreaming replaced concentration in-
side the lecture halls. Students grew rest-
less and longed to play tennis or go swim-
ming instead of reading books and writing
term papers.
Students wrestled the big problem of
how to study when the weather outside
was beckoning. More diligent students
solved the problem by taking their work
outside under a shade tree. However,
most students temporarily forgot about
college and enjoyed themselves.
Spirits heightened with the sunny
weather, and all over campus cheery stu-
dents could be found engaged in all sorts
of activities. Once spring fever hit, cam-
pus life wasn't the same. Girls spent the
afternoons soaking up the sun in dorm
courtyards while guys participated in
sports. Mass exoduses were made to
nearby malls, parks, or swimming areas
to relieve spring fever.
Another interesting part of dorm life
was the telephone situation. With 8-14
girls sharing one telephone, many prob-
lems abounded. Each time the telephone
rang, girls trampled over each other trying
to get the phone first, screaming, "It's for
me! It's for me!" Then all the girls stood
with their hands on their hips glaring at
the unfortunate girl on the phone who
cowered against the wall. After all, why
should Mr. Right call her and not them?
Cedarville College installed a new
phone system which the students greatly
appreciated, especially the guys. With the
new party system a guy could talk to five
girls at the same time! Also, outside calls
could conveniently be made off campus
to professors or students in Cedarville.
However, only ten outside calls could be
placed at one time, so the other 1640
students ran back and forth to the tele-
phone to see if a line opened.
SO
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Another telephone problem for the stu-
dents involved the pay phones. When a
student decided to call dear old Mom and
Dad (for more money, of course) or a
sweetheart, everyone else decided to use
the phones. After eleven o'clock and on
weekends the students waited in line until
the wee hours of the morning to use the
phones.
One of the biggest highlights of each
quarter consisted of final exams. No, not
because the students loved finals, but be-
cause once finals were finished they could
go home.
Preparing to take finals required great
concentration (and an abundance of
prayer). The last two days students en-
gaged in vigorous studying (cramming) to
compensate for all the goofing off during
the quarter. Many students stayed up the
first night before finals to study or type a
term paper. Then they slept all the next
afternoon to recover from their morning
finals, after which they began to cram
again that night for the next day's finals.
Also during the last two days, belong-
ings had to be packed. Suitcases were
stuffed with clothes, junk, and of course,
dirty laundry for Mom. At the end of the
year this even included squeezing every
possession into the least amount of suit-
cases and boxes as possible so they
could be crammed into a car.
During the two days of finals, students
thrived on "survival kit" junk food sent by
their parents to make up for the missed
meals due to last minute studying. Those
roast beef sandwiches, peanuts, potato
chips, candy bars, sodas, and fruit kept
many a student company into the wee
hours of the morning while laboring over
textbooks.
Immediately after finishing their last fi-
nal, students swarmed to the lobby of
each dorm with suitcases, bags, and
boxes to wait for their rides home. Tears
were shed amidst the exchanging of ad-
dresses and hugs as friends realized they
probably would not see each other until
Fall. When each car arrived, students
crammed the trunks, back seat, and front
leg area as much as possible then se-
cured the extra luggage on the roof or
tied it to the back.
Once the students were finally home,
they spent their summer in various ways
— but all strived to recuperate after an
exhausting year at college.
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SWORDBEARERS
TRAVELING
TEAMS
Photo 1: Summer Swordbearers
First Row: Tom DeMeester, Judy Walters,
Kathi Holman, Wes Polsdorfer. Second
Row: Chris Felt, Sharon Rawson, Christo-
pher Tupps, Linda Ford, Cheryl Miller,
Steve Fuller, Patty Pantzer, Charlie Phil-
lips.
Photo 2: Swordbearers I
Seated: Carol Stoltzfus, Susan Parvin,
Judy Walters, Kathi Holman, Robbin
Danec, Carrie Knupp. Standing: Charlie
Phillips, Randy Howard, Tom DeMeester,
Wayne Keisling, James Fischer, Steve
Fuller.
Photo 3: Swordbearers II
First Row: Jeff Hakes, Esther Veldt, Patty
Cornell, Robin Strope, Donna Freeburger,
Stephanie Frank, Joe Osenni. Back Row:
Pat Ferrell, Ken Bandy, Laura Lehto,
Brad Brandt, Grant Williams.
Photo 4: Swordbearers III
First Row: Kellee Brown, Esther Bucklew,
Deb Barnett, Terri Scott, Mendy Jackson,
Cheryl Miller. Second Row: Bill Buhrow,
Christopher Tupps, Wes Polsdorfer, Ste-
ven Guest, Brian Blair, Rick Horsfall
Photo 5: Swordbearers III
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4 MASTERS
PUPPETS
TRAVELING
TEAMS
Photo 1: Masters Puppets I
Front Row: Stephanie Pratt, Linda Kran-
enburg, Kathy Robinson. Back Row: Dan
Garrison, Ed Newsome, Gary Rouster.
Photo 2: Masters Puppets II
Front Row: Karen Brower, Lori Barrand,
Rhonda Eubank. Back Row: Larry
Schweinsburg, Brian Ray, Russell Baun.
Photo 3: Masters Puppets III
Front Row: Debbie McClish, Tim Warren,
Ruth Shively. Back Row: Mike Orban, Bir-
git Kass, Steve Freeman.
Photo 4: Masters Puppets Summer
Team
Left to Right: Ron Hobar, Rebecca Miller,
Larry Schweinsburg, David Jones, Kathy
Robinson.
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DEBTOR,
READY,
NOT ASHAMED...
CHURCH
AND
SINGING
MINISTRIES
Photo 1: Abundant Life
Left to Right: Brian Hayes, Paul Briggs,
Dawn Staley, Geri Black, Kirk Keller, Re-
becca Ferrell, Annette Walborn, Kim Mur-
phy, Arlan Palmer, Byron Clemens.
Photo 2: Fellowship Choir
Front Row: Director — Bob Couch, Beth
Deranek, Cheryl Phillips, Judy Bates,
Becky Kempf, Karen Witt. Second Row:
Kim Payton, Becki Payton, Nancy Crick,
Diane Johnson. Third Row: Dan Price,
Jim Bennett, David Wright, Dean Price,
Mark Walter, Rodney Smith.
Photo 3: Swordbearer Extension
Teams
First Row: Nancy Crick, Jenny Alvey,
Lynn Sherman, Rebekah Jewell, Lynette
Rosenau, Lynne Sparks, Theresa Anken-
man, Katherine Jillson, Cheryl Clayton,
Pam Swayze. Second Row: Gary Jacobs,
Tim Dysert, Cynthia Reed, Susan Martil-
lano, Karen Jones, Pat Magnuson, David
English, Susan Poppy, David Clark,
George Stephens. Third Row: John R.
Moore, Stephen Standridge, Rick Van
Schoick, Jay Benson, Pamela Decker,
Andrew Roberts, Patricia Leipprandt,
Carolyn Winsor, Nobuya Higashiyama,
John Cooper, Ruth Kemp. Fourth Row:
John Greenwood, Pam Parry, Joyce Py-
craft, Kirk Wesselink, David Steere, Linda
Ladygo, Scott Miller, Dale Rittenhouse.
Photo 4: Kingsman Quartet
Left to Right: Arthur Rusty Burk, Bobby
Shomo, Dave Moritz — pianist, Dave Ol-
son — summer pianist, Todd Jefson,
Charles W. Fowler.

OUTREACH
AND
DISCIPLESHIP
MINISTRIES
Photo 1: Campus Evangelism —
Wright State
Seated: Martha Johnson, Scott DeGroft,
Laura McElroy, Debbie Cornelius, Alice
Boyd. Standing: Heather Heflick, Glen
Gordon, Debbie Sanville, Kevin Fannin.
Photo 2: Bible Clubs
Front Row: Cindy Sowles, Debbie Battag-
lia, Tamra Hershberger, Marcia Yoder,
Sally Webster, Tamara Shaw, Lori Taylor,
Paula Carrick, Pauline Hart, Laine West.
Back Row: Mrs. Howell — advisor, Dan
Cowser, Caryn DeWitt, Dianne Arnold, Jill
Campbell. Brenda D. Oliver, Mike Ed-
wards, Dave Pickering, Tony McLeland.
Photo 3: Campus Evangelism — Wit-
tenberg Seated: Ginger Blasdell, Sally
Cochran, Dave Blasdell. Standing: Patty
Leipprandt, Martha Woodruff, Kevin
Carder, Jocelyn Johnson.
Photo 4: Campus Evangelism — Cen-
tral State Seated: Robin Mosley, Peter
Morgan. Standing: Jon Maclay.
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YOUTH
MINISTRIES
Photo 1: Dayton Children's Hospital
Seated: Debbie Nash, Julie Murray, Deb-
bie Henry, Lori Benson, Laura McElroy,
Sandy Ole. Standing: Elaine Stone, Julie
Merck, Tammy Pickthorn, Lori Hippard,
Richard Danec, Cindy Armstrong, Su-
zanne Milevoi, Rick Van Schoick, Brenda
Blass.
Photo 2: Mercy Hospital
Seated: Gail Pack, Ann Knox, Lorene
Fornell, Lori Benson, Christie Redman.
Standing: Laura Lehto, Cathy Archer, Ka-
ren Sturgis, Kevin Mulder, Kelly Cope,
Mark Pinkerton, Susan Fields.
Photo 3: Operation Rebirth
Seated: Todd Townsend. Standing: Jim
Hugan, Mark Walter, Elizabeth Filer.
Photo 4: Grace Baptist Awana
Front Row: Merry Damon, Rodney Martin.
Back Row: Pam Hale, Lori Redmond, Su-
san Martillano
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HANDICAPPED
MINISTRIES
Photo 1: Yellow Springs Riding Center
Seated: Laurie Bryan. Back Row: Holly
Hart, Carol Smith, Ruth Meyer, Susan
Matter.
Photo 2: Mueller Residential Center
Seated: Gary Young, Tom Colborn, Greg
Moffitt, Susan Scott, Karen Yeager,
Kathy Power, Kay Pruett, Carol Lewis,
Darlene Waite. Standing: Dan Wallace,
Julie Atkinson, Jodi Diller, Terri Schmidt,
Brad Reinhart, Bruce Maddux, Nancy
Abel.
Photo 3: Kimwood Autistic Group
Home
Front Row: Joy Wells, Ester Faurote, Lau-
rie Bryan, Karen Snare. Back Row: Donna
Birch, Amy Hancock.
Photo 4: Bethesda Rehabilitation Cen-
ter
Front Row: Eugene Bull, Dawn Hamilton.
Back Row: Linda Kraneburg, John Gaz-
dik, Sherry Crawford, Diana Markley.
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YOUTH
MINISTRIES
Photo 1: Ohio Veterans Childrens
Home — P.M.
First Row: Jenny Winegarden, Tracy
Brown, Ron Comfort, Craig Slater, Tim
Dysert, Maureen Conley, Anna Hottel,
Kim Oljace, Doris Major, Gerri Jue, Lee
Ann Bires, Brenda Hitchcock, Don Da-
vies. Second Row: Joyce Abel, Debbie
McClish, Lori Pitonyak, Linda Hall, Glen-
da Hager, Carol Elmore, Becky Conrad,
Laurie Swinford, Linda Koistinen, Robin
Jessup, Jennifer Jackson, Cheryl Rob-
bins, Charon Nagy, Kenny Young. Third
Row: Mike Mikesell, Diane Pasco, Tim
Woodard, Rob Freeman, Alan Geist, Tod
Reinhart, Pat Wishart, Lisa Hudnall, Bren-
da J. Oliver, Karen Jones, Lisa Swanson,
Ruth Ellyn Cook, Jenni Line, Kellie Hudd-
leston. Fourth Row: Dee Wiseman, Tom
Blackburn, Gloria Scott, Scott Weinsch-
reider, Glenda Maxey. Fifth Row: Eric
Hellwig, Karen Crawford, Judy Spencer,
Mark Osborne, Rob Shirk.
Photo 2: Ohio Veterans Childrens
Home — A.M.
First Row: Ted Towne, Brad Bishop, Dave
Sallee, Dan Bisbee, Dan Barfell. Second
Row: Rhoda Wagner, Ruth Ellyn Cook,
Kathy Ormsbee, Ellen Spencer, Edna Hol-
lopeter, Carla Mosher, Edwina McGraw,
Deb Richardson. Third Row: Linda Hess,
Lori Hess, Chris Alonzo, Robin Anderson,
Sandy Leverton, Cheryl Phillips, Lori
Bishop. Fourth Row: Susan Gutsmuth,
Renee Pritchard, Allyson Chapin, Susan
Johnson, Tammy O'Toole, Debbie Dea-
ton, Carol Douglas. Fifth Row: Bryan
Armstrong, Ken Kaufman, Dean Johnson,
Dan Wallace, Dave Tupps, Barry Kane.
Photo 3: Springfield Detention Home
First Row: Mike Lindberg, Pete Tonnesen,
Irene Farley, John Cooper. Second Row:
Nancy Newton, Nancy Giles, Arnold Willy,
Ruthie Fareno, Ruth Kemp.
Photo 4: Dayton Detention Home
Angie Johnston, Lisa Hudnell
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OUTREACH
MINISTRIES
Photo 1: Cincinnati Rescue Mission
Seated: Scott Dixon and Bryan Benson.
Standing: Bradley Files, Steve Dean, Tim
Danube, Larry Green, Robert Long-
necker.
Photo 2: Cedarville Senior Citizens
Center
Debbie Sanville, Karen Sturgis, Donna
Birch
Photo 3: Dayton Rescue Mission
Seated: Laura Smith, Kelly Slaughter,
Ann Knox. Standing: Tim Smith, Robert
Shelton, Jim Gruenberg, Bryan Benson.
Photo 4: Greene County Jail
Front Row: Carol Sue Cox, Gary Ander-
son, Ruthie Fareno, Ray Wigdal, Jill
Parks. Back Row: Dave Averill, Mark Par-
man, Steve Yager, Keith Averill.
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MINISTRIES
WITH THE
ELDERLY
Photo 1: Sunnyland Villa — Resthome
Left to Right: Dave Black, Rich McGill,
Jean Howard, Philip Ledgerwood, Charla
McFarland, Tim Wilder.
Photo 2: Carriage By The Lake —
Resthome
Todd Tancredi, Scott Wilcox, Marc Drap-
er
Photo 3; Greenwood Manor — Rest-
home
Ladies: Ronda Click, Dianna Popa, Lynne
Dzedzy, Char Wiles, Robin Bowling, Ka-
ren Christmas. Men: Jim Tuttle, Steve
Clark, Bill Drummer, Ken Gentzler, Jeff
Brock.
Photo 4: Cedar Cliff Elderly Housing
Seated: Jenny Alvey, Donna Ford, Kathy
Adkins. Standing: Louise Johnston, Mar-
garet Wolot, Gary Jacobs, Denise Per-
rigo, Joy Hart.
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RESTHOME
MINISTRIES
Photo 1: Hospitality Resthome
Front Row: Greg Mears, Kay Donaldson,
Paul Jones, Marlene Eissens, Diane John-
son, Sheila Stephenson, Myron Major.
Back Row: Robert Longnecker, Jill
Southward, Lynn Hurtado, Curtis Hoke.
Photo 2: Heathergreen II Resthome
Front Row: Grace Hill, Joeleah Hill, Lyn-
ette Libby, Kay Minnich, Sandy Seals,
Glenda Maxey. Back Row: Tim Power,
Faith Williams, Dale Gardner, Mark Skiles,
Jerry Maxey.
Photo 3: Knights of Pythias Resthome
Left to Right: Karen Woods, Kay John-
son, Dave Black, Angela Cooke, Karel
Dobbel, Karen White, Karen Dobbel.
Photo 4: Heathergreen I Resthome
Front Row: Cherie Horton, Miriam Pres-
sau, Lori Imhoff. Back Row: Floyd Stanfill,
Greg Pippin, Mark Shearer, Dean Wag-
ner.
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TRAVELING
TEAMS
Photol: Florida Team — Spring Break
Kneeling: Lori Redmond, Jeri Probst,
Jackie Burdick, Rhonda Coventry, Karen
Mathews, Myron Major, Martha Jewell.
Second Row: Debbie Sanville, Tammy
Champlin, Sandy Ole, Lori Maresh, Ruth
Kemp, Darleen Carano, Pam Decker,
Sara Beattie, Nancy Fox, Ruthie Fareno,
Roy Fuller. Third Row: Carl Ruby, John
Potter, Jeff Brammer, Natalie Martin,
Rhonda Crist, Ken Massie, Jim Howe,
J.D. Callan, Kevin Purdin, Jeff Mossman,
Gary Cooke.
Photo 2: Texas Team — Spring Break
Kneeling: Floyd Stanfill, Anita Worley,
Marlene Eissens. Second Row: Donna
Birch, Sharon Rawson, Mrs. Rickard,
Dean Rickard. Third Row: Bob Entwistle,
Vicki Waterman, J-D MacGillivray, Tim
Graham.
Photo 3: New York Team — Spring
Break
Seated: Melinda Meadows, Deatra Huff-
man, Jane Adams, Diane Blasdell, Jenni-
fer Jackson. Second Row: Lee Ann Bires,
Gerri Jue, Jane Sparling, Terri Schmidt.
Third Row: Dean Johnson, Bob Beikert,
Dave Averill, David English.
Photo 4: The Andersons — M.I.S. Aus-
tralia
Mrs. Connie Anderson, Lori Anderson,
Dr. Anderson, Eric Anderson.
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3 SUMMER
M.I.S.
TEAMS
Photo 1: Australia M.I.S. Team
First Row: Kelly Cope, Roseanne Bran-
ham, Deanna O'Wade, Ann Howard,
Dave Compton, Carol Essler, Andy
Pritsch. Second Row: Bob Beikert, Steve
Willoughby, Kevin Purdin, Tom Wigger-
shaus, Patty Cornell, Jim Unger, Connie
Fitch, Ellen Spencer.
Photo 2: Brazil M.I.S. Team
First Row: Charles Pagnard, Elaine Pag-
nard, Chris Pagnard, Laura Lehto, Jill
Southward, Gary Rouster. Second Row:
Dave Hartsough, Kevin Mulder, Ed Sup-
plee, Charlie Pagnard, Mendy Jackson,
Debbie Oliver, Rick Dustin.
Photo 3: Israel M.I.S. Team
Front Row: Cheryl Phillips, Peter Martin-
dale, Donna Einstein. Back Row: Judy
Spencer, Karen Harrington, Maureen
Conley, Jennifer Jackson.
Photo 4: Scotland M.I.S. Team
Bottom Row: Lorraine Halladay, Marcia
Kingsbury. Top Row: Glenda Maxey,
Donna McHugh.
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SUMMER
M.I.S.
TEAMS
Photo 1: Phillipines M.I.S. Basketball
Team
Seated: Cal Searles, Jeff Krueger, Ken
Massie. Second Row: Gary Cooke, Brian
Rickard, Steve Dean, Rich Himes, Mr.
Dave Robey. Standing: Curt Berger, Dr.
Callan.
Photo 2: China M.I.S. Team
Kneeling: Myron Youngman, Steve Wet-
zel, James Fischer, Dr. Frank, Dan
Cawood. Standing: Sara Beattie, Steph-
anie Frank, Corinne Wilcox, Kathy Ad-
kins, Deborah Buining, Melanie Neudeck,
Rebekah Pruden, Beth Wittlinger, Tyann
Minnich.
Photo 3: Individual M.I.S. Students
Dave Black — Brazil, Carol Elmore —
Brazil, Bruce Maddux — Ecuador.
Photo 4: Spain M.I.S. Team
Front Row: Debbie Henry, Julie Murray,
Alice Boyd, Teresa Heeney. Back Row:
Beth and Phil Stoner, Jon Stoner.
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SCHOOL YEAR
BEGINS WITH
ANOTHER RECORD
ENROLLMENT
The 1981-82 school year began with
another record breaking registration.
1,657 students enrolled at Cedarville.
This included the largest class of
Freshmen ever at the college. They to-
taled 527 members. Registration took
three days to complete with staff mem-
bers working from 8:00 A.M. until
many times on past dinner time. Lines
of students began gathering 45 min-
utes to 1 hour before registration be-
gan. In one instance students sang
songs in line as they waited for half an
hour in the rain! A feeling of orderly
mass confusion was evident on cam-
pus as students struggled to register,
get their books, meet with their advi-
sors, arrange their rooms, renew old
friendships, and prepare themselves
for the school year ahead. By the
fourth day, all students were regis-
tered, classes were underway, and an-
other school year had begun.
MRS. MADDOX
HONORED AT
RECEPTION
During Fall Quarter the faculty and
staff held a reception for Mrs. Miriam
Maddox in honor of her birthday. The
reception was held in the Atmosphere
Room and was attended by many long
time friends of Mrs. Maddox, including
staff, faculty, and students. Mrs. Mad-
dox has been a member of the Cedar-
ville College family since 1959 when
she first came to Cedarville. She has
taught in the speech department for 26
years. She is still teaching part-time,
and is presently an Associate Profes-
sor Emerita of Speech.
NURSING DEPARTMENT
ACCREDITED
Cedarville College added a new major
to its curriculum for the 1981-82
school year. With the addition of the
pre-nursing program, 33 students be-
gan the school year with pre-nursing
majors.
On November 19, 1981 the State of
Ohio Board of Nursing Education and
Nurse Registration approved Cedar-
ville College's Department of Nursing.
This Department was also later ap-
proved, on April 16, 1982, by the Ohio
Board of Regents. The Department of
Nursing will be eligible to apply for Na-
tional League of Nursing accreditation
in 1985 following the graduation of the
first class; accreditation will be retroac-
tive to the establishment of the pro-
gram in 1981. Much of the credit for
establishing this program should go to
Dr. Lila Seaman, the administrative as-
sistant for nursing. Dr. Irene Alyn (pic-
tured above) has been named chair-
man of the Nursing Department. Dr.
Alyn holds two degrees from the Uni-
versity of Illinois in Chicago: Master of
Science in Nursing (1965) and Doctor
of Philosophy in Physiology (1972).
She has had extensive experience in
nursing and is the author of several
nursing textbooks. The Nursing De-
partment will be expanded in the near
future to include seven faculty mem-
bers.
YELLOW JACKETS TRAVEL
TO KANSAS CITY FOR
SECOND YEAR IN A ROW
The Yellow Jacket's basketball season
began on a high note. In front of a
packed crowd in the New Athletic Cen-
ter, the Jackets beat Dyke and Muskin-
gum on consecutive nights to win the
Cedarville College Invitational. (pic-
tured below are captains Mark Wo-
mack and Drew Baker with the 1st
place trophy) In fact, Cedarville re-
mained undefeated on their home
court until the final weeks of the sea-
son. Injuries plagued the Jackets
throughout the season, and they were
only able to post a 15-10 record at the
end of the regular season.
However, the Jackets did qualify for
post season play. As the District 22
play-offs began, Cedarville traveled to
Tiffin, a team they had lost to three
times in the regular season, to defend
their District 22 title from the previous
year. This time though, the Jackets put
it all together as they destroyed the
Tiffin Dragons 92-75. Once again, for
the third year in a row, Cedarville trav-
eled home to face Defiance for the Dis-
trict 22 championship.
As the Jackets took the floor in front of
another packed crowd, one could not
help but remember the last two times
Defiance and Cedarville met in post
season play. The first time Defiance
had beaten Cedarville by more than 20
points; the second time the Jackets
won the right to go to Kansas City in a
thrilling victory, which was climaxed by
Mark Womack's winning shot at the
buzzer. As the game began, everyone
wondered how this one would turn out.
Although the Jackets led for most of
the game, it was not until the final
buzzer that the fans knew for sure.
Once again, Cedarville was headed to
the national play-offs in Kansas City. In
a fitting end, to perhaps the most ex-
citing game of the season, senior Mark
Womack made a layup at the buzzer to
give the Jackets a 78-73 victory. (pic-
tured above is Tim Danube as he cuts
down the net after the Defiance game)
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SOCCER TEAM FINISHES SECOND IN N.C.C.A.A.
While the basketball team was starting
their season, the soccer team was
closing their season at the NCCAA Na-
tional Championship in Florida. At the
tournament, Cedarville played the sec-
ond ranked team, Covenant, in the
semi-finals. After a hard fought battle,
the Jackets came out on top 2-1. Both
goals came from freshmen Mark Price.
The next night Cedarville took on Mes-
siah College in a game to decide the
national championship. The Jackets
led 1-0 at halftime, but Messiah came
back to take the game 2-1. Senior co-
captain Dave Cox (bottom right pic-
ture, in the middle) was named the
Most Valuable Offensive Player of the
tournament, despite the fact that he
played both games with an injured leg
and scored no goals. Coach John
McGillivray (top picture, receiving tro-
phy from Dr. Dixon) was named
NCCAA Soccer Coach of the Year.
This was the first appearance for the
soccer team at the NCCAA Nationals.
FACULTY MEMBERS LEAVE CEDARVILLE
TO ACCEPT NEW POSITIONS
After 13 years of developing the col-
lege's philosophy curriculum, Mr.
James Grier (upper left hand picture)
has undertaken the new role of Dean of
Grand Rapids Baptist Seminary in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Mr. Grier will
act as the Dean as well as teach in the
areas of apologetics and theology. Mr.
Grier accepted the new job because
he felt that he could make the most
significant contribution to the kingdom
of Christ at Grand Rapids because of
the impact he could have on men who
would stand in pulpits. During his last
year at Cedarville, students packed his
philosophy classes to overflowing in
order to benefit from his teaching be-
fore he left.
Cedarville College will be without three
members of the college family when
the 1982-83 school year begins. These
three members were led by the Lord to
accept new jobs with new responsibil-
ities. First of all, Mr. Richard Torrans,
Assistant Director of Christian Service,
left Cedarville to become the Editor of
Music for Singspiration Corporation.
Mr. Torrans, who has spent most of his
life ministering through music, accept-
ed the new job because it would give
him more time to create music, which
is what he feels God has called him to
do. His superb work in working with
traveling groups and coordinating the
music for chapel will be greatly missed.
Another faculty member to leave the
college was Dr. Kearney (lower right
picture, on the far left). After complet-
ing her 20th year as a professor in the
Physical Education Department and a
women's athletic coach, Dr. Kearney
moved on to Indiana University. In her
new position, she will be assistant
coach of the women's basketball team
to Miss Jeremiah, who is also a former
Cedarville College faculty member
(lower right picture, in the middle).
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Construction began Spring Quarter on
a new dormitory which will have four
floors. The first three floors will be resi-
dential, and the top floor will be used
for mechanical purposes. The $1.3 mil-
lion cost of the new housing project will
be paid back by room rent. However,
this will in no way be reflected in the
increased expenses for students. With
two students in each room, the dorm
will house a total of 146 students. The
new dorm will be built in a hall fashion
instead of a unit design. Each room will
also be equipped with a regular tele-
phone. Thus, students will be able to
make and receive long distance calls
and then be billed directly by Ohio Bell.
The dorm is expected to be completed
by the beginning of the 1982-83
school year and will be used to house
women.
FIRST LOVE'S
LAST
First Love, a group which has per-
formed together since 1979, presented
their final concert on April 30, 1982.
The program featured sacred selec-
tions, many of which were penned by
members of the group. Members of the
group included: (bottom picture, left to
right) Bill Buhrow, Marlene Eissens,
Jan Anderson, Geoff Walker, and Ran-
dy Thornburg.
CONSTRUCTION BEGINS ON NEW DORM
STUDENT HOOKS
MONSTER BASS
IN CEDAR LAKE
When Spring Quarter rolled around,
and the weather turned nice, everyone
wanted to be outdoors. A massive epi-
demic of "spring fever" hit the cam-
pus. Students golfed, played tennis,
took walks, played frisbee, and studied
outdoors. However, one of the most
popular activities was fishing. Each
day students lined the banks of Cedar
Lake hoping to catch a big one. For
Steve Daniels (pictured below), the
wish came true. He hooked a 3 lb. bass
one afternoon, which may be the lar-
gest fish ever caught in Cedar Lake.
NEW STUDENT SENATE OFFICERS
ELECTED FOR '82-'83 SCHOOL YEAR
The student body chose six new Sen-
ate officers to represent them on
March 2, 1982. Mark Pinkerton, who
was elected Student Body President,
used the rock (pictured above) to ad-
vertise during his campaign. Pinkerton
desires the students to realize that the
administration does view student input
as a valuable source of information.
Mark also believes firmly that the Sen-
ate's success will depend on how well
Senate's representatives communicate
with the student body. Conversely, he
also admits that Senate's biggest dis-
advantage lies in the fact that it is im-
possible to please every single student
at the same time.
Other elected Senate officers were as
follows: John Jackson, Vice-president;
Curtis Hoke, Student Body Project
Chairman; Connie Carr, Secretary; Ke-
vin Mulder, Treasurer; and Bobby
Shomo, Chaplain. All of these officers
believe their first responsibility is to
honor and glorify God. They feel that if
they cannot do that first, then they
cannot properly serve the student
body. They believe that the prayer
support of each student will be a vital
factor in their efforts to honor and glori-
fy God.
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Cedarville College was one of only 360
grant recipients out of over 1,800 ap-
plications that the Kresge Foundation
received nearly a year ago. Mr. Ross
said that the Kresge Foundation recog-
nized the college as "attaining aca-
demic excellence, financial stability,
and having a program that they (the
foundation) believe is going to be
around for a long time." In the picture
below, a happy Charles Ross dunks
the $200,000 check from the Kresge
Foundation to Dr. Dixon.
COLLEGE RECEIVES
$200,000 GRANT
FROM THE
KRESGE
FOUNDATION
During Homecoming weekend in Octo-
ber, the college held a dedication ser-
vice for the New Athletic Center. (In
the above picture Dr. Jeremiah applies
mortar to the cornerstone) However,
the Athletic Center was financially far
from finished. The college needed to
raise $2 million to pay for the new fa-
cility. Through the efforts of Charles
Ross, Director of Development, this
goal was eventually met. Mr. Ross was
instrumental in helping the college ob-
tain grants from several foundations.
One of these was from the Kresge
Foundation. This foundation promised
to fund 10% of the amount needed if
the college could raise the other $1.8
million before the set deadline. The
deadline was March 15, 1982. The
money was raised by March 5.
MEN'S TENNIS TEAM DOMINATES
THE MID-OHIO CONFERENCE
FOR 17th CONSECUTIVE YEAR
If any team has ever established a dyn-
asty, it would have to be the Cedarville
College tennis team. The 1982 men's
tennis team participated in the NAIA
National Tournament in Kansas City
this year for the 16th time in 17 years.
For the past 17 years the tennis teams
from Cedarville have dominated the
Mid-Ohio Conference and District 22
competition. Much of their success has
been due to head coach, Dr. J. Murray
Murdoch. Evidence of this is seen in
the fact that Murdoch has been both
the MOC and the NAIA Coach of the
Year for fourteen years.
This years team was no exception as
they walked away with almost every
award possible. The All MOC 1982
team was made up of nine men, eight
of which were from Cedarville's varsity
team (pictured below). The eight men
were: standing — Jeff Reynolds,
Shawn Huck, Ron Rost, Gary Coiro,
and Mark James; seated — Dan De-
Lancey, Coach Murdoch, and Donnie
Rawlins. (Randy Wilson, missing) De-
spite the fact that three seniors from
last years team were gone, the 1982
team was once again the District 22
champs. Coach Murdoch has not seen
a loss in an MOC match since April 17,
1967.
STUDENT PLACES
IN NATIONAL
FORENSICS
TOURNAMENT
Jill Southward, junior speech major,
made it to the quarter-finals at the Na-
tional Forensics Tournament at Ohio
State University. Miss Southward was
among the top 24 out of 256 competi-
tors in the poetry division. She qualified
for the quarter-finals by placing first in
area competition with her performance
of "Guinevere" from Alfred Lord Ten-
nyson's Idylls of the King.
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Annette May
Adams
Riverside, CA
Elementary
Education
Anthonia A.
Adeoye
E.B. Lagos, Nigeria
Chemistry
Thomas G.
Ahlgrim
Hobart, IN
Comprehensive
Bible
Terri M. Aiken
Cedarville, OH
Spanish/Phys. Ed.
Karen Allen
Cedarville, OH
Elementary
Education
Jan Anderson
Roanoke, VA
English
Kent A. Anderson
Dayton, OH
Music Education
Mary Beth
Anderson
Lombard, IL
Psychology
William Anderson
Lombard, IL
Business
Theresa Jeanne
Ankenman
Cedarville, OH
Elementary
Education
Wayne F. Anthony
Perry, OH
Music
Cathy Dee Archer
Marysville, MI
Behav. Sci./ Psych.
Dale Allen Archer
Dayton, TN
Physical Education
Melodie A. Bagg
Longview, TX
Psych./Phys. Ed.
Mark Baker
Kettering, OH
Pre-seminary Bible
R. Drew Baker
Cedarville, OH
History
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Tim Baker
Richwood, OH
Elementary
Education
James Baldwin
Cedarville, OH
Soc. Sci./Bus.
Admin.
Deb Barnett
Warsaw, IN
Elementary
Education
Lenna Jean
Barrand
Lakeland, FL
Soc. Psych./Eng.
Ed.
Jeff T. Bartling
Waterloo, IA
Business Admin.
Douglas Robert
Bauer
Cissna Park, IL
Physical Education
Larry G. Beaver
Bradford, OH
Biology/Chemistry
Chuck Benedict
Huntington, NY
Business
Daniel M. Betzel
Lorain, OH
English Education
Richard Thomas
Blanc
Dallas, TX
Chemistry! Math
Devon Block
Port-Au-Prince,
Haiti
Chemistry! Math
Dan Bloom
N. Canton, OH
Biology
Teresa Bonzo
Jackson, OH
Elementary
Education
Ruth Ellen Boulet
Cedarville, OH
Physical Education
William Boulet
Cedarville, OH
Comprehensive
Bible
Jeffrey P. Bowser
Kettering, OH
History Education
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Roseanne
Branham
Bellefontaine, OH
Music Education
Mark Brant
Van Wert, OH
Business
Management
Paul K. Briggs
Springfield, VA
Broadcasting
Margie Brown
Kokomo, IN
Sociology
William C.
Buhrow, Jr.
Lyndhurst, OH
Behav. Sci. /Psych.
Beth A. Bullock
Huntington Station,
NY
Business Admin.
Jackie Burdick
Newark Valley, NY
Business Admin.
Timothy G. Burs!
Davis, IL
History/Spanish
Arthur Russell
Burk
Traverse City, MI
Broadcasting
William Burleson
Bidwell, OH
Physical Education
Frank Burrell
Fairborn, OH
Comprehensive
Bible
Cindi Burt
Worthington, OH
Physical Education
Laurie Butler
Steamboat Rock,
IA
Physical Education
Luann Butler
Steamboat Rock,
IA
Elementary
Education
Donna S. Carper
Toledo, OH
Business Admin.
W. Daniel Cawood
Kettering, OH
Math Education
Tamara Sue
Champlin
Carroll, OH
Comprehensive
Bible
Vicki Chandler
Moline, IL
Behav. Sci./Psych.
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Shirley Clark
Lincoln Park, MI
Business Admin.
Laura Clayton
North Salem, IN
Chemistry
Stacey Coates
Quincy, IL
Business Admin.
Karen Lynn
Collins
Newport, MI
Physical Education
David M.
Compton
Silvis, IL
Music Education
John Conlon
Cedarville, OH
Comprehensive
Bible
Patty Cornell
New Richmond, OH
Sociology
Mark Correll
Springfield, OH
Pre-seminary Bible
Debra Craig
Brownsburg, IN
Elementary
Education
Keith Crankshaw
Mt. Laurel, NJ
Business Admin.
William C. Cronin
Philadelphia, PA
Speech
Communications
Barbara Kathleen
Cunningham
Plantation, FL
Elementary
Education
Martha Joy
Damon
Akron, NY
Sociology
Kendra L. DeMent
Jackson, OH
Behav. Sci. / Psych.
Stephen Detwiler
Bristol, IN
Business Admin.
Tom DeYoung
Rochester, MI
Business Admin.
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Tadd A. Dieringer
St. Marys, OH
Chemistry
Kimberly Rays
Dodds
Columbus, OH
Elementary
Education
Teresa B. Dolph
Cedarville, OH
Business Admin.
Peter Donaldson
Buffalo, Mills, PA
Business Admin.
Stan Douglas
W. Islip, NY
Business Admin.
April Duff
Houlton, ME
English
Richard A. Dustin
Mari Ila, NY
Music Education
Karen I... Ebersole
Moscow, PA
Sociology
Barbara Jean
Ehrman
Derby, NY
Elementary
Education
Cynthia Eiser
Ellerslie, MD
Elementary
Education
Marlene June
Eissens
Fulton, IL
Elementary
Education,
Colleen Kay
Englemann
Muncie, IN
Speech
Communications
Jane A. FaIde
Cedarville, OH
English
Cynthia A. Fast
Van Wert, OH
Business Admin.
Jeffrey Fawcett
Annapolis, MD
Business Admin.
Rebecca L.
Ferrell
Huron, SD
Behav. Sci./ Psych.
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Wallace Fields
Kodiak, AK
IDS
Lisa A. Fischbach
Spring Valley, OH
Behav. Sci. /Psych.
Bonnie S. Flint
Newfane, NY
Elementary
Education
Laura Colene Fox
Naples, NY
Behav. Sci. / Psych.
Nancy Fox
Red Bank, NJ
Behavioral Science
Jenifer Beth
Freebourn
Franklin, PA
Speech
Laura L. Galbraith
Alexandria, VA
Biology
Donna Lynn Gall
Medford, NJ
Elementary
Education
Alan Geist
Meadville, PA
English Education
Timothy S.
Graham
Mars Hill, ME
Biology
Larry Green
Cedarville, OH
Pre-seminary Bible
Cynthia Ann
Groves
Parma, OH
Elementary
Education
Donna Renee
Hague
Tulare, SD
Elementary
Education
Sandra Ham
Belmont, NH
Elementary
Education
David J. Hanson
Waterloo, IA
Broadcasting
Kevin Paul
Harding
Marathon, NY
Math
Roberta Louise
Harmon
Johnstown, PA
Elementary
Education
Marcella F.
Harper
Great Valley, NY
Physical Education
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Jon Harvey
Schenectady, NY
Chemistry
Brian L. Hayes
Little Rock, AR
Psychology
Jane Louise
Hews
Austin, MN
Business Admin.
David D. Hegarty
Lapeer, MI
Business Admin.
Eric W.
Henderson
',Jew Bethlehem, PA
Music Education
Ronald E. Hobar
Grafton, OH
Speech
Communications
Rebecca S.
Hofstra
Valley Falls, KS
Speech Corn. /Bus.
Mktg.
Kimberly J.
Holliday
Huntsville, Ontario
Biology
Edna Hollopeter
Rockton, PA
Music Education
Eda La Faye
Horton
LaGrange, OH
Business Admin.
Jimmy E. Howard
Cedarville, OH
Pre-seminary Bible
Randall E.
Howard
Mt. Vision, NY
Music Education
Brett R. Hufziger
Columbus, OH
Business Admin.
Ruth Ann
Hurlburt
Baltimore, MD
Elementary
Education
SaIli Hyde
Grand Rapids, MI
Business
Admin./Mktg.
Lori Imhoff
Riverview, MI
Business Admin.
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Linda Jane
Ingram
Cinnaminson, NJ
Music Education
Tom Jaquis
Cedar Falls, IA
Psychology
Ellen Jensen
Lombard, IL
English
Anna M. Johnson
Flint, MI
Elementary
Education
Brian L. Johnson
Dayton, OH
Business Admin.
Elizabeth
Johnson
Cedarville, OH
Behav. Sci./ Psych.
Ginny Johnson
Spring Lake, MI
Physical Education
Karen Jones
Altoona, PA
Elementary
Education
Chris A. Joseph
Hebron, OH
Physical Education
Eric Kindig
Cedarville, OH
Business
Sandra Marie
Kitchen
Webster, NY
Broadcasting/Bus
Admin
Glenn L. Knauff
Jamestown, OH
Social Science
Karen M. Koerber
Colchester, CT
Secretarial Science
Linda Koistinen
Troy, MI
Elementary
Education
Sharon E. Lahaie
Gallipolis, OH
Elementary
Education
Elizabeth Ann
Landess
Springfield, OH
Physical Education
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Patti
Lauderbaugh
Davison, MI
Secretarial Science
Jan Leman
Francesville, IN
Elementary
Education
Betty Lewis
Charleston, WV
Business Admin.
Larry S. Lim
Toledo, OH
Political Science
Josias S. Lima
Silver Spring, MD
Business Admin.
David Livingood
Trenton, OH
Business Admin.
Jennifer
Livingston
Indianapolis, IN
Business
Daniel Llewellyn
Olean, NY
Pre-seminary Bible
Jane Lloyd
Springfield, OH
Elementary
Education
Lois Ann Lyon
Kingsley, MI
Spanish Education
J-D MacGillivray
Agincourt, Ontario
Business Admin.
Robert Bruce
Maddux
Lancaster, OH
Broadcasting
Cynthia
Mannering
Townsend, DE
Behavioral Science
Natalie S. Martin
Springfield, OH
Elementary
Education
Mark E. Mathews
Grove City, OH
Physical Education
Timothy
Mathewson
Batavia, NY
Business
Cory I. McDaniel
Mancelona, MI
Business Admin.
Robert McGuckin
Schroon Lake, NY
Comprehensive
Bible
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Donna McHugh
Galion, OH
Physical Education
Pamela McKever
Nassau, NY
Business Admin.
Loraine K. Merkh
Berlin, NJ
Comprehensive
Bible
Brian L. Miller
Pontiac, MI
Business Admin.
Raymond Edward
Miller
Laurel, MD
Chemistry
Mark A. Mills
Rome, NY
Math
Tyann Minnich
Bellefontaine, OH
Elementary
Education
John M. Mitchell,
Jr.
Rome, NY
Comprehensive
Bible
Susan Moench
LaFayette, NY
Psychology
Linda L. Moody
Stow, OH
Elementary
Education
David L. Moritz ll
West Portsmouth,
OH
Business Education
Mark Morley
Dayton, OH
Speech
Darcella Fay
Morton
Great Valley, NY
Physical Education
Nathan Richard
Mourlam
Cedarville, OH
Elementary
Education
David Murdoch
Cedarville, OH
Comprehensive
Bible
Cynthia J. Neal
North Pitcher, NY
Elementary
Education
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Anne M. Nikles
Findlay, OH
Speech
Communications
Debbie Oliver
Blacksburg, VA
Music
Debra D. Onsted
Manitou Beach, MI
Math Education
Linda M.
Ormsbee
Perry, OH
Psychology
Mark Timothy
Osborne
Kingsley, PA
Business Admin./
Pre
-seminary Bible
Harvey Ouellette
Cedarville, OH
Social Science
Deanna Palmer
Glen Mills, PA
Comprehensive
Bible
Lisa Carol Parsley
Brownsburg, IN
Business
Sheila Parsons
Springfield, OH
Behavioral Science
•
Susan Irene
Parvin
Cedarville, OH
Speech
Communications
Diane D. Pasco
Hanoverton, OH
Behavioral Science
Kimberly Payton
Maasin, Leyte,
Philippines
Bible/Missions
Sharyn Penquite
Xenia, OH
Elementary
Education
Paul A. Perry
Xenia, OH
Business Admin.
Douglas Pew
Northville, MI
Business
Management
Delana Phillips
Ames, IA
Elem. Ed./Spanish
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Douglas P.
Phillips
Wilmington, OH
Pre-seminary Bible
Gregory J. Pippin
Fort Wayne, IN
Business
Management
Timothy J. Power
Quincy, IL
History
Thomas H. PraII
Mitchellville, IA
Business
Julie A. Prentice
Fisher, IL
Elementary
Education
Rebekah Pruden
Prudenville, MI
History
Kevin Purdin
Cedarville, OH
Business Admin.
Barbara Rae
Eastlake, OH
Elementary
Education
Michelle Anne
Randall
Grove City, OH
Biology
Donnie Rawlins
Wheelersburg, OH
Business
Sharon Rawson
Springfield, VT
Speech/English Ed.
Elaine Ann
Rayder
Corinth, NY
Speech
Communications
Brad Reinhart
Rawlings, MD
Pre-seminary Bible
Lori Richards
Shaw AFB, SC
Elementary
Education
Elaine Kay Riggs
Cedarville, OH
Elementary
Education
Keith A. Risser
Findlay, OH
Pre-seminary Bible
Deryck Rivers
Emu Plains, N.S.W.
Australia
Pre-seminary Bible
Ronald Keith Rost
Naperville, IL
Business Admin.
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Steve Sadowitz
Vestal, NY
Business Admin.
Philip Said
Brunswick, OH
Business Admin.
Deborah Beth
Sanville
Valley Forge, PA
Physical Education
LuEllen Saunders
Gallipolis, OH
English Education
Judith K. Schad
Middleville, MI
Business
Carol Schulze
Omaha, NE
Business Admin.
Sandy A. Seals
Dayton, OH
Business Admin.
Justin Sewell
Jamestown, OH
Business Admin.
Robert L.
Shawver
Lorain, OH
Math Education
Evelyn Shirk
Trenton, NJ
Speech
Communications/
Business Admin.
Robert E. Shirk
Middlebury, CT
Psychology
Debra Sloan
West Fargo, ND
Business Admin.
Terri L. Smart
Woodbridge, VA
Chemistry
John R. Smith
Indianapolis, IN
Social Science
Roscoe F. Smith
Binghamton, NY
Business Admin.
Bret D. Snouffer
Delaware, OH
Physical Education
Nathan Z.
Solomon
Columbia, MD
Pre-seminary Bible
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Richard Soper
Elmira, NY
History
Philip Southwell
ManceIona, MI
Business
Floyd A. Stanfill
Delaware, OH
Pre
-seminary
Bible/ Business
Admin.
Karen McHugh
Stanfill
Pittsburgh, PA
Music Education
Larry Starett
Elyria, OH
Pre-seminary Bible
George Stephens
E. Orange, NJ
Pre-seminary Bible
Carol Stoltzfus
Elverson, PA
Elementary
Education
Valerie Lynne
Stone
Shipman, IL
Business Admin.
Beth Ann Stoner
Cedarville, OH
Pre-seminary Bible
Tricia Storey
Grand Blanc, MI
Elementary
Education
Donna R. Supple.
Fremont, MI
Math
Jane E.
Sutherland
Aston, PA
Physical
Education/Health
June Taylor
Lorain, OH
Special
Education/Speech
Christina M.
Terrill
Muskegon, MI
Speech
Communications
Kenneth Thien
Dayton, OH
Bible/Business
Susan L.
Thompson
Allen Park, MI
English
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John M. Ti!ford
Valparaiso, IN
Business Admin.
Jill Marie
Tordonato
Birdsboro, PA
Business Admin.
Joel Veldt
Cedarville, OH
Business Admin.
Marla Sue
Waddle
New Carlisle, OH
Language/
Literature
Rachel R. Wagner
Heath, OH
Sociology
Geoffrey P.
Walker
Brownsburg, IN
History
Lefty Jo Walker
Gallipolis, OH
English Education
Thomas L.
Walkley
Orrville, OH
Business
Admin. /Accounting
David K. Warner
Xenia, OH
Comprehensive
Bible
Philip Weber
Irwin, OH
Social Science
Julie Weller
Dayton, OH
Business Admin.
Mark Wells
Flint, MI
Social Science
David H. West
Valparaiso, IN
Business Admin.
Randy Wiele
Waterloo, IA
Business Admin.
Jeffory Dean
Willetts
Mesa, AZ
Pre
-seminary Bible
Rhoda Williams
Penn Yan, NY
Music Education
Criss Wilson
Wellington, OH
Speech Education
Randy Wilson
Covington, KY
Broadcasting
SENIORS /207
Deborah Witt
Cherry Hill, NJ
Elementary
Education
Philip P. Wolfe
Gahanna, OH
Business Admin.
Regina Yutzy
Wolfer
Cedarville, OH
Music Education
Mark Womack
Cherubusco, IN
Math
Anita M. Worley
Des Moines, IA
Behavioral Science
Gerald Yeager
North Vernon, IN
Business Admin.
Brent A. York
Mars Hill, ME
Business
Elton Yutzy
Plain City, OH
Comprehensive
Bible
Anita Zimmerman
Brownsburg, IN
Business Admin.
RON HOBAR'S LAST ANNOUNCEMENT
Hey Graduated Individual,
What are you going to do now? You're in the "Big Time"
Bucko, with no more R.A.'s, P.A.'s, Deans, Professors,
and Cedarville rules. How are you going to act in this new
and vicious environment? You know that the real world is
not as nice as Cedarville's atmosphere, don't you? Well, it
isn't. In fact, you will encounter attack after attack by that
roaring lion himself, Satan. Can you really survive this
challenge called "life in the big time?" Well, you can. If you
equip yourself with the armor of God, and if you put your
trust wholly in Him, you can be a success. You can use the
educational experiences acquired at the 'ville, coupled
with guidance from God's Word, to be a winner in this
wicked world.
Looking back at those years invested at the 'ville, one
can note at least two or nine memorable moments. How
about that freshman year? This was the first time for most
to be independent from their parents. Some responded,
"Check it in; I'm free," only to find more rules over their
cerebellums. Others simply cried, "I want my mom," only
to find their moms happy that they were gone. What about
those study habits that needed to be developed? In high
school many students never opened a book. They were
either intelligent enough not to need to open a book; or
they were in sports, so all their teachers gave them A's; or
they were rich; thus, capable of buying those A's. Howev-
er, this was not the case at the 'ville. We're takin' many
nights in the library, many hours focusing the pupils on
typed print in thick texts, and many late nights cramming
for tests and creating those ten page papers the night
before they were due. Ah yes, how about that college
food? "It sure ain't like mom's" replied one student as he
was rolling around on the sidewalk with severe cramps. He
later had his stomach pumped and discovered that he had
accidently swallowed a cafeteria knife. Enough with the
food issue; you know the story.
Dorm life is another noteworthy subject. Use Lowlor 26
as an example of normal dorm activities at Cedarville:
serenading women on the phone, "buck-buck" sessions,
prayer meetings, demerit-earning acts, and occasional
studying. Of course, one can always comment on Cedar-
ville rules, such as sign-out duties, curfew time, hair code,
and P.D.A.'s, which usually involves the act of undergoing
a simultaneous juxtaposition of two orbicularis oris mus-
cles in a state of contraction. However, there will be no
mention of this.
And don't forget chapel time, although many times it
was forgotten during those collegiate years and resulted in
O.R.'s for excessive cuts. These chapel services featured
fine music, messages from God's Word, and special
events, such as the day of prayer, guest presentations,
etc. President Dixon even permitted a verbose individual to
give his "stupid" announcements and "words for the
day." (Here are a few "words for the day": stagnation,
precedent, pacifist, avenue, tumor, and archaic.)
Further, the class of '82 has been a part of many out-
standing events and organizations at C.C.: the Norman
Tabernacle Choir; the rent-a-kid; "the seven guys who are
comedians"; several excellent plays, one of the best being
The MatchMaker; The Cedar What Campaign; and sev-
eral athletic teams that went to the nationals. And finally,
this class was the first class to graduate in the new Athletic
Center.
Now it is finished. All those highlights are history. Col-
lege life is only a memory. At graduation you say goodbye
and promise to write. You do for a time or two; then it
narrows down to an occasional sentence or three, and
finally a Christmas Card is your only contact. It is time now
to step out into a new frontier. Since you are presently a
big-time graduate, a novice in the real world, what is
waiting for you: fear of facing the many decisions that
need to be made; conquests to be experienced; failures
and successes of these conquests; new friends and envi-
ronments; family life; trials and tribulations with, of course,
triumph; and increasing responsibility? How about ten
years down the road? What will remain? A piece of paper
from the 'ville, a file of notes; boxes of dusty books; faded
varsity letters; trophies clouded with particles of dust; sun-
bleached tassels hanging from your rear-view mirror or
child's playpen; old girlfriends and boyfriends who are
married with their very own buckos; and yearbooks and
photos giving you pleasant memories. The only lasting
evidences of your college years will be your education and
memories that will always be treasured. Your college days
are finished. Now it is time for part two of your life. Wel-
come to the "Big Time!"
This realization may be sad and frightening. However, it
does not have to be that way. You can rejoice in the Lord
because God still has His best for you. He is ready for you
to move on to a new phase in your life, and there is no
need to fear. "For it is God who worketh in you, both to will
and to do of His good pleasure." More over, "being confi-
dent of this very thing, that He which hath begun a good
work in you will perform it until the day of Jesus Christ." So
live your life each day, looking to that glorious day of
Christ's return. Find excitement everyday by doing God's
Will. If you do this, God will bless you greatly. Sure, life
won't be the same as it was at college — it will be better.
And to leave you with a final "word for the day" — a
word for the class of '82 — the word is "relieve," as in, we
leave our college years to advance onto bigger and better
things for the Lord. Praise His name forever! And remem-
ber: ice cream still has no bones.
AettIZ 6. *liar
SENIORS/209
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Rebecca Abbott, Fr.
Chuck Abel, Fr.
Joyce Abel, Fr.
Nancy Abel, So.
Jane Adams, So
Kathy Adkins, So
Mindy Ager, Fr
Mark Alcorn, So
Ken Alford, So
Larry Allen, Jr
Chris Alonzo, So.
Shari Altimus, Fr.
Jenny Alvey, Jr.
April Ames, Fr.
David Anderlie, Fr.
Gary Anderson, So.
Hugh Anderson, Fr.
Jon Anderson, So.
Kelly Anderson, Fr.
Mark Anderson, Fr.
Regina Anderson, Fr.
Robin Anderson, So.
Ruth Anderson, So
Wayne Anderson, Fr.
Karen Anspaugh, Fr.
Alan Apple, So.
Dennis Arbogast, Fr.
Debbie Armor, Fr.
Bryan Armstrong, Jr.
Cindy Armstrong, So.
Juli Armstrong, So.
Dianne Arnold, Jr.
Tina Ashley, Fr.
Julie Atkinson, Fr.
Sharon Augenstein, Fr.
Dave Averill, Jr.
Keith Averill, Fr.
Kimra Ayres, Fr.
Kathy Bachelder, So.
Jeff Bailey, So.
Doug Baker, So.
Robert Balaicuis, So.
Sharon Banzhof, Fr.
Sallymarie Barbato, Jr.
Jim Barber, Fr.
Daniel Barfell, So.
Beverly Barnette, Jr.
Greg Barnette, So.
John Barram, Sp.
Lorene Barram, Fr.
Lori Barrand, Fr.
Beth Bartlett, Fr.
Amy Bashline, So.
Barbara Bates, Fr.
Walter Bates, So.
Debbie Battaglia, Fr.
Elisabeth Bauder, Fr.
Robert Bauer, Fr.
Mark Baugh, So.
Russell Baun, Fr.
Shellie Beaman, Fr.
Chris Bean, Jr.
Judy Bears, So.
Sara Beattie, So.
Jon Beight, Fr.
Bonnie Beikert, Jr.
Robert Beikert, Fr.
Mike Bell, Fr.
 
UNDERCLASS/213
Tim Bell, So.
Laurie Benedict, So.
Jim Bennett, So.
Kimberly Bensink, Fr.
Bryan Benson, Jr.
Jay Benson, Fr.
Lori Benson, Fr.
Sharon Beres, Fr.
Ann Berger, So.
Greg Bernard, So.
Marty Berrien, So.
Edwin Betlejewski, Fr.
Thomas Beveridge, So.
Steve Bicknell, Jr.
Jeffrey Biggs, Fr.
David Bigler, Fr.
Judith Bingman, Jr.
Donna Birch, So.
LeeAnn Bires, So.
Dan Bisbee, Jr.
Brad Bishop, Jr.
Lori Bishop, Fr.
Tim Bishop, So
Cheryl Bitterman, So.
David Black, Jr.
Geri Black, Jr.
John Blackburn, Fr.
Sara Blackburn, So.
Tom Blackburn, So.
Guy Blacketer, III, Fr.
David Blackstone, Fr.
Brian Blair, Jr.
Lizbeth Blanchard, Jr.
Dave Blasdell, So.
Diane Blasdell, Fr.
Brenda Blass, So.
Carolyn Bliss, So.
Douglas Bode, Fr.
Crystal Boice, Fr.
Robert Bolds, Fr.
Jeffrey Bolyard, Fr.
Diann BonneII, Fr.
Don Booher, So
Bill Borden, So.
Darlene Bottoms, Fr.
Kevin Bovee, Fr.
Stephen Bowen, So.
Jonathan Bowersox,
So.
Robin Bowling, Jr.
Alice Boyd, So.
Bruce Boyer, Jr.
Robert Boynton, Jr.
Stephen Bragg, So.
Jeffrey Brammer, Jr.
Bradley Brandt, Jr.
Jim Brandt, So.
Steven Brewer, Fr.
Beth Britton, Fr.
Jeff Brock, So.
Karen Brower, So.
Cynthia Brown, So.
Kellee Brown, So
Mike Brown, Fr.
Raymond Brown, So.
Sandy Brown, So.
Tracy Brown, Fr.
Will Brown, Jr.
Shelley Browne, Fr.
UNDERCLASS/215
Kevin Brueilly, So.
Rhonda Brugger, Jr.
Vicki Brumm, Fr.
Laurie Bryan, So.
Trisha Bubel, Fr.
Esther Bucklew, Fr.
Barry Buckner, Jr.
Deborah Buining, Jr.
Eugene Bull, So.
Carol Bullock, Fr.
Tim Bullock, So.
Jeff Burgess, Fr.
Steven Burk, So.
Sara Burnes, Fr.
Scott Burtis, Fr.
Doris Butcke, Fr.
Cindy Butler, So.
Richard Butler, Fr.
Stacey Butler, Fr.
Steve Butts, So.
Wendy Buzard, Fr.
Mike Bynum, So.
Susie Byrd, So.
Jon Callan, So.
Jill Campbell, Fr.
Robin Campbell, Fr.
Tamara Campton, Fr.
Kristina Cantrell, Fr.
Darleen Carano, So.
Kevin Carder, So.
Rebecca Carey, So.
Shauna Carlson, So.
Tim Carman, So.
Nannette Carollo, Fr.
Chris Carothers, Jr.
Connie Carr, Jr.
David Carr, Jr.
Mark Carraher, Fr.
Paula Carrick, Fr.
Steve Carter, So.
Daniel Carver, So.
David Carver, So.
Cindy Casta, So.
Teri Cater, Fr.
James Cato, Jr.
Wendy Caulk, Jr.
Ken Chadwell, Jr.
Bob Chambers, Fr.
Stephen Chance, Fr.
Allyson Chapin, So.
Charles Christ, So.
Denea Christian, Jr.
Karen Christmas, Jr.
Bonni-Jean Clark, Sp.
David Clark, Jr.
David Clark, So.
Julie Clark, So.
Mark Clark, Fr.
Stephen Clark, Jr.
William Clark, Fr.
Cheryl Clayton, So.
Byron Clemens, So.
Shelley Clements, Fr.
Ronda Click, So.
Joseph Cobine, So.
Sally Cochran, Fr.
Laura Coffman, So
Gary Coiro, Fr.
UNDERCLASS/217
Tom Colborn, Jr.
David Collins, So.
Ron Comfort, Fr.
Emily Conklin, Fr.
Perry Conley, So
Becky Conrad, Jr.
Pamela Cook, So.
Randy Cook, Fr.
Ruth Ellyn Cook, Jr.
Angela Cooke, Fr.
Gary Cooke, Fr.
Erika Cooper, Jr.
John Cooper, So
Kelly Cope, So
Kathy Corbett, Fr.
Norman Corliss, Fr.
Debbie Cornelius, So.
John Coules, Jr.
Rhonda Coventry, Jr
Dan Cowser, Fr.
Kevin Coy, So.
Teresa Crabtree, So
Mark Craig, Fr.
Teresa Crampton, So
Cheryl Craw, Jr.
Karen Crawford, Jr
Kevin Crawford, Fr.
Sherry Crawford, Jr.
Lora Cremean, So.
Nancy Crick, Fr.
Rhonda Crist, Jr.
Jon Croskey, So.
Kevin Crowell, Fr.
Andrea Crum, So
Debra Curry, Fr.
Carolyn Curtis, Fr.
Jill Dalby, So.
Mark Dalhouse, Fr.
Cathy Dalton, So.
Richard Danec, So.
Robbin Danec, Fr.
Steve Daniels, Fr.
Tim Danube, So
Deborah Darling, So
Ruth Darr, Fr.
Dawn Dautel, Fr.
Denise Davenport, So.
Don Davies, Jr.
Becky Davis, Jr
David Davis, So
Ginny Davis,Fr.
Kimberly Davis, So.
Rosemary Davis, So.
Mark Davison, So.
Lisa Day, So.
Steven Dean, Jr.
Debbie Deaton, So.
Doug Decker, Fr.
Pamela Decker, Jr.
Scott DeGroft, Jr.
Daniel DeLancey, Jr.
Christine Dell, Fr.
Tom DeMeester, Jr.
Rebecca Dempsey, Fr.
Beth Deranek, Fr.
Dave Dever, So.
Caryn DeWitt, Fr.
Shawn Dexter, Fr.
UNDERCLASS /219 
Jodi Diller, Fr.
Jeff Dilley, Fr.
Kelli Disher, So.
Malcolm Dixon, So.
Scott Dixon, So.
Karel Dobbel, Fr.
Karen Dobbel, So.
Kay Donaldson, Jr.
Anna Dooley, So.
Douglas Dorn, Fr.
Marilyn Dorsey, Jr.
Carol Douglas, So.
Deborah Dower, So
Michael Draa, Jr.
Marcy Dresbach, Jr.
William Drummer, Fr.
Greg Dudrow, Fr.
Lori Duffield, Jr.
Rich Dunn, Fr.
David Dustin, Fr.
Timothy Dysert, Fr.
Lynne Dzedzy, So.
Janie Eastep, Jr
Faith Ebersole, So.
Kelly Ebersole, Fr.
Cathy Eckam, Fr.
Diane Eckardt, So.
David Eckert, Fr.
Karen Eddy, Jr.
Vicki Eddy, Jr.
Daniel Edwards, Fr.
Mike Edwards, Fr.
Robin Eickmeyer, So.
Donna Einstein, So.
Sharon Ellingson, Fr.
David Elliott, Jr.
Carol Elmore, Jr.
Tricia Emerson, Fr.
Lorraine Emery, So.
Elena England, So.
Todd Englehart, Fr.
David English, Jr
Julia .nglish, So.
Karen Entingh, So.
Thomas Entler, Fr.
Daniel Eppehimer, Fr.
Dawn Erlandson, Fr.
Carol Essler, So.
Donna Estes, So.
Rhonda Eubank, So.
Cindy Ewing, So.
Tom Ewing, Fr.
Sandra Fakan, So.
Kevin Fannin, Fr.
Ruthie Fareno, Jr.
Irene Farley, So.
Denise Fast, So.
Esther Faurote, Fr.
Donna Faust, So.
Joyce Felker, So.
Christopher Felt, Jr.
Michele Felt, So.
Karen Fenstermaker, Jr.
Michael Fernandez, Fr.
Patrick Ferrell, Fr.
Randal Ferris, So.
UNDERCLASS/221
Susan Fields, So.
Virginia Fields, Sp.
Elizabeth Filer, So.
Bradley Files, Fr.
Joanne RippeIli, So.
James Fischer, Jr.
Christy Fisher, Fr.
Dawn Fisher, So.
Mark Fisher, So.
Tim Fisher, Jr.
Donna Ford, Fr.
Linda Ford, Jr.
Lorene Fornell, Fr.
Henry Forrest, Fr.
Doris Fought, So.
Celia Fowler, So
Charles Fowler, Fr.
Tadd Fowler, Fr.
Sandra Frank, Fr.
Stephanie Frank, Jr.
Donna Freeburger, Fr.
Harold Freeman, So.
Rob Freeman, So.
Steve Freeman, Fr.
Linda Friedland, Jr.
Dana Friedrickson, So.
Arthur Fritz, Jr., Jr.
Roy Fuller, Jr.
Steven Fuller, Jr.
Derena Furnas, Fr.
Barbara Furr, So.
Jennifer Gabriel, Jr.
Jonathan Gage, Fr.
Dale Gardner, Jr.
Laurie Gardner, Jr.
Rebekah Gardner, Fr.
Daniel Garrison, Jr.
John Gazdik, Jr.
Teresa Geiger, So
Todd Geist, So.
Lois Gelatt, Jr.
Kenneth Gentzler, Jr.
Melanie Gerzema, So.
Cullen Gibson, Jr.
Nancy Giles, So.
Daniel Girton, Jr.
Marc Golike, So.
Greg Good, Fr.
Leslie Goodman, So.
Glenn Gordon So.
Sandy Gordon, Fr.
Crissie-Ann Gorges, Fr.
Jerry Gorham, Jr.
George Gorman, Fr.
Jeffrey Grafton, Jr.
Alan Green, Jr.
Brian Green, So
Donna Green, Jr.
Frank Green, Fr.
Sandra Green, Fr.
Lori Greenawalt, So.
Dan Greening, Jr.
Jonathan Greenwood,
Fr.
Tom Greenwood, So.
Thomas Greve, Fr.
Joseph Griffin, So.
Gail Gromacki, Jr.
Faith Gruber, Fr.
UNDERCLASS / 223 lim`
Steven Guest, Fr.
Craig Gullion, Fr.
Susan Gutsmuth, Fr.
Glenda Hager, Jr.
Laura Haisma, So.
Jeff Hakes, Fr.
Sheri Hakes, Jr.
Pamela Hale, Jr.
Julie Hall, Fr.
Linda Hall, Jr.
Lorraine Halladay, Jr.
Rebecca Hamblin, Fr.
Dawn Hamilton, So.
Scott Hamilton, Fr.
Todd Hamlet, So.
Amy Hancock, Jr.
Fred Hand, So.
Kathi Haney, Fr.
Lori Haney, So.
Elizabeth Hanna, Jr.
John Harbeck, Jr.
Mark Hard, Fr.
Jan Hardesty, Fr.
Joy Harkleroad, Jr.
Anita Harmon, Jr.
Susan Harmon, Fr.
Lori Harriman, So.
Karen Harrington, So.
Dan Harriott, So.
Nadine Harris, Fr.
Patti Harris, Fr.
Benjamin Harrison, Jr.
Kimberly Harrison, Fr.
Holly Hart, Fr.
Joy Hart, Fr.
Kris Hartman, Jr.
Dave Hartsough, So.
Amy Harvey, So.
Joe Hassler, Fr.
Jean Hatton, Jr.
Greg Hause, Fr.
Tamra Hauskins, Fr.
Paul Hayes, So.
Scott Haynes, Jr.
Marcia Hayward, So.
Eve Hayworth, Fr.
Shelly Hazard, Fr.
Janet Hazen, Fr.
Kenneth Healey, So.
Rachel Hedges, So.
Belinda Hedrick, Fr.
Teresa Heeney, Jr.
Heather Heflick, Fr.
Tammy Heinrich, Jr.
Eric Hellwig, So.
Carol Helmick, Fr.
Brian Helwig, Fr.
Becky Henderson, So.
Eric Henderson, Jr.
Emily Hennessee, So.
John Hennessee, Fr.
Debbie Henry, Fr.
Scott Henry, Fr.
Craig Herl, Jr.
Rick Herrington, So.
Tamra Hershberger, Fr.
Linda Hess, Fr.
Lori Hess, Fr.
UNDERCLASS/225
Lorrie Hickey, Jr.
Nobuya Higashiyama,
Jr.
Grace Hill, So.
Richard Himes, So.
Karen Hines, Fr.
Lori Hippard, Fr.
Brenda Hitchcock, Jr
Alesia Hoag, Fr.
Karen Hobar, So
Glen Hobbes, Jr
Curtis Hoke, Jr
Tina Hole, Fr.
Kathi Holman, Fr.
Mark Holman, So.
Jeffrey Holt, So
Keith Holt, Fr.
Tom Holwerda, So.
Barbara Hood, Fr.
Robert Hood, Fr.
Gaye Hoover, So.
Kim Hopkins, Fr.
Roberta Horn, Jr
Bethel Hornbeck, Fr.
Richard Horsfall, Fr.
Cherie Horton, Jr.
Anna Hottel, Jr
Ann Howard, So.
Deborah Howard, So
Jean Howard, Jr.
Kevin R. Howard, Jr.
James Howe, Fr.
Steve Hubbard, Jr.
Shawn Huck, So.
Kellie Huddleston, Jr.
Lisa Hudnall, So.
Deatra Huffman, Jr.
James Hugan, So.
Steve Huggins, Jr.
MaryLou Hull, Fr.
Marvin Humphreys, Jr.
Kenny Hunt, Fr.
Nathan Hunter, Jr.
Lynn Hurtado, Fr.
James Hust, Fr.
Barry Hutchins, Jr.
Renee Hutchinson, So.
David Hyslop, Jr
Sarah Igoe, So
Fayetta Irvin, So.
Bill Jackson, So.
Jennifer Jackson, Jr
John Jackson, So.
Mendy Jackson, So
Gary Jacobs, Jr.
Julie Jacobs, So.
Sandy Jacobs, So
Jessica James, Fr.
Mark James, Jr.
Dave Jameson, So
John Janhoe III, So
Fred Jansohn, So.
Todd Jefson, Fr.
Kim Jenerette, Jr.
Diane Jenkins, Fr.
Teresa Jervis, So.
Robin Jessup, Jr
Deborah Jewell, Fr.
Martha Jewell, So.
 
UNDERCLASS/227
Randy Jewell, Fr.
Rebekah Jewell, So.
Robert Jias, Fr.
Katherine Jillson, Fr.
James Jobson, Jr.
Joy Jobson, Fr.
Dean Johnson, Jr.
Debra Johnson, Fr.
Diane Johnson, So.
„Jocelyn Johnson, Fr.
Kirsten Johnson, Jr.
Lily Johnson, Jr.
Martha Johnson, So.
Paul Johnson, Fr.
Randall Johnson, Jr.
Ray Johnson, So.
Steve Johnson, Fr.
Susan Johnson, So.
Angela Johnston, So.
Louise Johnston, Fr.
David Jones, So.
Glen Jones, So.
Paul Jones, Fr.
Christy Joslin, Fr.
Jennifer Judkins, So.
Geraldine Jue, So.
Mark Kaisand, So.
Gore Kamara, Jr.
David Kammeyer, Fr.
Elaine Kandel, Fr.
Barry Kane, So.
Rodney Kane, Jr.
Birgit Kass, Fr.
Kimberly Kaufield, Fr.
Kenneth Kaufman, So
Michelle Kauffman, Jr.
Sheri Keeler, --Jr
Edward Keeley, So.
Wayne Keisling, Fr.
Kirk Keller, Jr.
Laurel Kelly, Jr.
Ruth Kemp, Jr.
Becky Kempf, Fr.
Faith Kenoyer, Jr.
Doreen Kenyon, Fr.
Mary Kern, Jr.
Robin Kessler, Fr.
Samuel Kester, So.
Mary Lou Kincaid, Fr.
Deborah King, Fr.
Karen King, So.
Thomas King, Fr.
Marcia Kingsbury, Fr.
Eileen Kirby, Fr.
Kathleen Kirby, Fr.
Ruth Kirtland, Fr.
Linda Klenke, Fr.
Janice Klingenberg, Jr.
Debbie Klingler, Fr.
Mark Knapp, Jr.
Joyce Knicely, Jr.
Ann Knox, So.
Carrie Knupp, Fr.
Denise Koch, Fr.
Robert Kojko, Fr.
Carol Koppe, Fr.
Linda Kranenburg, So.
Sonya Kreidler, Fr.
UNDERCLASS /229 
Susan Kreidler, So.
Maxine Kreis, Jr.
David Krueger, Jr.
Jeff Krueger, So.
Linda Kulp, Fr.
Terry Kyle, So.
Stephen LaBrie, Jr.
Linda Ladygo, So.
Jeff LaFerney, So.
Steve Lafferty, So.
Kim Laidig, Jr.
Ellen Lake, So.
Carl Lane, Fr.
Carla Lanham, So.
William Larman, Fr.
Andrew Laub, So.
Christy Lawrence, Fr.
Lori Lawson, Fr.
Gary Layton, Fr.
Lori Leach, Fr.
Philip Ledgerwood, Fr.
Lori Lee, Fr.
William Leffler, So.
Amber Lehman, Fr.
Connie Lehotsky, Fr.
Laura Lehto, Jr.
Patricia Leipprandt, Jr.
Sandra Leverton, Jr.
Carol Lewis, So.
Douglas Ley, Fr.
Liesha Libby, Fr.
Lynette Libby, So.
Joseph Lihan, Jr.
Mike Lindberg, So.
Valerie Linderman, So.
David Lindner, So.
Jenni Line, So:
Francis Link, Fr.
Faith Linn, Jr.
William Liston, Fr.
Matt Little, Jr.
Brenda Llewellyn, So.
Doreen Loftus, So.
Brent Long, Fr.
Tricia Long, Fr.
Tina Longhofer, Fr.
Robert Longnecker, So.
Robert Lookabaugh,
So
John Loper, Jr.
Marty Loper, Jr.
Colin Lord, Fr.
Judith Lostowski, Fr.
Rebecca Love, So.
Stephen Love, Fr.
Debbie Lowe, Fr.
Jacqueline Lucas, So.
John Lucas, Fr.
Cindy Luke, Fr.
Beth Lunstrum, Fr.
Rodney Luttrell, So.
Cheryl Lutz, Jr.
Cindy Lynch, Fr.
Jeff Mackey, Jr.
Jonathan Maclay, Fr.
Patricia Magnuson, Jr.
Mary Mahoney, So.
Doris Major, So.
Joanne Major, Fr.
UNDERCLASS/231 mmEmm6-
Marcia Mallare, Jr.
Greg Malone, So.
Patricia Maloney, Jr.
Vicki Mangrum, Fr.
James Manley, Fr.
Lori Maresh, So.
Diana Markley, So.
Carla Marling, So.
Lynn Martin, Fr.
Michele Martin, Fr.
Paul Martindale, Fr.
Peter Martindale, Jr.
Kenneth Massie, Jr.
Karen Mathews, So.
Melanie Mathewson, Fr.
Susan Matillano, So.
Jim Matson, Fr.
Scott Matson, So.
Susan Matter, Fr.
Susan Matzuras, Jr
Glenda Maxey, Jr
Daniel McAfee, Jr
Winifred McBeth, So
Bill McBrayer, Fr.
Christina McCauley, Fr.
Debbie McClish, Fr.
Karen McConnell, Fr.
Brad McCoy, Jr.
Jill McCoy, So
Sheryl McCracken, Fr.
Carol McDaniels, Fr.
Karen McDonnell, Fr.
Laura McElroy, Fr.
Charla McFarland, So.
Rich McGill, Fr.
Edwina McGraw, So.
Danette McIntosh, Sp
Pam McKay, Jr.
Jolene McLeland, So
Tony McLeland, Fr.
Brenda McLeod, So.
Diane McMillan, So.
Marsha McNeish, So.
Melinda Meadows, Fr.
Melody Meadows, Fr.
Greg Mears, Fr.
Sue Meier, So
Kimberly Melton, Fr.
Julie Merck, So.
Lauren Merrill, Fr.
Sandra Messer, Jr.
Ruth Meyer, Fr.
Stacey Michel, So.
Michael Mikesell, So.
Suzanne Milevoi, So.
Annette Miller, So.
Cheryl Miller, Jr.
Dale Miller, Fr.
Douglas Miller, Fr.
Ken W. Miller, Jr.
Ken R. Miller, Fr.
Marcia Miller, Jr.
Melinda Miller, Jr.
Philip Miller, Jr.
Rebecca Miller, Fr.
Scott Miller, Fr.
William Miller, Fr.
Alan Mills, So.
UNDERCLASS /233
Gary Mills, Fr.
Susan Mills, Fr.
Kay Minnich, So
Janice Moeller, Jr.
Greg Moffitt, So
Daniel Mohler, Jr
David Mohr, Jr
Judith Mohr, Fr.
Mary Moncrief, So
Deborah Monroe, Fr.
Randall Monroe, Fr.
Shiraine Montgomery,
So.
Jeff Montie, Jr
David Moody, Fr.
Bill Moore, So
Danny Moore, Fr.
Deborah Moore, Fr.
John Moore, Jr
Paula Moore, Fr.
Reda Moore, So.
Donald Morgan, Jr.
Kimberly Morgan, Fr.
Michael Morgan, So.
Mitch Morgan, So.
Peter Morgan, So.
Carla Mosher, So.
Dana Mosley, So.
Robin Mosley, Fr.
Jeff Mossman, So
Robert Mothershead,
Jr.
Cicero Mukes, Fr.
Kevin Mulder, Jr
Pam Mundy, So
Kim Murphy, Fr.
Julie Murray, So.
Rex Musselman, Fr.
David Myers, So.
Carol Ellen Myers, Fr.
Kim Myers, Fr.
Dwight Myfelt, Fr.
Louise Neal, So.
Phillip Nelson, Fr.
Jennifer Nestor, So.
Melanie Neudeck, Fr.
Nancy Newman, So.
Ed Newsome, Fr.
Laniya Newton, So
Nancy Newton, Fr.
John Nicholas, So.
John Nichols, So.
Jacquie Nicholson, Jr.
Lisa Niemeyer, Fr.
Donna Northcutt, Fr.
Lorene Norton, Fr.
Scott Nourse, Fr.
Linda Noyes, Jr.
Randy Nuss, Fr.
Mike Nyce, Fr.
Vishnu Oak, So.
Sandy Ole, Jr
Brenda D. Oliver, Jr.
Brenda J. Oliver, Fr.
Carolyn Oliver, Sp.
Kim Oljace, Fr.
David Olsen, So.
Brian Olson, Jr.
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Michael Orban, So.
Kathryn Ormsbee, Jr.
Nancy Oscar, Jr.
Joseph Osenni, Fr.
Dawn Ostrum, So.
Tami O'Toole, Fr.
Deanna O'Wade, Jr
Jane Owen, So
Linda Owsley, Fr.
Allison Pabst, Fr.
Gail Pack, Jr.
Arlan Palmer, So.
Patricia Pantzer, Jr.
Dennis Papp, Fr.
Tim Parker, So.
Evan Parks, Fr.
James Parks, So.
Jill Parks, Fr.
Mark Parman, So.
Matt Parman, Jr
Jim Parris, So
Jeffrey Parry, So.
Pamela Parry, So
Chris Parsons, Jr.
Joan Parsons, Fr.
Dee Patty, Fr.
Kay Dee P.:30<ov, So
Rebecca Payton, So.
Ann Pedersen, Jr.
Diane Peffer, Jr.
Jean Perkins, Fr.
Denise Perrigo, So.
David Perry, Jr
Leila Perry, Jr.
Tim Peters, So.
Heidi Peterson, So.
Jim Peterson, Fr.
Joan Peterson, Fr.
Marsha Peterson, So
Todd Peterson, Jr.
Leonard Petrey, So.
Pamela Petruska, Fr.
Lisa Petty, So.
James Pfuelb, Fr.
Charles Phillips, Jr.
Cheryl Phillips, Fr.
Doug L. Phillips, Fr.
Tod Phillips, Fr.
Mitchell Picard, Jr.
David Pickering, So.
Tammy Pickthorn, Fr.
Linda Piechnik, Fr.
Holly Pierce, Jr.
Mark Pinkerton, Jr.
Sherrie Pinkerton, So.
Steve Pinkley, So.
Linda Pinson, So.
David Piper, Fr.
Salvatore Pirrotta, So.
Lori Pitonyak, Fr.
Mark Pitrone, Jr.
Pamela Pitts, So.
Wesley Polsdorfer, So.
Cynthia Popa, So
Dianna Popa, Jr.
Mary Popio, Jr.
Sue Poppy, Fr.
John Powell, So.
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Kathy Power, Fr.
Stefanie Pratt, Fr.
Wilbert Pratz Ill, So.
Miriam Pressau, Jr
Daniel Price, Jr.
Lester Price, Jr.
Mark Price, Fr.
Linda Prichard, Fr.
Renee Pritchard, Jr
Andy Pntsch, Fr.
Jeri Probst, So
Cheryl Provost, Fr.
Kay Pruett, Fr.
Tim Pryor, So
Skip Pyatte, So.
Joyce Pycraft, So.
Kim Pycraft, Fr.
Roxana Quinones, Fr.
Brian Raines, Fr.
Elizabeth Rand, Fr.
Robin Randolph, Fr.
Alice Ranew, Jr.
Cynthia Raper, Jr.
Rose Rasmusson, So.
Deborah Ratcliff, Fr.
Cindy Rattin, So.
Jenny Raught, Jr.
Patricia Raught, Fr.
Nathalie Rawlins, Jr.
Brian Ray, Fr.
Gloria Redinger, So.
Christie Redman, So.
Lori Redmond, Jr.
Cynthia Reed, Fr.
Mike Reed, So
Dave Regnier, Jr
Diane Regnier, Fr.
Lawrence Reichard, Fr.
Tod Reinhart, So
Timothy Reiter, Fr.
Deborah Replogle, Fr.
Jeffrey Reynolds, Fr.
Kim Reynolds, Fr.
Deanne Rice, Fr.
Bruce Richards, Fr.
Lisa Richards, Fr.
Debbie Richardson, Fr
Beth Ann Richey, So
Brad Rickard, Fr.
Paul Rider, Fr.
Mark Riedel, Fr.
Mark Riley, So
Shari Rinker, So
Karina Ritchie, So
Dale Rittenhouse, Jr
Todd Rivetti, So
Jerry Robbins, Fr.
Norman Robbins, Fr.
Amy Roberts, Jr.
Andrew Roberts, Jr.
Susan Roberts, Jr.
Cyndi Robinette, So.
Kathy Robinson, Jr
Lana Robinson, Jr.
Colleen Rockey, Fr.
Nancy Rockey, So.
Carmen Rodriguez, So.
Sara Ronk, Jr.
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Michele Roop, Jr.
Gary Rose, Fr.
Lynette Rosenau, So.
Sandi Ross, Fr.
Gary Rouster, Jr
Carl Ruby, Jr.
April Saathoff, So.
Lorri Sadlier, Jr
Steve Sagraves, Fr.
David Sallee, So.
Barbara Sanford, So
Ken Schenk, Jr., Fr.
Sheila Schetter, Fr.
Lori Ann Schick, Fr.
Terri Schmidt, Jr.
David Schonfeld, Jr.
Kay Schramm, Fr.
Tom Schreiber, So
Jewel Schroder, Fr.
Teresa Schuetz, So.
Cheryl Schuler, So.
Connie Schuler, So.
Kathy Schuler, Fr.
Dawn Schulz, Jr.
Warren Schulze, So.
Bonnie Schwartz, Fr.
Larry Schweinsburg, Fr.
Linda Schwendler, Fr.
Rebecca Schwenk, Jr.
Lon Scoggins, Jr.
Susan Scott, Jr.
Terri Scott, Fr.
Sharon Scouten, Fr.
Jonathan Selden, Jr.
Neil Sergeant, Fr.
Lynn Settle, So.
Suzanne Sewell, So.
Carl Shanholtz, So.
Tamara Shaw, Fr.
Mark Shearer, Jr.
Todd Shelton, Fr.
Jeffrey Shepard, Fr.
Charles Shepherd, So.
Lynn Sherman, Jr.
Michael Sherman, So.
Ruth Shively, Jr.
Peggy Shoemaker, Fr.
Robert Shomo, Jr.
David Short, Jr.
Sue Short, So.
Mark Shoup, So.
Mary Shoup, Fr.
Lona Shughart, So.
John Sidle, Fr.
Carol Silver, So.
Karen Simpson, Fr.
Debbie Sims, Fr.
Daniel Singleton, Fr.
Craig Slater, So.
Kelly Slaughter, So.
Michael Slyby, Fr.
Linda Smart, So.
Michael Smart, Jr.
Carol Smith, So.
Chad Smith, So.
DeMaurice Smith, Fr.
Hope Smith, Fr.
Jeffrey Smith, Jr
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Kim Smith, Fr.
Laura Smith, Jr.
Marcia Smith, So.
Reve Smith, Jr.
Rodney Smith, Fr.
Sarah Smith, Fr.
Steve Smith, Fr.
Timothy Smith, Fr.
Karen Snare, So.
Sandra Snell, So.
David Snook, So.
Ruth Snook, Fr.
Daniel Snyder, Jr.
David Snyder, Fr.
Dianna Snyder, Fr.
Tim Snyder, So
Stan Sober, Fr.
Laurel Sorber, Jr
Jill Southward, Jr
Mark Sowick, Fr.
Cynthia Sowles, Fr.
Lynne Sparks, So.
Jane Spading, Fr.
Laurie Spear, So
Lisa Spear, Fr.
Ellen Spencer, Fr.
Judy Spencer, Jr
Marsha Spencer, Jr.
Andrea Spradlin, Fr.
Brad Spradlin, Jr
Cheryl Spradling, So
Dave Spradling, So.
Anita Sprague, Jr
Stephanee Springer,
So.
John Srnis, Fr.
Pamela Stairs, Fr.
Dawn Staley, So.
Donald Staley, Jr.
Andrea Stamas, So
Stephen Standndge, Jr
Kevin Starbuck, Jr
Joy Stark, So
Charles Starks, Jr.
Douglas Steele, Jr
David Steere, Fr.
Robin Steger, Fr.
Connie Stelfox, Jr.
David Stemen, So
Sheila Stephenson, Jr.
Kathleen Stewart, Jr.
Kurt Stewart, So
Lisa Stewart, Jr
Elaine Stone, Fr.
Jonathan Stoner, Fr.
Jennifer Stork, So.
Tonya Stretch, Jr.
Robin Strope, So.
Mark Stump, Fr.
Barry Sturgis, Fr.
Karen Sturgis, Jr
Jeffrey Subra, Jr
John Suciu, Jr.
Jeffrey Summerlin, Jr
Ed Supplee, Fr.
Scott Swander, So.
Janet Swanson, So.
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Pam Swayze, Jr.
Laurie Swinford, So.
James Switzer II, Jr.
Todd Tancredi, Fr.
Annette Taylor, Jr.
Barbara Taylor, Fr.
Brian Taylor, Fr.
Chuck Taylor, So.
Janet Taylor, So.
Joel Taylor, So.
Lori Taylor, Jr.
Michael Taylor, So.
Roberta Taylor, Fr.
Thomas TeaII, Jr.
Cheryl Teaman, Fr.
Kathleen Teat, Fr.
Mike Templin, Fr.
Kelly Tennant, Jr
Leda Tenney, So.
Carlene Terlouw, So.
Bethany Terpenning,
So.
David Thaxton, So.
Robert Thimmes, Fr.
Judith Thomas, So.
William Thomas II, So.
Marcia Thompson, Fr.
Mark Thompson, Jr.
Randy Thornburg, So.
Jayne Thornton, Jr.
Jeffrey Thornton, Fr.
Brad Thurber, Fr.
Teresa Tindall, Fr.
Debbie Tinner, So.
Ron Titus, Jr.
Kevin Todd, Fr.
Peter Tonnesen, So.
Ted Towne, So.
Todd Townsend, So.
Keith Treadway, Jr.
Cindy Troyer, So.
Jaycene Tucker, Fr.
Chris Tupps, Fr.
David Tupps, Jr.
James Tuttle, Jr.
Joanna Tyler, So.
Nancy Tyson, Jr.
Cheryl Uher, So.
Jeffrey Ulmer, Fr.
Jennifer Ulmer, Fr.
Brian Umholtz, So.
James Unger, Fr.
Gary Vance, So.
Wanda Vanderstar, So.
Susanne VanderWerf,
Fr.
Sharon Van Etten, Jr.
Sheryll Van Kinkle, So.
Terry Van Kleek, Fr.
Rick Van Shoick, Fr.
Cindy Vantrease, Fr.
Esther Veldt, Fr.
Jeffrey Vickman, Jr.
Tom Vincent, Fr.
John Voth, So.
Dean Wagner, Jr.
Donald Wagner, So.
Lisa Wagner, Fr.
Lydia Wagner, Fr.
Rhoda Wagner, So.
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James Wainwright, So
Darlene Waite, Jr
Annette Walborn, So
Randy Waldron, Fr.
Joseph Walker, So.
Jim Walker, So.
Peter Walker, Fr.
Daniel Wallace, So.
Loretta Walsh, Fr.
Mark Walter, Fr.
Judy Walters, So.
David Waltz, Fr.
Kelly Ward, Fr.
Stephen Ward, Jr.
Timothy Warren, Jr.
Mark Wash, So.
Vicki Waterman, Jr
Tammy Watts, Fr.
Karen Webb, So.
Kayla Webb, So.
Laura Webber, So.
Jennifer Webster, Fr.
Sally Webster, Jr.
Thomas Wedge, Fr.
Dawn Weik, So.
Michael WeiId, So.
Scott Weinschreider, Fr.
Mark Welker, Fr.
Mary Weller, Jr.
Chris Wells, Jr.
Joy Wells, Fr.
Lisa Welter, Jr.
John Wenz, Fr.
Kirk Wesselink, So.
Christine West, Fr.
Donald West, Fr.
Gillis West, So
Laine West, Jr
Steve Wetzel, So.
Kern Whalen, Fr.
Anita Whipple, Fr.
Cheryl Whisler, Fr.
Brian White, Jr.
Karen White, So.
Kristina Whittaker, Fr.
Beth Wieder, So.
Robin Wiemken, Fr.
Ray Wigdal, So.
Thomas Wiggershaus,
So.
Marcia Wiinamaki, So.
Carin Wilcox, Fr.
Corinne Wilcox, So.
Kris Wilcox, Fr.
Kurt Wilcox, Jr.
Michael Wilcox, Jr.
Tim Wilder, Fr.
Charlyn Wiles, So.
Tamara Will, Jr.
J D. Willetts, So.
Andrew Williams, Jr.
David Williams, Fr.
Faith Williams, Jr.
Grant Williams, So.
John Williams, Fr.
Scott Williams, Jr
Sylvia Williams, f-r.
Karen Willms, So.
Lori Willms, Jr
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Arnold Willy, Jr.
Linda Wilson, So.
Richard Wilson, Jr.
Shelly Wilson, Fr.
Sherri Wilson, Fr.
Stuart Wilson, Fr.
Craig Wind, Fr.
Amy Windnagle, Fr.
Jennifer Winegarden,
Fr.
Jill Winkleman, Fr.
Deirdre Wiseman, So.
Lynette Wiseman, So
Pat Wishart, So.
Debra Wita, Jr.
Karen Witt, So.
Beth Wittlinger, Fr.
Bryan Wolf Ii, Fr.
Margaret Wolot, So.
Carla Womack, So.
Joyce Woodard, So.
Shannon Woodard, So.
Tim Woodard, So.
Martha Woodruff, So.
Karen Woods, So.
Craig Wright, So.
David Wright, So.
Steven Yager, So.
Becky Yates, Fr.
Karen Yeager, Fr.
Amy Yeakel, So.
Jeff Yoder, Fr.
Marcia Yoder, Fr.
Becky Young, Jr.
Catrina Young, So
NEW STUDENTS
WINTER AND SPRING QUARTER
Gary Young, Fr.
Jack Young, Jr.
Kathy Young, Fr.
Kenneth Young, So
Dave Youngman, So.
Kristine Zaage, Fr.
Denise Zmierski, So.
Jody Barry, Sr.
Schoolcraft, MI
Bus. Admin.
Carol Sue Cox, Sr.
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Elementary Education
Pauline Hart, Sr.
Newington, CT.
Spanish/Bible
Kay Johnson, Sr.
Colona, IL
Psychology
John Kuhn, Sr.
Tokyo, Japan
Pre-sem. / Bible
Diane Shirley Reese, Sr.
Audubon, PA
Elementary Education
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Lisa Alley, Fr.
Sandra Brown, Jr.
Denise Buckley, Fr.
Maureen Conley, So.
Robin DePoyster, So.
Patti Dillinger, Jr
Marca Draper, Jr.
John Faubert, Fr.
Constance Fitch, Jr.
Edie Gifford, So.
David Gladura, So.
James Gruenberg, Fr.
David Healey, Fr.
Brad Hefner, Fr.
Joeleah Hill, Fr.
Lori Hock, So.
Lori Horner, Fr.
Dean Howard, So.
Sandi Keen, Fr.
Dawn Leister, Fr.
Rodney Martin, Jr.
Jon Massie, Fr.
Beth McDougal, So.
Charles Meeks, So.
Ken Morrow, Fr.
Lawrence Reeder, Fr.
John Roark, Fr.
Cheryl Robbins, Jr.
Joan Schmidt, Jr.
Jim Schreiner, Jr
Loretta Schrock, So.
Robert Smith, Jr
David Thompson, Fr.
Lori Tipton, Fr.
Laurie Wagner, So.
Gary Wallace, So
Laurie Weller, Jr
Scott Wilcox, Jr.
Steven Willoughby, So.
Elizabeth Wind, Jr.
Chris Yoder, So.
NEW STUDENTS/251 


Paul Dixon, D.D.
President of the College
4 years
Clifford W. Johnson, D.Ed.
Academic Dean
20 years
James T. Jeremiah, D.D.
Chancellor of the College
29 years
Kenneth H. St. Clair, M.A., C.P.A.
Business Manager
23 years
Harold Green, Th.B.
Director of Christian Service
12 years
Charles Ross, B.S.
Director of Development
2 years
Donald Rickard, M.A.
Dean of Students
12 years
 ADMINISTRATION/255
Mr. George Englemann Mr. J. Dale Murphy
Retired from General Mo- Real Estate Broker and De-
tors veloper
Chairman of the Board Vice Chairman of the Board
Rev. Larry Fetzer
Pastor, Washington
Heights Baptist Church
Secretary of the Board
Dr. Eugene Apple
General Manager of the
Special Plastics Division of
General Electric
Mr. Gilbert Brueckner
Milwaukee Marble
Mr. Rudy Bedford
Retired Banker
Mr. Frank Bresson
Service Master
Rev. Galen Call Mr. James B. Carraher
Pastor Grace Church Rose- Insurance Agent, Attorney
ville, Minnesota
Dr. Paul C. Vernier
Physician
Treasurer of the Board
Dr. William A. Brock
Ohio Representative of th
General Association of th
Regular Baptist Churches
Dr. Jack Cline
Professor Ohio State Uni
versity
Dr. Paul Dixon
1 President Cedarville Col-
lege
Mr. John Draxler Dr. Jack W. Jacobs
Senior Vice President Ell- Pastor Walnut Ridge Bap-
well Parker Electric Co. tist Church Waterloo, Iowa
Dr. James T. Jeremiah
Chancellor Cedarville Col-
lege
Emeritus Trustee
Mr. George O'Bryon
Retired Businessman
Rev. Irwin Olson
Indiana State Representa-
tive to the Fellowship 01
Regular Baptist Churches
Dr. Gerald Smelser
Field Representative of the
Cleveland Hebrew Mission
Dr. Donald Tyler
Pastor Bethesda Baptist
Church Brownsburg, Indi-
ana
Rev. Earl Umbaugh
Baptist Mid-Mission
Short Term Missionary to
the West Indies
Rev. Earl Willetts
Interm Pastor Berea, Ohio
Dr. Robert L. Sumner
Managing Editor of The
Sword of the Lord
Trustees Not Pictured:
Mr. Charles A. Barth, Emeritus
Mr. Arthur Dyke, Emeritus
Mr. Roy Guenin
Dr. J. Don Jennings
Mr. Wiliam Patterson, Emeritus
Dr. Paul Tassell
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Robert Abbas, Ph.D. Merlin Ager, Ph.D. ken Alyn, Ph.D. Lyle J. Anderson, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology Prof. of Elementary Educa- Professor of Nursing Assoc. Professor of Music
Psychology Department tion Chairman, Nursing Depart- Music Department
11 years Education Department ment 12 years
4 years 1 year
Mead Armstrong, D.D. J. Wesley Baker, M.A. Rebecca Baker, M.A. Sue H. Baker, M.A.
Professor Emeritus of Bible Ass't. Prof. of Broadcasting Part-time Instructor Ass't. Professor of Educa-
Bible Department Speech Department Speech Department tion
14 years 5 years 5 years Education Department
4 years
Richard Baldwin, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Management
Business Department
7 years
Stanley Ballard, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology
Chairman, Psychology
Dept.
17 years
Patricia Bates, M.A.
Part-time Instructor
Social Science Department
8 years
Donald Baumann, Ph.D.
Prof. of Biology, Chemistry,
Chairman, Science Depart-
ment
17 years
Harmon Berger, M.A.
Assoc. Professor of Lan-
guage
Language and Literature
Dept.
24 years
James Biddle, Ph.D.
Assoc. Professor of Educa-
tion
Chairman, Education Dept.
6 years
Sharon Biddle, Ph.D.
Assoc. Professor of Speech
Speech Department
6 years
Omer Bonenberger, D.Ed.
Assoc. Professor of Educa-
tion
Education Department
1 year
Edwin Braithwaite, Ph.D.
Ass't. Prof. of Mathematics
Science Department
6 years
Lynn Brock, M.L.S.
Part-time Instructor
Language and Literature
Dept.
13 years
Donald Callan, Ph.D.
Prof. of Physical Education
Chairman, Physical Ed.
Dept.
22 years
Keith Clark, M.Ed.
Ass't. Prof. of Physical Ed.
Physical Education Depart-
ment
3 years
Ronald Coriell, M.A. Suzanne Cummins, Ph.D. Michael DiCuirci, M.M. Pamela S. Diehl, Ph.D.
Part-time Instructor Ass't. Prof. Secretarial Sci. Ass't. Professor of Music Assoc. Prof. of Physical Ed.
Education Department Business Department Music Department Physical Education Depart-
3 years 2 years 3 years ment
8 years
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Pat Landers Dixon, M.Ed. Paul Dixon, D.D. Irma Dodson, M.A. Charles Dolph, Ph.D.
Assoc. Professor of English Part-time Instructor Prof. Emeritus of Education Ass't. Professor of Psychol-
Language and Literature Bible Department Education Department ogy
Dept. 4 years 13 years Psychology Department
11 years 3 years
Richard Durham, Th.D.
Professor of Bible, Greek
Bible Department
5 years
Leroy Eimers, Ph.D.
Assoc. Prof. of Physics,
Math
Science Department
1 year
Sharon Eimers, M.Sp.Ed.
Ass't. Prof. of Education
Education Department
1 year
Charles Ellington, Ph.D.
Professor of Music
Music Department
7 years
Austin Elmore, M.A.T.
Prof. Emeritus of Bio.
ence
Science Department
20 years
Sci-
Sandra Entner, M.A.
Part-time Instructor
Social Science Department
3 years
Jean Fisher, M.A.
Assoc. Prof. of Christian
Ed.
Bible Department
26 years
Dennis Flentge, Ph.D.
Ass't. Prof. of Chemistry
Science Department
2 years
7-44
Dwayne Frank, D.Ed. L. Bert Frye, M.A.T. Ellen Glanville, M.S.Ed. Harold Green, Th.B.
Professor of Education Assoc. Prof. Emerit., Phys. Visiting Inst., Special Ed. Part-time Instructor
Education Department Sci. Education Department Physical Education Depart-
14 years Science Department 3 years ment
20 years 12 years
Edward Greenwood, D.A.
Professor of English
Language and Literature
Dept.
19 years
Pionald Grosh, Ph.D.
Assoc. Professor of English
Language and Literature
bept.
14 years
James Grier, Th.M.
Assoc. Prof. of Philosophy
Bible Department
13 years
Helen L. Hall, M.A.
Ass't. Professor of Educa-
tion
Education Department
5 years
Robert Gromacki, Th.D.
Professor of Bible, Greek
Chairman, Bible Depart-
ment
22 years
Jodi Grosh, M.A.
Part-time Instructor
Language and Literature
Dept.
8 years
Joseph Halsey, M.Ed.
Assoc. Prof. of Political Sci.
Social Science Department
12 years
Sandra Harner, M.A.
Instructor of English
Language and Literature
Dept.
2 years
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Larry S. Helmick, Ph.D. James T. Jeremiah, D.D. Clifford Johnson, D.Ed. Judy Johnson, B.A.
Professor of Chemistry Part-time Instructor Part-time Instructor Part-time Instructor
Science Department Bible Department Speech Department Language and Literature
14 years 29 years 20 years Dept.
2 years
June Kearney, Ph.D.
Prof. of Physical Education
Physical Education Depart-
ment
20 years
Betsy Kempf, B.S.
Instructor of Secretarial
Science
Business Department
1 year
Elvin King, M.Ed.
Assoc. Prof. of Physical Ed.
Physical Education Depart-
ment
13 years
Mark Larson, M.A.
Ass't. Prof. of Language
Language and Literature
Dept.
3 years
Sue Larson, M.A.
Part-time Instructor
Speech Department
3 years
Rick Lloyd, M.S.
Part-time Instructor
Business Department
1 year
Barbara Loach, M.A.
Ass't. Professor of Lan-
guage
Language and Literature
Dept.
3 years
Miriam Maddox, B.A.
Assoc. Prof. Emeritus
Speech
Speech Department
26 years
of
David Matson, Ph.D. Philip L. McClure, M.M. Mark McDougal, B.A. John McGillivray, M.S.
Professor of Music Ass't. Professor of Music Part-time Instructor Ass't. Prof. of Physical Ed.
Chairman, Music Depart- Music Department Physical Education Depart- Physical Education Depart-
ment 8 years ment ment
17 years 2 years 8 years
James McGoldrick, Ph.D. Richard McIntosh, Th.M. Allen L. Monroe, Ph.D. Beverly Monroe, M.A.
Professor of History Assoc. Professor of Bible Professor of Social Science Ass't. Prof. of Education
Social Science Department Bible Department Social Science Department Education Department
12 years 22 years 17 years 5 years
Kurt D. Moreland, M.A. J. Murray Murdoch, Ph.D. Charles Pagnard, M.M. Elaine Pagnard, B.A.
Ass't. Professor of Speech Professor of History Ass't. Professor of Music Part-time Instructor
Speech Department Chairman, Social Sci. Dept. Music Department Music Department
1 year 17 years 5 years 3 years
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Robert Parr, M.A. Donald Parvin, M.Div. James Phipps, Ph.D. Terry Phipps, M.S.
Ass't. Prof. of Sociology Ass't Professor of Bible Professor of Speech Ass't. Professor of Biology
Social Science Department Bible Department Chairman, Speech Depart- Science Department
2 years 6 years ment 4 years
14 years
Marlin Rayburn, M.A. Anne Rich, M. Acct. Donald Rickard, M.A. Jack Riggs, Th.D.
Assoc. Professor of Speech Instructor of Accounting Part-time Instructor Professor of Bible
Speech Department Business Department Social Science Department Bible Department
11 years 1 year 12 years 15 years
David H. Robey, M.A. Kenneth St. Clair, M.A. Sandra Schlappi, B.A. James Seaman, Ph.D.
Ass't. Prof. of Speech, Dra-
ma
Part-time Instructor
Business Department
Instructor of Physical Ed.
Physical Education Depart-
Assoc. Prof. of Markt.,
Manag.
Speech Department 23 years ment Business Department
1 year 4 years 12 years
Lila Seaman, Ph.D.
Administrative Assistant
Nursing Department
1 year
Byron Shearer, M.Div.
Part-time Instructor
Bible Department
3 years
John Silvius, Ph.D.
Ass't. Prof. of Biological
Sci.
Science Department
3 years
Galen Smith, M.S.
Ass't. Prof. of Economics
Business Department
1 year
Sarah Smith, M.Acct.
Ass't. Prof. of Accounting
Business Department
2 years
Edward E. Spencer, M.A.
Professor of English
Chairman, Lang. and Lit.
Dept.
20 years
Karl Stahl, M.A.
Ass't. Professor of Music
Music Department
5 years
David Warren, Th.M.
Assoc. Prof. of Bible, Greek
Bible Department
2 years
Patricia Warren, B.A.
Part-time Instructor
Language and Literature
Dept.
2 years
Daniel E. Wetzel, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics, Math
Science Department
19 years
Ronald Walker, M.S.
Ass't. Prof. of Management
Business Department
4 years
Faculty Not Pictured:
Connie Anderson, B.A.
Richard Chenoweth, M.M.
David Haffey, J.D.
Deborah Haffey, M.A.
Charles Hickey, B.A.
Lawrence Killian, M.S.
Becky Kuhn, B.A.
Virginia Miller, B.M.
Delana Phillips
Ginny Potter, B.A.
Elizabeth Shearer, B.A.
Jane Varella, M.M.
L. Robert White, Ph.D.
Steven Winteregg, M.M.
Rodney Wyse, Ph.D.
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FACULTY
MEMBER
OF THE YEAR
Donald Callan has faithfully served Cedar-
ville College for 22 years. As head coach
for the Varsity Basketball team, he has
sought, both on and off the court, to instill
in his men a deep love for the Lord and a
desire to be a testimony before the op-
posing teams. Dr. Callan also serves as
Chairman of the M.I.S. Committee, a pro-
gram begun through his desire to give
Cedarville College students the opportu-
nity to gain experience on the mission
field. Cedarville College has been truly
blessed with a man like Dr. Callan.
STAFF
MEMBER
OF THE YEAR
Staff Member of the Year, Debbie Gidley
is a native of Cedarville and a 1977 gra-
duate of the College. As a secretary she
has been involved with the scores of stu-
dents who visit the Christian Service De-
partment every year. Her ready smile and
cheery greeting are a true testimony to
the love of God in her heart. Cedarville
College is fortunate to have Debbie as a
part of its family.
Cathy Ackley
Media Production Center Supervisor
4 years
Ruth Ager
Typist for Dr. Johnson
5 years
John Anglea
Assistant Controller
2 years
Martha Baldwin
Public Relations
7 years
Patricia Bates
Dean of Women
8 years
Grace Beikert
Bookstore Clerk
5 years
Robert Beikert
Director of Staff Personnel
5 years
Audrey Bergen
Bookstore Staff
22 years
Curt Berger
Resident Advisor for Bethel and
Patterson
1 year
Nova Berkenstock
Assistant Director of Financial Aid
4 years
Betty Bertschinger
Health Service Supervisor
16 years
Myrna Bicknell
Housekeeping Staff
1 year
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Sharon Biddle
Associate Acedemic Dean
1 year
Brenda Boley
Staff Nurse
1 year
Richard Bowersox
Controller
3 years
Lynn Brock
Director of Library Services
13 years
Mark Brown
Securtiy
3 years
Stephen Brown
Assistant Director of Library Services
14 years
Margaret Burrichter
Business Office
6 years
Timothy Butler
WCDR Public Service Announcer
1 year
Deborah Cagwin
Business Office
2 years
Alberta Carr
Bookstore Clerk
4 years
Melody Cato
Bookstore Secretary
1 year
Stuart Chaffe
Bookstore Staff
2 years
V
Elizabeth Chambers
Assistant Recorder
1 year
James Chambers
Maintenance
6 years
Martin Clark
Director of Counseling Services
8 years
Harry Cole
Assistant Bookstore Manager
6 years
Ronald Coriell
Director of Public Relations
3 years
Robert Couch
Assistant Director of Financial Aid
3 years
David Cox
Admissions Representative
1 year
Sherry Coy
Secretary to Dean Rickard
2 years
Judith Crocker
Reference Librarian
2 years
William Crocker
Technical Services
2 years
Jeannie Day
Bookstore Clerk
3 years
Linda Divan
Audio Visual Coordinator
5 years
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Marabeth Elmore
Science Department Secretary
20 years
Sheri Felton
Office Manager
1 year
Nancy Fissel
Business Office
12 years
David Gaffner
Director of Placement
1 year
David Gidley
Director of Financial Aid
17 years
Deborah Gidley
Christian Service Secretary
6 years
Irene Gidley
Secretary to the President
15 years
Margaret Green
Christian Service Secretary
11 years
May Greenwood
Secretary to the Academic Dean
18 years
DeWayne Grooms
CEP Productions Supervisor
3 years
Randy Harper
Physical Plant
1 year
John Hart
Admissions Representative
1 year
Dwain Hill
Resident Advisor for Lawlor
2 years
Kimberley Hosack
Physical Education Secretary
1 year
Agnes Howell
Resident Advisor for Printy
4 years
Kathy Howell
Music Co-ordinator
5 years
Ruth Humphreys
Nursing Department Secretary
1 year
James Hunter
Director of Purchasing
3 years
Kathleen Jansohn
Financial Aid Secretary
1 year
Judy Johnson
Library Circulation Supervisor
2 years
Robert Johnson
Director of the Physical Plant
3 years
Harold Kendall
WCDR Operations Director
2 years
Toinette King
Education Department Secretary
10 years
Nancy Knauff
Student Personnel Receptionist
1 year
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Gary Kuhn
Alumni Relations Director
3 years
Susan Larson
Graphic Artist
3 years
Patricia Lee
Payroll Clerk
2 years
Sheryl Liddle
School Photographer
2 years
Richard Lloyd
Computing Center Director
1 year
Sharon Mackey
Placement Center Secretary
1 year
Rebecca Matson
Library Clerk, Music Department
Secretary
8 years
Debra McDougal
Admissions Secretary
1 year
Mark McDougal
Recreational Activities Director
2 years
Barbara McIntosh
Recorder
11 years
Bernice Mick
Bookstore Manager
28 years
Robin Mourlam
CEP Secretary
1 year
Emma Murdoch
Bookstore Clerk
3 years
David Ormsbee
Director of Admissions
3 years
Diane Ouellette
Resident Advisor for South and
Harriman
3 years
Elaine Pagnard
Music Department Secretary
3 years
Carolyn Phillips
Assistant Recorder
1 year
Edmond Phillips
Maintenance
2 years
Henry Phillips
Associate Director of Development
15 years
John Potter
RA, Christian Service Co-ordinator
1 year
Judy Price
Physical Plant Secretary
1 year
Beatrice Printy
Resident Advisor for Maddox
11 years
David Purrington
Maintenance Plumber
1 year
Ethel Rayburn
Library Secretary
11 years
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Ruth Sagraves
Financial Aid Computer Operator
2 years
Penny Saunders
Staff Nurse
3 years
David Short
Maintenance Carpenter
1 year
Dorothy Spencer
Secretary to the Business Manager
19 years
Ida St. Clair
Receptionist
7 years
Mary Stahl
Bookstore Clerk
1 year
Debra Stewart
Director of Publicity
1 year
Joan Street
Resident Advisor for Faith
4 years
Lucia Strobridge
Health Service Secretary
6 years
Virginia Taylor
Development Research Assistant
10 years
John Tocknell
Broadcast Engineer
2 years
Pat Walker
Admin. Secretary to Development
Director
2 years
Staff Not Pictured:
Melissa Abbott
David Boston
Donna Brock
Connie Bruce
Fran Campbell
Jack Campbell
Hugh Carr
Verna Clark
Wilma Conklin
Margaret Davis
Geraldine Dillon
Robert Dillon
Mary Filson
Paul Gathany
Albert Grisham
Betty Grisham
Rebecca Harner
Cynthia Hart
Patrick Howard
Brenda Hubbard
Joyce Jeffery
Eunice Johnson
Marilyn Johnson
JoAnne Kendall
Joyce King
Carolyn Lee
Serge Lee
Judy Lowstetter
Cloetta McCoy
Mary Mitchell
Darlene Murdoch
Jane Nelson
Claudette Presley
Ruth Reid
Marty Ross
Richard Walker
Dean of Men
12 years
Paul Ware
Head Groundsman
4 years
Amy Womack
Campus Activities Secretary
2 years
Glenda Womack
Alumni Secretary
2 years
Jay Womack
Maintenance Mechanic
1 year
Michele Wozniak
Library Serials Clerk
2 years
Eugene Wyse
Copy Center Manager
1 year
Joyce Yeager
Business Administration Secretary
1 year
Myron Youngman
Campus Activities Director
7 years
Jeffery Scaggs
Merilee Shank
Philip Stoner
Sheryl Switzer
Betty Tarter
Charles Tarter
Ann TeaII
Nancy Torrans
Richard Torrans
Criss Wilson
Mark Woodard
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IN SPECIAL
RECOGNITION
FOR 9 YEARS
OF SERVICE
The 1982 Yearbook Staff would like to thank Mr. Rayburn for his
continuous dedication and committment to producing the Miracle.
For nine years he has served as the advisor of the Yearbook Staff.
In some of those years, he did much of the book by himself, when
unfortunate circumstances kept the staff from fulfilling their obli-
gations. As the advisor, he was always there to offer advice,
guidance, and encouragement. When he retires as advisor next
year, he will truly be missed. It is our hope and prayer that we will
continue the tradition of yearbook excellence that he worked so
hard to establish.
MR. RAYBURN/277 ='`.,
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RON HOBAR
WALLACE FIELDS
GEOFF WALKER
JEFF HACKET'T
MARK MORLEY
MARK MATHE
BILL BUHRO
PRINTY 37
"But he knoweth the way that I
take: when he hath tried me, I
shall come forth as gold." (Job
23:10)
Andrea Stamas
Coleen Rockey
Cindy Armstrong
Sharon Van Etten
Robbin Danec
Kim Morgan
Tod Reinhart
Alan Geist
Tim Woodard
Brad Reinhart
Todd Geist
Pat Wishart
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Dawn Erlandson, Sandy Oie, Patty Leipprandt, Diane Blasdell, Debbie Armor,
Sally Cochran, Kellee Brown, Elena England, Lori Redmond, Bev Barnette, Suzi
Milevoi, Linda Wilson, Diane Regnier.
Do You Know This Man?
If you are an English major and are looking for a good Advisor, then this
is the man you want. He is always willing to arrange 12 hour quarters,
and you can drop courses at the drop of a hat. If you want to take 5
years to get your college education then you need to see Mr. Spencer,
the right advisor for the discriminating college student.
(This announcement paid for by 3 satisfied advisees.)
The Yearbook Staff Thanks The Following For Their Help:
*Sheryl Liddle/
Public Relations
*Walt Fouch/
Directions in Photography
*Myron Youngman/
Campus Activities
*Christian Service
Office
*Post Office
*Cedars
*Copy Center
*Academic Records
*SPO
*Mrs. Knauff
*Dr. Johnson
*Mrs. Street
*Dr. Dixon
*Mrs. Dixon
*Mrs. Gidley
*Mrs. Greenwood
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The 1982 C.C. Yearbook Staff
We Create Miracles
Julie Hall, Elaine Stone, Jon Beight, Stacey Butler, Donna Supplee, Ken Mor-
row, Rod Smith, Michelle Randall, Louise Johnston, Susan Matter, Tim Bullock,
Reda Moore, Kevin Fannin, Paula Moore, Judy Spencer, Kirsten Johnson, Beth
Wieder, Bryan Armstrong
Are You Interested In Working on
A Yearbook Staff?
Do You Have Previous Yearbook Experience?
Are You A Good Photographer?
Are You Creative?
Are You Responsible About Your Commitments?
If you answered yes to any of the above questions then you may be interested in
working on the 1983 Miracle. The Miracle Staff is looking for dedicated stu-
dents who want to have a part in recording a year of history. If you think you
have the qualifications to be a part of the 1983 Miracle Staff, contact Bryan
Armstrong (1983 Editor) or Mrs. Dixon (1983 Advisor). We can always use good
workers.
283/ADS
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Cedars
Information Editorials
Entertainment
Sports Coverage
With you in mind
Student
In-forum Senate
Homecoming
Student Body Project
Student Missionary
Project
the voice of the student body
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BEREA BAPTIST
CHURCH
250 West St., Berea, Ohio 44017
Rev. Derwin G. Hauser, Pastor
Congratulations Class of '82
Congratulations To The Class Of 1982
Parsippany Baptist Church
1179 Littleton Road (Route 202)
Parsippany, New Jersey
Pastor David Nettleton
"PREACHING THE WORD"
First Baptist Church Of Nassapequa
Hicksville Road And Clark Street
Box 336
Massapequa, New York 11758
Frederick W. Thomas, Pastor
Sunday
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:00 a.m. Morning Service
6:00 p.m. Youth Fellowship
7:00 p.m. Gospel Preaching
Wednesday
7:30 p.m. Prayer Service
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Congratulations
Class Of 1982 From
EMMANUAL BAPTIST CHURCH
AND CHRISTIAN
DAY SCHOOL (K-12)
Rev. R. William Wheeler, Pastor
"Building A Generation To Honor Christ"
Congratulations
Graduates Of 1982
Especially Our Own
Amy Marie Smith
And
Daniel Llewellyn
Phillippians 1:6
Allegany Baptist
Church
Allegany, New York
EUCLID-
NOTTINGHAM
BAPTIST
CHURCH
18901 Lakeshore Blvd.
Euclid, Ohio 44119
Pastor: Donald McClintic
Sunday
9:45 AM — Bible School
11:00 AM — Worship
6:30 PM — Eve. Service
Wednesday
7:00 PM — Awana Club
7:15 PM — Midweek Service
"The Lord Hath Done Great Things For Us Whereof We Are Glad."
— Psalm 126:3
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VALLEY ,MPTIST
97-1ECLOGICAL SEYINARY
Max E. Tucker - Seminary President
Cedarville, Class of '53
- FUNDAMENTAL & DISPENSATIONAL
- COMPASSIONATE IN APPROACH
- EVANGELISTIC IN OUTREACH
- STRONG IN ACADEMICS
OFFERING: Th.B., M.Div., Th.M. DEGREES
3-YEAR, HALF-TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
"LOCATED /N BEAUTIFUL SUBURBAN MINNEAPOLIS"
Write or Call for Information:
5900 GOLDEN VALLEY ROAD, MPLS ,MN 55422
(612) 544-3704
When in Minneapolis, welcome to VALLEY BAPTIST CHURCH, 5920 Golden Valley Rd.
ADS/287
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Congratulations
To Jackie Burdick
And The Class Of 1982
From
FAITH BAPTIST
CHURCH
Maine, N.Y.
HUNTSBURG BAPTIST
CHURCH
16419 Mayfield Rd.
Huntsburg, Ohio
Pastor, Ben H. Garlich
"The Fear Of The Lord Is
The Beginning Of Knowledge ..."
Proverbs 1:7a
FAITH BAPTIST CHURCH
R.R. 2, Box 163D
Geneseo, Illinois 61254
Gary Hanson, Pastor
Our Students
At Cedarville
Kay Johnson, Senior
Jim Peterson, Sophomore
FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH
125 Grand Ave.
Wellington, Ohio 44090
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Young Peoples
Evening Service
Wed. Evening
9:30 AM
10:45 AM
6:00 PM
7.00 PM
7:00 PM
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Congratulations To The Class Of 1982
wheelersburg
baptist church
8140 Gallia Post Office Box 224 * Pllheelersburg, Ohio 45694 * 614-574-5116
"Let your light so shine before men, that they may see
your good works and glorify your Father, who is in
Heaven."
— Matt 5:16
Dick Sumner, Pastor
Dennis Burns, Youth Pastor
Gary Storm, Director
Scioto Hills Reservation
We Proudly Salute Our Students Presently Attending Cedarville:
Ken Massie, Bill McBrayer, Becky Miller, Cheryl Miller, Reve Smith
Congratulations To The Class Of 1982 From
BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
1704 Springdale Road
Rev. Virgil Storeking,
Pastor
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08003
1704 Springdale Road, Cherry Hill, New Jersey Q13003
7.4r. •
41104
Ka.
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WESTGATE BAPTIST CHURCH
"The First Baptist Church 
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BEREAN BAPTIST
CHURCH
15 Cumberland St.
Brunswick, Maine
Sunday
Bible School
Morning Worship
Youth Meetings
Evening Bible Hour
Prayer Meeting
9:30 AM
11:00 AM
5:15 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM, Thur.
The Southgate Baptist Church
John R. Greening, Pastor
Thomas M. Hopewell, Asst. Pastor
2111 S. Center Blvd.
Springfield, Ohio 45506
Congratulations To The Class Of 1982. We Also Thank The Lord
For The Students Who Are Part Of Our Church Family.
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Congratulations To The Class Of 1981
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GRANDVIEW PARK BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. OrIan Wilhite
Senior Pastor
Rev. Elmer Carrithers
Hospital And Shut-In
Ministries
Rev. David Board
Christian Ed.
And Music Ministries
1701 E. 33rd St.
Des Moines, Iowa 50317
Phone (515)-262-8289
Rev. David McClintic
Outreach Ministries
Gregory Bishop
Youth Ministries
James Collogan
Christian School
Superintendent
Sunday
Bible School
Morning Service
Evening Service
MT. PLEASANT BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 AM
11:00 AM
7:30 PM
Corsica, Pennsylvania
S. Clair Heitzenrater, Pastor
Phone 379-3370
Wednesday
Bible Study And Prayer 7:30 PM
"We Preach Not Ourselves, But Christ Jesus The Lord"
CALVARY BAPTIST
CHURCH
1779 Depot Road
Salem, Ohio 44460
Pastor, Fred W. Robb
Phone 337-6759
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FAITH BAPTIST
CHURCH
2220 Western Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938
Lyonel M. Watkins
Pastor
FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH
Kenneth Wilhite, Pastor
605 Clark Street
Reinbeck, Iowa 50669
Our Student At Cedarville
College Is Lori Willms.
BLESSED HOPE
BAPTIST CHURCH
5430 Fishburg Road
Dayton, Ohio 45424
Pastor
William D. Tallman
"Proclaiming Christ:
Crucified, Risen And
Coming Again"
2345 Eakin Road
Columbus, Ohio
Greeting To Our Stu
At Cedarvill
Karen Mathe
Mark Mathew -
Tom Wright Jr. Pió
Dennis George, Assoc Pastor
CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
850 Cirby Way
Roseville, California 95678
Office Phone: 969-8181
Pastor's Phone: 725-3719
David Morrison, Pastor
David Finch, Assoc. Pastor
George Parnell, Visitation Pastor
ADS/293
Contratulation
To The
Class Of
Open
Monday-Fnda
8:30-4:4
Saturday
9:30-12:30
294/ADS
"Thanks From All Of Us
At Directions"
DIRECTIONS IN PHOTOGRAPHY
11306 Southland Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45240 (513) 742-4000
Congratulations To 1982 Graduates
From
JOSTEN'S AMERICAN YEARBOOK CO.
Charles Miller
Representative
Springfield, Ohio 399-8044
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VILLAGE
SUPER
VALU
360 N. Main
Cedarville
766-1201
Home Of
Low, Low
Prices
"Your Kind Of Food Store"
THE VILLAGE
JEAN SHOP
57 N. Main Street
Cedarville, Ohio
Phone 766-5531
Casual Clothes, Work
Clothes, Come In, Browse,
And Buy
296/ADS
WEBBER'S FLORIST AND
GIFT SHOPPE
Phone 766-5768
75 N. Main Street
P.O. Box 575
Cedarville, Ohio 45314
We Do Flowers For All
Occasions, Banquets,
Silk, Fresh, Weddings,
Recitals.
69 N. Main St.
Cedarville, Ohio
766-2311
Deposits Insured Up To $100,000 Member F.D.I.C.
Yellow Springs
266 Xenia Ave.
767-7217
Beavercreek
3216 Seajay Dr.
429-3420
MIAMI
DEPOSIT
BANK
"Here To
Serve You"
Xenia
290 Xenia Towne Sq.
376-8214
6)113Rle
pgDERAL
I SAVINGS AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION
129 N. Main St.
Cedarville, Ohio 45314
Phone 766-2141
We Have Student
Loans, Money
Orders, And
Travelers Checks
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.MORRIS BEAN & CO.
Cedarville Plant
154 W. Xenia Ave.
"Best Wishes To Cedarville
College And The Class
Of 1982"
298/ADS
GERARD
INSURANCE
"Your Independent Insurance
Agent Serves You First"
A Full Service Agency
Life — Auto — Fire — Boat — Bonds
Home Owners — Health — Pension Programs
Business — Farm — Industrial
1 West Washington, Jamestown, OH.
Ph. 675-9321 or 372-2600
Earl Gerard — 372-2600 (Res.)
Anne Gerard — 372-9648 (Res.)
Dick Baker — 426-2920 (Res.)
WILLIAM'S JEWELERS
Your Professional Jeweler
104 N. Detroit (Next To Singers)
Xenia, Ohio 45385
Diamonds • Giftware • Jewelry
Bill Block
Ph. 372-3557
372-3558
We Buy,
Trade, And
Appraise
Jewelry
Congratulations To The Class Of 1982
Main & Xenia Sts.
Cedarville, OH
For Your Best Deal
In General Electric
Appliances
Hardware
And Gifts
Free Gift
Wrapping
ADS/299
VISIT FAIRBORN CAMERA
14 E. Main
Fairborn, Ohio
Courteous Professional
Advice Always Available
From Our Certified
Photographic
Counselors
Trades Welcome
Discount House Prices
Open Daily 9-6
Closed Wed. And Sun.
Phone 878-4392
Nikon • Canon • Olympus
Pentax • Minolta • Mamiya
Konica • Vivitar And
Bushnell Lenses
2 Great Locations
Xenia Towne Square
Open Mon.-Sat. 8-11
Sundays 9-10
and
Xenia Plaza
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-10
Sundays 10-7
ftrabitti Thefrish
• • • • • • •
• YOU PAY LESS AT... ••••••••••
rtertrtedys
/ER
Xenia's Home Town Grocer Since 1917
Treat Yourself
To Real Soft Water
Water Conditioner Manufacturing,
Sales, Service, Salt, Rentals
entm
WATER CONDITIONING INC
3249 Dryden Rd.
Dayton, Ohio 45439
(513) 294-5100
Ohio Wats — (800) 762-4312
Dealer Inquiry's Invited
Little Girls Loves Soft Water
So Do Mommies And Daddies!
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GODFATHER'S
PIZZA
124 Xenia Towne Square
Xenia, Ohio
Sat.-Fri.
Sun.-Thur.
11-1 AM
11-11 PM
376-8286
PK YELLOW SPRINGS INC.
108 CLIFF ST
pk
YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO 45387
Known for Lumber
and Building Supplies
for over a Century!
Insulation, Packaged Homes,
Foundation materials, lumber
Plywood, Doors & Windows,
Roofing, Hardware, Paint,
Kitchens, Flooring, Storm Windows,
Fence Tools, Accessories
FREE DELIVERY
PHONE 767-7426
OPEN DAILY 7:30-5 SAT. 7:30-12
COMMUNITY
BOWLING LANES
66 S. Allison Ave.
Xenia, Ohio 45385
376-9496
"We Invite You To
Enjoy Bowling
With Us"
Congratulations
To The Class
1982
Paint And Body
Shop Supplies
Hydralic Hoses
Auto, Truck,
And Tractor Parts
Radiator Service
Machine Shop Service
OHNNY'S
AUTO PARTS
372-9286
or
426-6405
Open
Sun. 9-5
Mon.-Fri. 8-8
Sat. 8-6
51 Washington St.
Quality — Experience — Xenia, Ohio
Service
ADS/301
VILLAGE LANES
"The Family Fun Recreation
Center"
Snack Bar And Games
1475 Xenia Ave.
Yellow Springs, Ohio
767-1730
Congratulations
To The
Class Of '82
EVERYTHING THE AMATEUR OR
PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
COULD EVER NEED...
• SALES &
EQUIPMENT
• RENTALS
• REPAIRS
• TRADES
• AUDIO VISUAL
• VIDEO TAPE
• PRO FORMAT
• PHOTO FINISHING
• PASSPORT
PHOTOS
• CREDIT
EVEN YOUR CAMERA SAYS.
NICK
L CAMERA SHOPS 
Two Locations:
Springfield: 126 E. High 323-5561
Dayton: 4231 N. Main 277-8928
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75 E. Main St.
Xenia, Ohio 45385
372-2362
Congratulations To The Class Of 1982
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams
Clarksville, Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. George Ahlgrim
Hobart, Indiana
Dr. and Mrs. Wallace Alcorn
Austin, Minnesota
Mr. and Mrs. James Anderson
Racine, Wisconsin
Mr. and Mrs. Garry Archer
Marysville, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. John Armor
Grand Blanc, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Armstrong
South Haven, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. James Atkinson
East Alton, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Augenstein
Columbus, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Averill
New Hampton, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Bachelder
Galion, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Banfill
Belmont, New Hampshire
Mrs. Ether Barnett
Warsaw, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Bartlett
Novi, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. James Bashline
Clarion, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bauer
Xenia, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Bean
Cresaptown, Maryland
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Beaver
Bradford, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Becker
Spencerville, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beikert
Cedarville, Ohio
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis Bell
Griggsville, Illinois
Pastor and Mrs. Charles Benedict
Hunington Station, New York
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Berger
Olney, Illnois
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Biros
Maumee, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bishop
Jacksonville, Florida
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Block
Gladwin, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Booher
Xenia, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bowersox
Xenia, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Brammer
Florissant, Montana
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Briggs
Springfield, Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Britton
Kingston, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brower
River Edge, New Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Brown
Johnstown, New York
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Brown
Beardstown, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Brown
Kokomo, Indiana
Mrs. Doris Browne
Washington, D.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Brueilly
Mansfield, Pennsylvania
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald Bubel
Wessington Springs, South Dakota
Rev. and Mrs. William Buhrow
Lyndhurst, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Buining
Des Moines, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Burdick
Newark Valley, New York
Dr. and Mrs. James Burt
Worthington, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. George Butler
Steamboat Rock, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Butts
Fleming, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. James Byrd
Spring Valley, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Sal Carollo
Clinton, New York
Mr. and Mrs. John Carr
Elyria, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. James Carraker
Toledo, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Caulk
Laurel, Maryland
Mr. Wilburn Cawood
Kettering, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Chambers
Sturtevant, Wisconsin
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Chandler
Hadley, New York
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Clark
Lincoln Park, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Clark
Hudson, New Hampshire
Mr. John Clayton, Jr.
North Salem, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Coates
Quincy, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Coiro
Amston, Connecticut
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Collins
Newport, Michigan
Mrs. Louise Conrad
Akron, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. John Cook
Wayne, New Jersey
Mr. Gary Cooke
Indianapolis, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Cope
Manassas, Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cornelius
Wilmington, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cotton
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. R. Cronin
North Wales, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Davison
Brownsburg, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Dausie Decker
Shawnee, Kansas
Mr. and Mrs. Lester DeGroft
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania
Mrs. Donna DeMent
Jackson, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Dever
Westerville, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Donald DeYoung
Rochester, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dieringer
St. Marys, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Diller
Bluffton, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Dobbel
Schroon Lake, New York
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Dorsey
Tipp City, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. William Drummer
Fairview Village, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. D.L. Dudrow
Springfield, Ohio
Mr. Glenn Duff
Houlton, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. T.A. Dzedzy
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Eckardt
Hillsdale, New Jersey
Mrs. Letter Edelin
Washington, D.C.
Mr. Robert Edwards
Mishawaka, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Havard Eppehimer
Spring City, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Estes
Horseheads, New York
Mr. and Mrs. John Fakan
Vermilion, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. ArneII Fast
Van Wert, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Felker
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Filer
Union Springs, New York
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Files
Rochester, New York
Mr. and Mrs. William Fischbach
Spring Valley, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Fisher
Akron, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Flint
Newfane, New York
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Foreman
Van Wert, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Fornell
Barron, Wisconsin
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fowler
Silvis, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fox
Red Bank, New Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. John Freebourn
Franklin, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Freeburger
Southampton, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. H.L. Freeman, Jr.
St. Albans, West Virginia
Mr. Harry Gardner
Grand Junction, Colorado
Mr. and Mrs. James Geist
Meadville, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Girton
Bellevue, Ohio
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Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gorham
Des Moines, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grafton
Highland, Maryland
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Greenawalt
North Jackson, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Groves
Parma, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Tim Guest
Hudson, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Gutsmuth
Haddon Heights, New Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle Hager
Brown City, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Lavern Hague
Tulare, South Dakota
Mr. Orlin Hale
Rootstown, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Hall
DeGraff, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hamblin
Jeffersonville, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hamlet
Berkley, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Hancock
Amelia, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. William Hanson
Waterloo, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harmon
Johnstown, Pennsylvania
Rev. and Mrs. Ralph Hart
Largo, Florida
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hart
Greenville, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. David Hartman
Oak View, California
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Harvey
Oswego, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Hazen
Mentor, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Heal
Skipman, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Esty Helmick
West Milton, Ohio
Mrs. Aretha Henderson
Johnson City, New York
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Herl
Rives Junction, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Monty Herrington
Ft. Wayne, Indiana
Rev. and Mrs. Larry Hess
Akron, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nimes
Nashville, Maryland
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hines
Marathon, New York
Rev. and Mrs. John Hippard
Shelbyville, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hoke
Meadville, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. John Holman
Freeport, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Hood
Gallipolis, Ohio
Kimberly Hosak
Cedarville, Ohio
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Howard
Jamestown, New York
Rev. and Mrs. Roy Hunter
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DuBois, Pennsylvania
Mr. and Mrs. William Hutchins
Corning, New York
Mr. Vern Hyde
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Imhoff
Riverview, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Jackson
Arcanum, Ohio
Mr. Lloyd Jackson
Bloomfield, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Hi James
Wilmington, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. T.E. Jenkins
Citrus Springs, Florida
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Jewell
Oxford, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. James Jobson
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Johnson
Winamac, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Johnson
Marietta, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Johnson
Davenport, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnston
Baltimore, Maryland
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Joslin
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Judkins
Wakefield, Rhode Island
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Jue
Atlantic City, New Jersey
Mr. and Mrs. Guenter Kass
Dayton, Ohio
Rev. and Mrs. Wayne Keisling
Prattsburg, New York
Rev. and Mrs. George Keller
Berlin, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Kempf
Mt. Cory, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Kidd
Cincinnati, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. William Kina
South Elgin, Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kincaio
Elyria, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kirby
Prospect, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Klingenberg
Temperance, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Koerber
Colchester, Connecticut
Mr. and Mrs. C.W. Lane
Griffith, Indiana
Mr. and Mrs. J. Larman
Muskegon, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Lyons Lawson
Pontiac, Michigan
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Leach
Kettering, Ohio
Mrs. Julia Leffler
Fairborn, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Leman
Francesville, Indiana
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LAST WRITES
As I finish the last pages of this book, and as I
reflect on the last school year, one thing especially
keeps coming to mind. If I were to use one word to
sum up the 1981-82 school year, it would have to
be "changes". So many facets of the college, fac-
ulty, staff, and students have changed in the past
year. The word changed brings to mind a multitude
of memories.
On campus, the old gym was changed into a
new dining hall, Williams was changed from a dorm
to offices and classrooms, and an empty lot past
the tennis courts was changed into a new athletic
center. The faculty and staff are constantly chang-
ing as new members are added and others retire or
accept new positions elsewhere. But most of all, it
is the students that change. In the four years spent
at Cedarville, they grow, mature, develop, and pre-
pare themselves for wherever the Lord may lead
them. As I watched graduation at the end of the
year I was aware of how much we as students
change. Many of the seniors had been friends of
mine for several years, and even in the short time I
had known them I could see the changes in their
lives.
These changes at Cedarville and for the students
have brought many blessings. To recount all the
ways in which the Lord blessed the college family in
the past year would fill this entire book. I am sure
that every member of the college family would join
with the psalmist in saying, "Unto thee, 0 God, do
we give thanks, unto thee do we give thanks: for
that thy name is near thy wondrous works declare"
(Psalm 75:1).
The goal of the yearbook staff was to present to
the student body a pictoral history of the school
year. The changes, the highlights, the students —
in short, everything you will remember about Ce-
darville College. It is our hope and prayer that we
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have accomplished this goal.
Many long hours were put into producing this
book, and I am very thankful for all those who
worked on it. I was blessed with a small but hard-
working staff that did an excellent job. I would also
like to thank those people who helped but were not
members of the staff. There were many of these
people who contributed to this book. Academic
Records, the Post Office, the Academic Dean's
Office, the President's Office, the Student Person-
nel Office, Cedars, Sheryl Liddle and the Public
Relations Office, and a countless number of faculty
and staff members all contributed in some way to
help produce this book.
I would also like to thank several other people
who may not be aware of their special contribution
to the yearbook. I am very thankful for my best
friend, Tim Fisher, who was an endless source of
help and encouragement. Two other very special
people, my roommates, were also there to lend a
hand in any way they could. And, I would especially
like to thank the two greatest parents in the world.
They were always there when I needed someone to
talk to, and it was a great comfort to know that I
was constantly in their thoughts and prayers.
Most of all though, and above all else, I thank the
Lord. For without Him, none of these people would
have been brought into my life. I would not have
had the ability to produce this book. And, I would
not have changed. "But he knoweth the way that I
take; when he hath tried me, I shall come forth as
gold" (Job 23:10).
Bryan Armstrong, 1982 Editor
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